aoomteemtnt*.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

If You Haven’t Decided""
WHAT TO
1JU

l|

Come in and we'll tell you how to invest it so it will become a valuable
nest egg for future
a
years, and
steady earner. We are daily making
Rood investments for the people of
Hancock county and vicinity; we can

WITH
Vt till

nn

I

THAT
I '1

INTEREST

f
*

I
I

C H Grinds 1-Refrigerator for sale.
Charles H Douglass and Edith K Douglass—
Notice nf foreclosure.
A J Higgins—Freedom notice.
G A l'archer—Administrator’s sale.
Hancock hall
Lucler’a Consolidated minstrels.
Staples, Smith A Moody—Musical Instru—

ments.

Reliable Clothing Co—Clothing.
Maine Central R R—Change In time-table.
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
Owen Byrn—Clothing.
J A Thompson—Wall Payer.
Floyd A Haynes—New cash market.
Davkl Friend—Clothing.

I

“a

i

money,
C. C. BURRILL
Burrill Bank Bldg.,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

I

Waltham, Me:
Stephen N Jordan—Caution notice.

I

Philadelphia

|

Ellsworth, Me.

Portland:
E L Watkins A

Co—Help wanted.

:

The Curtis Pub

Co—Saturday Evening Post.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

In

NAT'L

bank

GEO.

H.

ME.

GRANT

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. H. Lclund, J. A. Thompson

CO.,

and H. \Y.

A I

IX V/ I /

**

1

a

11,0 ,nlMt l»P-44
ular is the

A_?' |

/~1

We have them, and their policies cost no more than those of small
give the lowest rates, and cash settlements.

u.

'IVT

A

If 1 1 vj /A.

**

Capt. W.C. Bellatty spent a lew days
with his family here last week.
Edmon Eno expects to open
Shore
Lamoine Beach about June 1.

Acres at

companies.

Wo

Packard, formerly

A. W.

office, is home from
week’s vacation.

ican

_REAL

ESTATE

GOODS.

The AmerBoston for a

of

O. G. Hall, of the Bangor Commercial,
in the

was

FURNISHING

Single copies,

cents;
subscription price,
$ 1.50 per year in advance.

insurance AND

TAPI FV

W
U.

0

Estey.

5

distance telephone.

4

m.

SUNDAT.

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, ME.

Tlie l»rge*t Fin-4
Com [Any Is the

m.

AT TOST-OFFICE.

Mall train from the west arrives at 7.18 am.
Leaves for the west at 6.08 p m. Mall closes for
the west 6.80 p m.

General Insurance and Real Estate.
long

CL08E8

Going East—6.30 a m, 5.30 p m.
Going West—11.20 am, 5 and 9 15 p

bldg.,

_ELLSWORTH,
The

MAIL

American

city
a

last week.

He made The

pleasant call.

Ex-Clty-Marsbal Donovan has leased a
Bar Harbor, and will shortly
open it as a boarding-house.
C. L. Morang is to open a branch store
at
Northeast Harbor in a few days.
is what you get when you come to us.
Fred Wallace will be in charge.
Dr. Harry C. Mason, of Stonington, was
CLEANSING, PRESSING and REPAIRING.
in town Saturday and Sunday, the guest
Spring of tlie year is house-cleaning time. Why not other tilings as of his parents,Charles W. Mason and wife.
Herman S. Austin, who has been emwell? Bring in your old clothes of all kinds and have them cleansed,
pressed and repaired and made good as new at very reasonable prices. ployed on The American, has been
Come in and buy some of our up-to-date furnishing goods for summer.
Warm weather is at hand, and a new pair of hose, or gloves, or a
pretty tie will go a long way toward making a man appear well
dressed, especially if they are something new and tlie latest, and that

house at

obliged to leave

DAVID

Main street,

FRIEND,

Ellsworth,

Music!

Music!
We have just added to
that wonderful

b

THE

I

Why

not

f

k

I

have
So

required.

by

Moody,

Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone—53«5

We have selected

From
which

this

department

sell
at
to
ACTUAL COST
room
for
new
make
poods
that are arriving daily.
A look at these values

ELL8WOBT11.

we

will

Its

lodge, F. and A. M., will be held in
rooms

morrow

evening.

lodges of districts Nos. 25
a convention in Ellsworth
on May 19.
Nokorais lodge will entertain.
Riverview lodge, of Bucksport, has been
invited.
The Rebekah

and 26 will hold

the annual

meeting of the Senator

Hose Co. Monday evening the old
of
officers was re-elected.
The
officers’ names were published in last
week’s American.
board

went to Bangor last night
delegate from E. P. Young Camp No.
8794, Modern Woodmen of America, to
L. F. Giles

as a

The

PRESSING and
REPAIRING
hone.

HLLSWORl h.
y*0*0*0*0*0»0#0#'.''<»0*040^CiJ
*
2
EDWIN M. MOORE,

S
*

dealer In all kinds of

Q

Fresh, salt,, Smoked and Dry f

FISH.

dlery line.

1

hemp and wire rope, eto.
c. H. CURTIS & CO.
r
Ellsworth.
Street,

"at

i

3

WALLPAPER.
THOMPSON,
Me,

to-

full attendance is

May party

is

given by the entertainment committee of the
Unitarian
church will be at Odd Fellows hall tomorrow

evening,

to be

instead of

on

Friday

evening, as has been announced.
The many friends of Albert M. Hopkins, who has been so seriously ill for the
past three or four months, are plad to see

O

held last

was

class of the

high school.
Clement

Frances
Oakes were quietly married at the Methodist parsonage last Wednesday evening by
Rev. J. P. Simonton. Both these young
people are employed at the Hancock
house. They have many friends who
Orin

M.

and

Miss

Halibut, rflueflsh.X
Mackerel, Oystera, Clams, Scallop*, £
•
Lobsters and Finnan Haddiea.

Cod,

Haddock,

0 Campbell ft;True Bldg.. East End Bridge,
♦
EUSWOKTH, ME..

that is to follow the concert.

The Associated Charities is in great
need of clothing, especially for children.
Those who desire to make contributions
may leave them at the society’s room in
public library buildiug, on Tuesday
Saturday afternoons, or if word is
left, the clothing will be sent for.

the
and

Henry B. Stockbridge arrived heme
Wednesday evening and will spend

"S
SAFETY
OUR
LABEL
IN

When you see our label
bottle of medicine you
know that the prescription
has been filled with absolutely the best and purest
drugs, and has been doublechecked to prevent every
of
mistake,
possibility
lour medicine is right, and
you are safe if we do your
lieprescription work.
member this.
on

a

3
~

WIGGIN

&

REGISTERED

The Ellsworth American
[The;only county paper.]

HOORE,

DRUGGISTS,.

Corner opp. the Postoffice.

with

summer

his

bridge and wife.

parents, S.
Mr.

last
the

P. Stock-

Stockbridge

is

a

of
Kyrle Bellew’s company,
during the past season has been
playing “A Gentleman of France”.
member
which

Witham left Monday to attend
masonic lodge in Portland,
opened Tuesday and will con-

Albert L.
the

grand

which

tinue in session until

Thursday.

accompanied by Mrs.

He

was

Witham, who will
E. Parsons,

visit friends in Bath.

James

season.

Lucier’s consolidated minstrels will be
Charles P. Hatpin’s next attraction at
Hancock hall, next Friday, May 8, being
the date.
The company is composed of
assemblage of premier celebrities m
minstrelsy, resembling the royal
drawing-room of King Charles of France,

an

modern

Esoteric lodge, and Fred B. Aiken, of
Lygonia lodge, are also attending the
grand lodge.
George A. Parcher’s horse Captain,

finally subdued them.
At Lamoine much valuable woodland
near Blunt’s pond has been destroyed, and
Curtis Hamor lost his entire set of farm

buildings.
On No. 22, which is owned by Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. and Cherryfield
parties, huudreds of acres of valuable
timber

which

he has

years,chiefly
be
a

used

for about

tweuty

were

burned,

useful

animal.

James

The

owner

Wednesday, May 6, May 13 and May 20,
Hancock hall—Lectures by John Jay
Lewis. Graduating class of high school
receives one-fourth the proceeds. Course
at

tickets, 50c.
Friday, May 8, at Hancock

ball—Lu-

minstrels.

25c, 35c
Wiggin &

cier’s

consolidated

Reserved seats at

and 50c.
Moore’s.

Thursday, May 7, at Odd Fellows hall—
May party by the entertainment commit-

tee of the Unitarian

senger, who has driven
past ten years.

Captain

for

the

citizens who are
interested in
beautifying Woodbine cemetery are notified that Superintendent C.
R. Foster
will be glad to receive donations of plants,
shrubs or seeds.
He will see to it that
whatever is tendered will be used to

advantage.

Mr. Foster

best

is

taking much
pains to make this already picturesque
spot look as beautiful as possible.
Tne summer schedule of the Eastern
Steamship Co. went into effect last Monday. Steamers leave Foster’s wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday, at 5p. m., for
Rockland and other points on the Penobscot river.

days

at

Returning,

leave

Bangor

Wednesday, May 19 and 20
Tuesday
at Northeast Harbor—Annual county convention of the W. C. T. 1).
Thursday, May 21, at Hancock haF—\.
Q Scflmm'nn’rt “Side Tracked”, under the
local management of Charles F. Halpm.
Some

men are so near

that it’s

a

Harbor, touching

absolute

baldness

hair-breath escape.

WE OUGHT TO GET
YOUR ORDER
whenever

b'ish, Vegetables
of the

strictly

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Meats,

Groceries

first-class sort.
a

reputation

dealers

as

eatables of

not to

splendid
in

unfailing goodness

spoil

that

we

are

careful

reputation

in

SALE.

any way.
tried our

^'If you’ve never
goods, why not

The Stock of

“sample”

them

Books,

We
find

Stationery,
Fancy Goods,

very

great* bargains

George

are

this

week?

confident you will
better or more varied

are
no

buy from—arm
juices are always
lowest figure.

stock to
cash

of the late J. A. Hale is offered
for sale at the store, corner of
Main and Hancock streets.
Some

our

at

offered.

A. Parcher,
Adm’r.

FLOYQ & HAYNES,
Ellsworth. Me.

34 Main St.,

mmm

at way land-

or

We have built up

Mon-

ings, daily except Sunday at 1 p. m.
The exercises at the high school next
Friday afternoon will consist o* music
by Frances Jordan, Ella Morang and Leah
Thomas; “Current Events” by Annie L.
Lord; a debate discussed by Harry Lafiin
and Dora Moon on the affirmative and
Leon Rowe and Sadie Jordau on the negative. Those to speak on the debate are

want

you

and you may be sure
going to be mighty

$3obcrtisnntnts.

12; other week days at 2 p. m.;

from Bar

parish.

and

probably
mes-

No. 33 have

EVENTS.

COMING

the inevitable than did

Smith, the faithful express

were

extinguished.

in the express wagon, had to
He bad been

no worse over

camps

no

Otis and

Smaller fires at
been

put away last Thursday.

felt

but

lost.

of

All

&6totisnncntc.

HARRY E. CONDON, Manager,

We’re pretty busy though,
vessel on the railway,
and others in the water, but in need of
repairs. Still will trod time to estimate on your work, and then do it.
We keep every tiling* in the shlp-chan-

funeral

introduced this

_

Hale

CLEANSING,

Certainly.

%

A

block

desired.

RELIABLE CLOTHING CO.,

Ellsworth,

Manning

it the

being held in that city to-day.

Xeatly

one

The

apparently recovered.

the State convention of the order that

REPAIR YOUR boat t

A.

feared,

were

THE OLD RELIABLE

clad. Silk and satin draperies
Friday. A delegation of Odd Fellows beautifully
covering the entirestage. An olio of suaccompanied the body to Ellsworth.
perb specialties follow the first part. There
Henry Joseph Moore, son of the late will be a street
parade Friday noon, and a
Absolutely Pure
Calvin P. and Mary Elizabeth Moore,
band concert in front of the hall at 7.30.
formerly of Ellsworth, died in Boston Reserved seats are now on sale at Wiggin
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
April 27. Mr. Moore was In his thirty- & Moore’s drug store.
fifth year.
He leaves a wife and one
The Park street improvement society,
child.
ELLSWORTH VESSEL LOST.
which is composed of ladies living on or
George B. Wyman, who has been seri- in the immediate
vicinity of Park street,
J.
M.
ously ill for some weeks at the home of has had the street from Oak street to the The Schooner
Kennedy ”
his father, L. B. Wyman, has so far reWrecked Near Monhegan.
railroad track covered with crushed rock.
Word wan received here •*
covered as to be able to return to his
Friday
This society has done much toward beauthat the schooner “J. M. Ken*edv”, of
home in Redstone, N. H.
He left last
tifying the street. Last fall it bought
A. W. Hutchings, was a
Friday.
Ellsworth,
Capt.
and tore down the old icehouse, which
r>
James E. Parsons has been appointed was located at the corner of Oak and Park total wreck, having struck, on
ursday
by the grand high priest of the Royal streets, and is now grading the grounds. night, April 30, on the “Old Mm,” ledge,
between
and
Monhegan
George’r island,
Arch chapter of Novia Scotia, a represen- The members
expect, before fall, to have
tative of the grand chapter of Nova Scotia the sidewalk extended to School street, at the mouth of Penobscot bay.
The
vessel
went
ashore
about midRoyal Arch Masons, near the grand and the road graded and crushed rock put
night. The crew'got safely ahhore. she
chapter of Maine.
on.
The ladies of the society deserve
was loaded with cement
from Kondout,
Mrs. A. S. Treat
was
unfortunate much credit for the manner in which they
N. Y., and was bound for Belfast.
last
have
worked.
to
at
her
home
enough
Monday
slip
The “Kennedy”, loaded with
staves,
at Labrador farm and severely sprain her
The United States civil service commis- sailed
from Ellsworth for Rondout early
ankle. She will be confined to the house sion has ordered that the usual annua)
in April. She was owned by Whitcomb,
for some time. Mrs. Treat was the vic- examination tor
positions in the customs
& Co., Capt. Hutchings and others
tim of a similar accident a year or two service, district of Frenchman’s bay, will Haynes
of this city. She was of 120 grc*B tons
ago.
be held on Monday, July 13,at the custom
burden, and was built by I. M. Grant In
Wivurna encampment, I. O. O. F., has house, Ellsworth, commencing at 9 a. m., 1869 for H. M. & B. Hall. She was uninfourteen applications for membership, for the grade of deputy collector and in- sured.
and in addition to regular business there spector. No application will be accepted
“You talk about posters and your ads. upon the
will be work in the Patriarchal degree at for this examination unless filed with the
fence.
ain’t the kind o’ mediums that appeals
the meeting next Monday evening, May
secretary of the local board, in this city, But they
to common sense;
11. All members are earnestly requested
on the proper blank, before the closing of
You may talk about your dodger*, and your
circulars and such,
to be preseut.
business on June 8.
For application
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
much;
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., and Nokomis blanks, full instructions, and information
And especially in winter, when the snow is on
Rebekah lodge have accepted the invita- application may be made to B. B. Whitthe ground,
or
to
H.
F.
secrechairman,
Moore,
I
comb,
wonder where your posters and your dodgers
tion of Rev. J. P. Simouton to attend the
can be found?
of
the
board
of
customs
tary
examiners,
morning service at the Methodist church
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove’s aglow,
next Sunday. A sermon appropriate to service, Ellsworth.
The newspaper is read aloud to everyone we
the occasion will be preached, and there
know.”
Fires.
Forest
will be special music.
bad
the
week
forest
tires
During
past
Fewer gallons; wears longer; Devoe.
This evening the first of a series of
have been raging in two sections of Hanthree lectures will be given at Hancock
cock county—in No. 22 and in Lamoine.
'JlSbcrttsEmnUs,
hall by John J. Lewis.
This evening’s
Large crews of men have been fighting
topic will be the “Passion Play at Oberthe fires, and they were well under conammergau”. One-fourth of the proceeds
trol when Monday night’s rain came and
of the course will go to the graduating

wish them much happiness.
enjoyable social was given in G. A.
Miss Mabel Monaghan has been enR. hall last Thursdny evening, the occagaged as the soloist at the graduation
sion being the eighteenth anniversary of concert of the class of
1903, Ellsworth high
the organization of the woman’s relief
school.
The concert is to be given by
corps.
Monaghan’s orchestra, which will also
The regular monthly meeting of Esofurnish the music for the graduation ball

At

will convince you that now
is the time to get your boy
and that
a school suit,
this is the place to purchase it.

E. J. DAVIS.

•I-

now

to his ad-

C. A. Lyon and w ife and Mrs. Gilbert
Howell, of Bangor, were in town for a
few days last week visiting relatives and
friends. Mrs. Howeli expects to sail for
Europe shortly.

150 SUITS

UNDERTAKER,

just now;

book-

as

slight hemorrhage at

a

sericus results

age,

but he is

SUIT DEPT.

JORDAN,

WILL WE

health.

the

Sunday. Owing

last

nose

vanced

BOYS’ and
CHILDREN’S

WALL
PAPER

F. Gray had

B.

Besides Chief-Justice Wlswell, who is
holding court at Calais, J. A. Peters, jr.,
and A. W. King were present last Wednesday at the dedication of Washington
county’s new courthouse at Calais.
The remains of Albert J. Goodwin, who
died last week at Old Town, were brought

An

Smith &

A LARGE LINK OF

of

F. P. Strickland has resigned

the

one
to
adjusted
knowledge of music

For sale

Staples,
Franklin St.,

W.

account of ill

circle

noon.

teric

L.

ladles’

Smith.

piano player

APOLLOETTE.

your Piano ?

on

Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. William T.
Moor, Fourth street, to-morrow afterThe

keeper at the hardwood factory. His
place is temporarily tilled by Melvin S.

large line

of
ORGANS

our

and

PIANOS
r

Me.

itDbcrticcmcnu

Howard Roiling, Georgia Quinn, Leroy
Sweeney and Marlon Wyman. The school
paper will be read by Marion Joy and
Philip Jordan. The remainder of the

Last Saturday’s
Lewiston
Journal second division will declaim.g
The attraction at Hancock hall, Thursprinted an excellent picture ot Roy C.
Haines, who was one of the debaters from day, May 21, is the well-known comedyHebron academy in its recent bout with drama,^“Side Tracked”. The; entrance of
the Edward Little school.
the principal character in a box car is
Eben B. Hodgkins, principal of Ken- realistic and every funny, while the railduskeag high school, passed through this road scene in the third act, where the
city Saturday, May 2, on his way home to tramp is rushed across the stage on the
Lamolne for the summer vacation.
He pilot of an engine, carries the house by
storm. New and striking specialties are
will return to his school Sept.'l.

here for burial.

POST-OFFICE.

effect October 13, 1902.

Going East—7.16 a m, 6.08 p m.
Going West— 11.66 a m, 5.31 and 9.47 p

|

MASON,
FIRST

ELLSWORTH

AT

C. W. & F. L.

him oat again. Every pleasant day he
ia able to walk oat, and while hla recovery la necessarily alow, it is sure, and he
bids fair to regain hla old-time activity.

H

FOR AN AGENCY OR INSURANCE

H
I
■

MANAGERS FOR

CONTRACTWRII^I

FHMIELTON&CO.
MAINE.

93 EXCHANGE

EQUITABLE

ST

LIFE

ASSURANCE SOCIETY
:

N

**

\

\>

CHRISTIAN

L

For the Week Befflnnlnc May
10—Comment by Rev. 9. H. Doyle.
Topic.—What does the story of Zaccheua
•ch uaT—Luke xlx, 1-131

EDITED BT

Its Motto: **Helpful and Hopeful."
When Louis Kossuth visited the
The purposes of this column arc succinctly
lOWted States, so great was the enthui stated
In the title and motto—it Is for the muUasm for Hungary that the trees tual benefit, and aim* to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the commcn good, U is for the com
•round the New York Battery were moo
use—a public servant, a purveyor of Incrowded with people who had climbed1 formation and suggestion, a medium for the InIn this capacity It solicits
there to see the distinguished strange^ terchange of Ideas.
communications, and Its success depends largeThat Zacchens could not! ly on the support given It In this respect. ComM he passed.
munications must be signed, hut the name of
gat to Christ for the crowd, but ha4j writer
will n ot be printed except by permission.
to walk out the avenue ahead of th» Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection bv the editor of the column, but none
a tree to see him,;
and
climb
procession
will be rejected without good reason. Address
•Tgues greatly for the popularity of! all communications to
Saviour.
This Btory is one of the most interesting In the life of Christ and suggests
many useful lessons.
1. Some occupations hinder our coming to Christ.
He was a Roman tax gatherer, and
«■ his business represented Roman oppression it was unspeakably hateful
His case was aggravated
to the Jews.
(because he was the chief of the publicans—because he resorted to extortion and because lie was a renegade
Jew. who had thus become a traitor
lo liia country.
There are businesses now which no
man can follow and be on the road to
There are even legitimate
heaven.
lines of business in which it is bard to
be a Christian. We may let a good
.business so till our minds and hearts
that we have no time for Christ.
2. Some personal characteristics may
binder us from coming to Christ. Zaccheua was little of stature, a mere mite
Of a man. When he came to the crowded street he was unable to see. Big,
burly fellows would push the hated
dwarf to one side. He might have rid
HUmself of his despised business, but he
•Ould not “by taking thought add oue
gnbit to his stature.”
6ome have traits of disposition, such
os pride, stubbornness, love of pleasure and fashion, evil habits and inherited passions that make it harder to
enter the kingdom.
8. Some broad shouldered man hides
OUT view of Christ
(Wherever Zaecbeus went he always
pound a broad shouldered man between
Tiim and the object he wished to see.
How many little people allow some
Igreat man of their community to obstruct their view of Christ! When you
try to lead them into the kingdom some
jbroad shouldered great man looms up
between them and salvation. They say
4® your entreaties, “There are Dr.
■Blank and Professor So-and-so, who
are as good as any Christians, yet they
The
are not members of the church.”
big man obstructs their view of Christ.
4. An

intense

ueslre

to

see

Jesus

Ellsworth, Me.
WENT TO THE FOOT.

Was ever a maiden so worried ?
I'll admit I am partial to Jim,
For Jimmie has promised to wed me
When I'm old enough to wed him.

BIBLE

HEADINGS.

Prominent

In

Endeavor Work.

Mrs. Dan- ■
forth, of St. Joseph, Mich., tells how she
was
cured of falling of the womb and
its accompanying pains and misery by

was then that the brilliant thouaht struck
me,
That by compromise I could contrive
To hurt neither teacher nor Jimmie,
Aud that’s how I came to say “five”.
—Ellis Parker Butler.
FYank Leslie’s Magazine.

a

and

thought gives you

something

some

for which to

“Esther’s” remembrance

comfort

be thankful.

of

us

is very

Mr. Cleveland and the
There is

cnainnau

or

h.t.

An

A

\

Christian Endeavorer must be
Erudite,

Consecrated.

A'eat,

Hale,
Resolute,
Infusive,
Sociable,
Impartial,

Dauntless,
Edifying,
Agreeable,
Versatile,
Orthodox,
Heady.

Animaied,

Equable,

True blue.

I
■

Endeavor Acroittic*.

Active,

Natural,

Recomm endabls.

Qnii Box.
[Any question may be uskc-d that pertains to any phase of Christian Endeavor
work.
Address Lock Box 674, Binghamton, N. Y.]

P. Q., Scranton, Pa.
Consult
(your local ticket agent concerning the
(inatier of rates for the Denver conveu|don (international) next July.
Go. P. W., Bel Air. Md.—If you are
(Interested in the details of Endeavor
(work among prisoners, address, with
\V. A. Horn, Lockport, N. Y.
5!>.

—

_

These

they
in

a

and

potato chips
be warmed

can

very nice, and
by placing them

are

over

tin, covering them with another tin

heating

Potato

rue

M'Em.D.D. 1892 committee
of the international convention of Christian Endeavor held in Madison Square
Garden that year. Besides his pulpit
and pastoral work, lie frequently addresses Sunday school and Christian
Endeavor conventions and was for several years the Christian Endeavor writer of the New York Evangelift.
rev.

for so promptly answering my questions, also
I “Grandma G” for her reply to my inquiry, but
! the preparation r referred to was different from
; mashed potato—In that I think it was made of
! cold potatoes, prepared and baked, but 1 may
have forgotten all but the taste of It.
! I enjoyed reading her “batch of pies” recipes.
I can answer that some of them are good aDy
way, as prepared by her, for I have sampled
them.
Esther.

potatoes

them in the

oven.

Chips—Peel and slice
lot them lie 1« cold

and

some

good

for an
clean towel

water

Dry by laying the chips on a
and pressing them with another. Fry quickly
in boiling lard (after It throws off a blue smoke)
to a delicate brown.
Take out as soon a« they
are done. Shuke briskly In a hot colander to
free from fat, and serve at once on u napkin.
hour.

SWEETS OK HOME LIKE

Here aro the problems that confront every
conscientious housewife, says the Philadelphia

Telegraph. Every woman who tabes upjn herself the responsibility of making a home must

I will write

fui

I had

one.

Next, please,

pleasant

very

locality overlooking

park

a

trees, with lovely Wilks ail about.

land

very cordial and homelike. She goes this
week on a lecturing trip in her own state.

possible.

1

shall

write

soon, and hope to have
convention.

a

to

each

more

j
j

good report (or

Press
Written for The

e

Supt.

made

|

dominant

democrats,
part of the

they

b«ve

Southern

y

m

Bryan,

have

who

esid

of

Ida

are

party,

An
in

to make

no

\|

live by the inplana for the future.

extravagant woman goea shopping
the highways and buy ways.

Banking.

Over 3000

away from
drifted tack to

hie

He
that

Some make
much as $to.oo
and $15.00 a week.

now

WHY

reads this can do
he same.

can borrow on >'°ur
a tlr»l minima**Mouthy
every month
payment* and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now pay In* ,uT
rent, and In about 10 years y<*will

reduce

^

There

1

For

Kino, President.

Professional

£)R.

many stories of real busiPictures of the boys are
given. Send for this booklet and we
will forward with it full information
how you can begin this work.
No
money required to start. We will send
Ten Copies of the magazine the first
free. Write to-day.
are

tact.

Iweek

particulars Inquire ol

Henri W. ccshran. nn-j.
First S»fl Ksb» rw'

A. W.

Saturday

The Curtis Publishing Company
486 Arch Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

■

U

tour own;kome

own

Evening Post
ness

PAY RENT

share*, irive

TN A DAINTY little booklet, which
A we will send to
any boy free, the
most successful of our boy agents tell
in their own way just how they have
made a success of selling

The

open,

when you

•

a

isn’t any milkman ou this route, and you
know I’ve got to keep up my strength in
eOme way; I’ve got to found Rome before long.

ib

Any boy who

thst be

NEW KEItlES
Shares, F1 each, n^toidi
payments, fl per share
A

Post.

P—"

earn l!

Ellsworth Loan and Builflino. Ass’a

as

Mr.

Remus—I don’t like this wolf’s milk
for a cent, do you. Romulus?
Romulus—
No, I don’t, but it’s the beet we can do; I
can’t endure condensed milk, and there

°'
/o
is wnat your money will
Invested In shares >>f the,

selling The
Saturday evening

bae neither done

Implied

6
v

making money in
their spare time

Mr.

un-

Boys V

in various parts
of the country are

the

The architect cannot

junction

Ellsworth,

own

now

PARCHER,

A.

APOTHECARY.

candidate again.
It bae been proved that he wae the beet
candidate that bis party bae had for half
a century; but to talk of him ae a candidate again arguee a paucity of men that ie
unbecoming the great party to which he
belongs.
would become

And winter’s hosts have lied.
—Gleason L. Archer.
Boston, April 27, 1903-

C.

although

third term, and of

anything

Family.

That

Cleve’and.
filially, »r anything can be more certain than Mr Cleveland's practical inelia

Friend of the

presidential

drifted

not

Home

asbrrtiarmcnts.

permanent place for himself in
our hiatory, bis party would
not now
have him.

nor

Then, In thy place, fall Into line
And inarch with joyous tread,
l or life is pulsing through the land

The

j

a

public utterances.

For thereare life and hope for thee.
Beach out and gra-p them now.
For Love Is sovereign of the laud
To»hlm ail sorrows bow.

better game.
E. W. W’ooster.

and little

■

among hie own party manager*, it la hie own elate of
mind ae
reveal*d by hie conduct and bie recent

American.

out

“How

managers

COMPOUND

protected

1

Although he is the only democrat
occupied the White House in
than forty years, and although he

gibility for
popularity

The Song of Spring.
Cast out the shallows; down with doubt.
For spring is In the air,
And hope above shines bright as noon,
There’s gladness everywhere.
the sound of merry spring,
King
Kid winter’s ch.11* l*egoue.
Awaken! Allye slumoering things,
And be no more forlorn.

better

After the laliors and toils of the summer time,
| and
harvesting of crops in the early autumn,
west Harbor, has begun operations for the
many of our farmers their wives, daughters,
summer.
and sons, find themselves in a cornim n (f
Tie company is canning 150 bushels a
health demanding careful attention if if feting
day. Next month the sardine business is to be avoided later on. Many
expe rience
will commence, and the season promises, kidney trouble in some form; with
n:e the
to be a good one. It is the intention of liver is torpid; there is biliousness, nausea, and
Mr. F'arnsworth to pack 50,000 cases this vomiting, wiih loss of ap(>etite and in-pic.-sKin
Thousands who ha\e 1 <xn exposed
season.
Of this number a large portion of spirits.
to cold, damp winds and rains while t<
iling in
goes to California and tne Pacific coast.
the harvest fields, now feel the twinges of
He has other orders for 10,000 cases each, ;
terrible rheumatism; others run down ly
sufficient to if sure a busy season.
worry, overwork, and irregular dieting, axe
Since the Boston house of De Long,
tormented with the pangs of dyspepsia.
Seaman & Co. associated itse.f with Mr.
To the thousands of run down, sickly, and
Farnsworth, and the company incorpo- half dead men and women in farm homes we
rated, the plant has been fitted with new recommend with all honesty and confidence
machinery and apparatus, and a man rep- the worker's friend, Paine's Celery C< mpound,
the only medicine that can quickly and fully
resenting the concern travels the road restore
strength to the weak tody ai d vigor to
taking orders. J. Bennett is president of ; the muscles.
Paine’s Celery Compound tores
the corporation, 11. B. Kitcbie, treasurer,!
the stomach; it removes poisonous a< ids fmni
and A. E. Farnsworth manager.
the Mood which cause rheumatism; it feeds
It is t be company ’a intention to oper- the weak and diseased nerves and larches
ate lobster factories In the provinces, neuralgic tortures; it purifies the Mood and
It Is making plans to gives true vitality and life. The use of I aine's
using a glass jar.
build three factories there, and about the Celery Compound in autumn means the estabof a perfect physical vigor t<> withstand
first of next January Mr. Farnsworth lishing
the rigors of a severe winter.
will go down to tube charge.
A clam factory w ill also be carried on
«n New Brunswick.

has

one

With best wishes to all, yours in t'
R. S. Warren,
work,

the

among

who

Now, dear unions, let your pres* superintendent get a good report ready a* soon
as

be

Extensive Canning Operations.
The Farnsworth Fucking Co at Sou: b-

party.

with
She is

third

Jest

PAINE'S CELERY

Farmer and His

Furthermore, few thinge are more certain than the unpopularity of Mr. Cleve-

call

filled

a

am

A WORD TO FARM TOILERS.

to go
stay in

became a fixed law when
WashThose who
ington declined a third terra
forgot this law were reminded of it when
a' stubborn effort was made to nominate
General Grant fora third term.

lately
on Mrs. Rice, the lady who is to lecture at
the convention.
She lives in a pleasant
a

have

but to

depends—shall

1

StMjrrtisnnmts.

and civilization advanced.

Presidency.

twice held the office.

shall

man

learn

term

a

one

and that this wilt reach you all.
near, and it is my
earnest wish that it may be a very success

Fifth, the Intellectual life of the home, for the
attainment of which all other factors become
worth wliile.
Without this last crowning glory kept constantly as the chief aim, housekeeping becomes
the worst form of drudgery.

Aunt Madge.

at

Our convention is

stay.

doth the little busy bee?” Some
years ago
that question was asked in a
company of
well-read persons, and not one could tell
at the time, as one college graduate will
testify who sent the author’s name later to

that

union,

place

wrote:

just

greeting to yon, hopcopy (more would be
le<yit
better) of The American is taken In each

ing

solve them and all their ramifications one way
another. Surely the housewife baa import*. t
Issues enough In her hands without seeking a
field for others.
f
First aud foremost come the buying, cooking
and serving of something to eat.
Second, the problem of cleanliness and sanitation.
Third, the servant problem.
Fourth, the comfortable and artistic furnishing of the house ami making It a pleasant

Yen. “A”, I*aac Watts

no

come or

W'est
scheming,
in the East and give their aid in the
reformation of our laws so thst our agricultural interest—the foundation of all
true enterprise and that upon which life
Itself

gradually Improved.

allotted span of life, three score and
ten, and do not expect a radical cure but 1
can conscientiously say that Doan’s Kidney Pills when 1 appeal to them tor assistance never fall to give It.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Kemember the name, Doan’s, and take
no other.
at the

great misfortune that the “Ameri-

and

strange

dent who has

I

Dear Hancock Unions:

a

12

ment and

of

people love to be bumbuged”.
My advice to young men ia not

I The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to this ;
column reports of meetings or Items that will be
of Interest to workers In other parts of the democratic candidate for the
presidency
county. We would like this to be a llvecolumn,
but It needs some effort on the part of W. (J. T. i next year, says Walter H. Page, editor of
U. women to make It so. It Is a column of their j World'8 Work.
making, not ours, and will be what they make
If anything be certain in politics, it is
It.
Items and communications should be short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the I certain that no man can he elected Presi-

or

to

a

excess

can

persistence shown by
some who have forgotten our
political
history and do not know public feeling,
in regarding Mr. Cleveland as a possible

The Rev. Heniy T. McEwen, D. D.,
remembers not
welcome, as she
only
began his ministry in Covenant chapel, Aunt
Madge, but others of our united
New York, in 1881, remaining there
tmtil 1887, when he accepted the call family.
Street Presby- Dear Aunt Madge:
of the Fourteenth
I am a delinquent again, as usual
1 meaut to
terian church, in that city. He continhave written long ago to thank “Amy” and “C” editor.]
tied in the work
there until 1898
and since then
has been the pastor of the Second
Pre s by terian
church, Amsterdam, N. Y. lie
has been president of the state
and city unions
of New Y’ork
Christian Endeavor and was the

It is

—

Column.

in

scheming business,
sent East for the
purpose of fleecing their former townsmen and neighbors.
Nearly every dollar that is invested in
these “wild cat schemes” means so many
dollars to that individual lost, and also
lost to the good old New England states.

^

U). €. i. H.

in

who have learned this

—

‘‘FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO "WOMEN.”
"Women would save time and much sickness if they would
write to 3Irs. Pinkham for advice as soon as any distressing symptoms appear. It is free, and has put thousands of women on the
right road to recovery.
3Irs. Pinkham never violates the confidence thus entrusted to
her, and although she publishes thousands of testimonials from
women who have been benefited by her advice and medicine,
never in all her experience lias she published such a letter without
the full consent, and often by special request of the writer.
FORFEIT if we cannot forthwith produce the original letters and signatures of
Apfififi above
testimonials, which will prove their absolute genuineness.
%l%|l|l||
g
Ljilis h. l’inkhaui Medicine Co., L«tn, Mass.
OvUUU

it,

behind

Zelpha Springer, at West Franklin
miles from Ellsworth, Me., says:
“Mr
kidneys showed indications ot derangefor
ment
years, finally culminating |D
marked symptoms of dropsy.
My tee;
and limbs swelled, my heart troubled
me
1 could not sleep at night on accoaut ot
backache, and despite the use ot remedies
I received little is any benefit.
Always
anxious to obtain something to relieve
me of my trouble If not to
radically cure
it, 1 procured Doan’s Kidney Pills at Wig.
gin’s drug store in Ellsworth. The lirii
box did me good. I continued the treatMrs.

East.

and bavethen

I)eak Mrs. Pinkham :— For years I was
troubled with falling of the womb, irregular
k
and painful menstruation, leucorrhoea, bearingft down pains, backache, headache, dizzy and
fainting spells, and stomach trouble.
H
“I doctored for about five years but did
M not seem to improve. I began the use of your
Jr medicine, and have taken seven bottles of
Lydia E. IMnkliain’s Vegetable Compound,
three of Blood Purifier, and also used the
Sanative Wash and liver Pills, and am now
enjoying good health, and have gained in flesh.
I thank you very much for what you
have done for mb, and heartily recommend your medicine to all suffering
women.”
Miss Emma Snyder, 2IS East
Center St., Marion, Ohio.

It is nothing worse, as I have been many
a night since 1 beard the words first.
The

robin

than

they

Aa

many.
may bo

ao

many more could
be, and
published, but !u the
meantime aak the firat person you
m«i
what cures backache. The answer wifi
^
DoOn’s Kidney PIUs.
Here is a
citiren
w bo endorses our claim:

Neither is It necessary for us to go West
to learn this to be true, for almost every
town In the Ea*t has sent students West

cannot be equalled by any other medicine the world has ever produced. Here is another case:

!

scheming

that of the

feels that her strength is fading away and she has no hopes of ever
Such was my feeling a few months ago when I was
advised that my poor health was caused by prolapsus or falling of the
womb.
The words sounded like a knell to me, 1 felt that my sun had
set; but Lydia E. Plnkliain’s Vegetable Compound came to me as
an elixir of life; it restored the lost forces and built me up until my
good health returned to me. For four months I took the medicine
daily and each dose added health and strength. I am so thankful for
the help I obtained through its use.”—Mrs. Florence Danforth,
1007 "Miles Ave., St. Joseph, Mich.
A medicine that lias restored so many women to health and
can produce proof of tlie fact must be regarded with respect. This
Is tlie record of Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound, which

by.

is

number

will admit that 1 saw
sham hospitality which had a mo-

tive for

being restored.

Do you ever stand undecided what to do
with a pile of half-worn-out clothiug?
Do you question which to the rag-bag,
and whi^hto “repairs” shall be consigned?
Do you work all day at cleaning? or do
you get two or three hours in the forenoons and accomplish it that way?
Do you ever feel so tired, when the necessary work for the house and tne household is finished, that you say: “I cannot
begin house-cleaning to-day,” and a week
Are
goes by and “nothing done yet”?
you so busy you don’t know what to do

suffering pain, if your
“healthy tired”, be thankful

more

hospitality

being published !„

Ellsworth which refer to this
answer i.
aurprlae him to note that

I

but

East;

the

a woman

—

to learn true

tunity

woman,

E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia
“Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam:
Life looks dark indeed when

Dear M. B. Friends:
This is the busy season with you all, I
suppose, and that accounts for the dearth
of letters the past week or two.
Quite
likely you are saving up bits of information from these house-cleaning and gardening experiences to share with us by

and

club

now

would

fact, thatj-robins do eat strawberries]
more or less In every locality where the
|
-—4
fruit is cultivated in America
ftYo your invatatlon to come out West
and learn hospitality, I have this to say:
1 have been out West and South, quite
probably further in either direction than j
was 1
you have been, and although my stay
short, 1 kept both roy eyes and ears well j
open, and failed to see any more oppor-

M A prominent

Ellsworth
resd

of,two

the

If t be reader took the time and
trouble
aak bla fellow-residents of

the statements

a

It

fatigue

are

see

Only in Elltworth but in
Every
City and Town in the Union.

the simple question given
below, he would
obtain the one xnawor. If be would

them, and the other so
conditions are not favorable for them to
make only comparatively small destruction—but with all this, the fact remains

And just as my heart with that problem
Of friendship was so sorely vexed
I was called on to answer the other.
For teacher had said, sharply : “Next!”

ill

to

environed that

eat

Ami I saw I must soon choose between them.
For I was the tfext In the line;
Should I side with my teacher or Jimmie?
What a sad situation was mine!

not

cannot

who

classes—one

“Two plus two equals what ?” was the problem,
And I knew teacher thought It made “four”,
But Jimmie said "six” and maintained It
As long as he stood ou the floor.

are

These growers

strawberries.

ATSaFsT

They
Not

fruit-growers in general in that state
—berry growers of large experience- do
say robins do eat strawberries.
few strawberryI know there are a
growers scattered over the country who
their
say that the robins do not bother

I wouldn't for worlds hurt Jim's feelings
For he never would like me again—
But there was my dearest, sweet teacher,
And I'd die If my words gave her pain.

will be rewarded with success.
Zaccheus conquered his difficulties.
It may have been curiosity, but curi- ijext?
Do you ever say: “There was never anyosity is a good motive when it leads to
body in the world had so much to do as I
Christ. If he could not get through the
have?” Are the limbs weary, and the
crowd, he could run ahead of it. If be
heart discouraged, and the head sick?
Was small, be could piece out the shortHave I touched the condition of any of
ness of his stature by adding to it the
you? Well, if I have described your case,
height of that sycamore tree. To see
and remember the multitude of
Jesus we must get above the sordid smile,
home-makers and home care-takers who
earth to a higher point of view.
are bearing burdens similar to yours.
"Where there's a will there's a way.”
Some realize and experience these
5. Jesus Christ is searching for us.
/ Christ was searching for Zaccheus things, yet make no sign. A friend of
mine made use of this combination of
first—long before Christ entered Jerwords in referring to some work she had
into
Zaccheus’
Christ
came
icho.
done that had wearied her: “I was tired,
town and down Zaccheus’ street and
but it was a healthy tired.”
along to the tree on which Zaccheus
So many times I have thought of It! and
sat
Looking up He saw Zaccheus,
in conversation with a lady who is a
and. speaking his name, said, “Come
in a western city,
down, for today I must abide at thy practicing physician
'house.” “The Son of Man came to I spoke of this expression: “a healthy
and she alluded to it moie than
seek and to save that which was lost.” tired,”
.When we are searching for Christ and once afterwards, and said she should reChrist is searching for us, salvation member that phrase, as it was significant.
So I take it Tor my text this week.
Will come to our house.
When the hard da}’’s work is over, if you
Luke v, 29-32; ill, 13, 14; Ex. xxli,
1} I Sam. xii, 3; II Sam. xii, 0; Matt
‘lx, 10, 11; Gal. iii, 7; Luke xiii, 10;
'Matt, xviii, 11; x, 6; xv, 24.

JHrtfcal.

the

But then I love teacher, too, dearly,
She's always so lovely to me,
And she's pretty and kind and sweet-tempered
And gentle as gentle can be.

and

me.

strangeness.
You claim experience, but your writings
do not show it; neither do you show
yourself to be even well read upon the
subject, for if you were you certainly
would have known that the “Jersey
New
robins” do eat strawberries in
Jersey as well as in other etatee, and that

The American,

WHY I

•our;

Robin Question Will Not “Down”,
Socth Hancock, Me., April 30,1903.
To the Editor of The American:
that it
Yes, Mr. Graot, I will admit
would be very strange, very strange
about
indeed, it what you say was true
other
robins “annoying” me “when
no trouble
growers in other states have
whatever with them”; but the fact that
the statement is not true robs it of all its

“AUBT MADGE".

•Or

Eve -Cain, I wish you
wouldn’t w
why don’t you look iweet one.. “*
while?
Osin
That wonld b. !" *
wouldn’t It? If I looked
aweet
would call me angar cane, and
then*
,0u
would try to get a bounty on

CorrceponDmer.

3U>farrt»*cmmt«.

fllutnal Btnt&t Column.

ENDEAVOR.

Carte.

H. GREELY,

DEiNTIST.
Graduate of tne Phlladelpbls Dents* collea*clas# of ‘7b
M4r* IPPICfc IN GILES’ ULOCM, fcLLe*‘O™
Closed Wednesday afternoons unril fart»«
ottce.

j
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AND
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J
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No. S# Main street,

Telephone.

Ellsworth,
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the HANCOCKS.

;

A LAMOINK LOG CABIN.

KLLSWORTH

South Hancock The Picturesque Summer Home
of
Notes from Hancock,
»n«l Hancock I’olnt.
William F. Des Isle,
Hancock
takes
on
ot
he log cabin under
construction at
The quiet town
local pride ainoe tbe new Lamoine Beach by William F. Des Isle
her Old-time
tbe place ol the one re- will be an attractive addition to that
depot has taken
and the genial agent popular summer resort. It is
being pleas^ntly lost by fire,
tbe con- antly located near
some ot
the
which
place
looks as slicked upas
when summer travel is at its generations ago was built
do
by Madame
ductors
ts considerably La Va!, an early French settler.
From
height. The new depot
the cabin can be seen the old
old one.
fruit-trees
larger than tbe
water fountain has planted by the exiles, the closed
\ natural pressure
up
use of on the public square
wells, the outlines of the foundation of
been made
and
tbe
the
town
has
and
store,
one
lone
house,
solitary popular
near the grange
stone water-bowl.
from bruitful Lombardy, the
pleasant
erected a convenient
made him a gardens of Italy.
friends
Johnson’s
Henry
The building under construction will be
bis absence recently
daring
nice present
neat new sign, two stories high, and one-third as
on bis shop a
large
by placing
doesn’t have to pre- as the house of Madame La Val. The
and n°'v * traveller
la
a
first
will
be
tbe
of cedar logs cut upon
blacksmltbing
abop
story
sume that
be who rune the land formerly a
part of the La Val
and horse-shoeing place;
W.
Blackestate.
The second story of frame work
Johnson,
may read: “Henry
will
be
plastered outside with a cement
smith and Horse-aboer.”
0. B. Young & Sons have a good busi- into which stones peculiar to the Maine
new store, and
coast, shells and foreign bits of colored
ness established at tbelr
the partners all join hands to one end- glass will be thrown. The cabin will be
They are all well lighted with numerous windows, the
harmony and progress.
Mr. Young lias several busi- upper part of which will be of colored
workers.
and none seem to gIa*4R.
About the cottage will extend
ness irons In the Are,
piazzas, from which delightful views of
show too much beat yet.
W ,K. Hodgkins, localagent for the Penn Frenchman’s bay and
Mount Desert
mutual life Insurance company, ia having island can be had.
The beauty of the cabin will lie In the
his hands full conducting the building of
when this ia done he interior, and one will be surprised on ena new bouse, and
flnds time to canvass the granite workers tering at the style of the arrangement.
across the river In West Sullivan, where The receptiou room, into which one first
be has placed a large number of policies. passes, with dimensions of 16x20 feet, has
AT SOUTH HANCOCK

visit to Strawberry valley farm la alThe proprietor ts E. W.
ways pleasant.
Wooster, one of tlioBe “strenuous” men
the Boosevelt type; while the latter Is
worrying Wall street, Mr. Wooster is
stirring the feathers of a clasa ot senti-

throw them in

the debate, ami no doubt can “round up”
with as large a storehouse of facts on bis
side as any one concerned In tbe conof

acres

land

are

devoted

of

more

curiosity

a

than

in the summer, would want his boxes to
contain berries that the robins hadn’t

order to have the

as

much

lock which must have
in bygoue days of an
roamed about this
house will be

wealthy buyers do.

spring

the

comes

from

a

with

historical

at

in

great expense,
interior compare with
hundred years ago, in so

possible.

is

private residence,

of W. H. Phillips is having

the fruit farm

a

also the powThe

This log house Is not Intended for a
neither is It decided
that it will be rented to summer sojourners, great as has been the demand
from various cities, even as far west ss

HANCOCK POINT

AT

furnished

that home of
as

property
Indian chief who

and snow-shoes.

antiquities, gathered

fa.*

been the

section,

horn, shot-bag

der

the other

as

Mr.

Phillips

work

done.

family

of students and

real

workers who go into life for what is
learned as well as for what is earned, and

Chicago,

big farm shows much intelligent care
in its management.
No great amount of building or alteration work is doing this year at Hancock

greatest attraction in the vicinity.

does

his

but if the

owner ever

visitors,

allow

it

will

by

chance

prove

the

All about this section years ago, Includof township No.9, unincor-

ing a portion
porated, was

considered as Frenchmen’s
except the students’ camp on the land, and when the French revolution bewest shore, yet all of the .twenty-five or gan, Madame La Yal obtained a grant to
more cottages show good taste and lawna large tract of land in
which La Belie
grooming, and look more like an abiding Lamolne, as the earlier settlers termed It,
was included. To this place she tied with
place for coolness and comfort.
The Tarratine bouse will open as usual
a daughter and thirty followers.
quite early, under the management of
Intending to found on the shores of
Mrs. Julia A, Martin.
Preparations are Frenchman’s bay h great city which should
now going on to fit
the house for the
be a refuge for persecuted French people,
convenience of its growing patronage.
she furnished a home equal to a Paris
Charles L. Smith has a crew building salon with furniture from Philadelphia.
an addition
to his big livery
stable. ; When this was linished she set her peoGeorge P. Haven is foreman of the work. ple at work upon a log pier to extend half
Mr. Stnijh gives splendid
satisfaction j a mile into the channel, between Lato bis patrons, and the new shore road inoine Point and
Mount Desert, to a
j
is likely to add much driving to bis busi- ledge that comes out at low tide.
Point

ness

this

The

After

season.

Point is

blessed

resource, and that
superior roads on.
and

shore

uew

in

one

with several

that

is as

attractive

as

any

on

the island

few years of

that cities

cross-

roads, give a continuous drive for one
hour, half a day or all day driving, so that
parties don’t have to go over a drive twice
on a single
trip. This they like, and the
new shore drive has a long sea wall drive

a

hard

country, Madame La Yal

natural

Is soil suitable to keep
The western, central

roads,

No loose straw on the market.
Loose.10 312
Baled.....
18
Vegetables.
There Is plenty of green stuff In the marketrhubarb, radishes, dandelion greens, lettuce, cucumbers, parsley, tomatoes and spinach. Greens
are selling for 25c per peck.
We quote:
25 Turnips, lb
Potatoes, pk
01)£
8 potatoes, lb
01 %
02>{ 3O8 Beets, lb
01 Cabbage,
03
Onions,
05 Carrots, lb
Spanish onions,
01H
10 Parsnips, lb
03
Lettuce,
25 Beans—per qt—
8plnach, pk
10
12
8trlng beans, qt
Yellow-eyo
14
10
Pea,
Squash,
15 Cucumbers,
10
Tomatoes, lb
Fruit.
strawberries are In the market. To-day’s
price Is 16 § 18c.
15 §25 Oranges, doz
.85 §.45
Pineapples,
20 §25 Lemons, doz
26§30
Apples, pk
16 <±18 Cranberries, qt
12
Strawberries,
Groceries.
ft
.06§.08
Rice, per
Coflee—per ft
.16 0.25 Pickles, per gal .45 §.65
Rio,
35 Olives, boitle
Mocha,
.250.75
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per ft—
Cracked
.05
.45§.65
wheat,
Japan,
.04
.30 0 65 Oatmeal, per ft
Oolong,
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per ft—
.04
.05)4 Graham,
Granulated,
.04
Coffee—A A B, .05^4 Rye meal,
.05 Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Yellow, C

building

the

\

are

toil

was

in

this

convinced

not made

but grown, and
governor of one of

when V on Barttee, a
the islands of the Spanish Main, offered
her bis heart and hand, she gave up the
settlement aud sailed away with her

happy

suitor.

!

Provisions.
Beef is firmer ; there has been a rise of about
15 per cent in wholesale prices. Ruasts and
corned are higher at retail.
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
16
.15 §.25
Steak, ft
Steak,
16
120.25
Chop,
Roasts,

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

.(8

0.10

Pigs’feet,
Ham, per ft
Shoulder,
Bacon,

18
.05 §08

Veal:

20

Steak,

C5
Tongues, each
10 §22
Lamb,

Cod and haddock are scarce, owing to the
Mackerel and shad are in the market.
Fresh alewlvcs are in the market at 3c each.

quote:
Cod,
Halibut,
Smelts,
Mackerel, each
Shad, each
There

are no

use

AN EW ENG LAN DM
L PLUG SMOKE B

1
1
■

Best Made and Union Made

I

NOT IN THE TRUST

I

Save the tags and you may
win the cash prize.
will positively get

share of

our

You

your
offer of

I
I
t

Lobsters, tb
Finnan Haddie,

10

25

35 Oysters,
Fuel.
changes in prices.

\
M
■

Your dealer will tell you
all about our plan. Ask
him for fall particulars.

A
■

M

I S

£0

qt

10 00
10 oo
1" 00
10 00
7 0*

Cracked

1 20

corn,

Middlings, bag

1.20

§1.40

from the galley climbed
mate's berth, on the
At the age of
schooner “Two Hons”.
twenty-two he began his steamboat career
as quartermaster of the steamer “Daniel
Webster”, on which boat he remained
until early in 1861. He left her to assume

“Equal”,

and

gradually

to

command of

the

the

the absolute
What is

necessity—of

recreation.

worth, especially. brain

work

work, when it is performed with jaded
faculties, the energy of the brain cells
being exhausted? asks the editor of
Success.
One ambitious of becoming a writer,
for example, thinks be is saving time by
forcing his brain beyond natural limits.
He

that

believes

sou

of

an

taken

old

ill,

family

and died

of

Alen-

before be

enabled to reach borne.
William F. Dea isle, of East Lamolne,
who is building tbe log cabin to coma dimemorate his French ancestry, is
Dea
rect descendant of Louis Duparre
and up to a
isle, tbe original proprietor,
has steadily
very late date, the family
refused to dispose of any portion of the
children.
lands, save to children’s
to
Patents have recently been issued
W.
Maine inventors:
tbe following
travelBatten and W. Hayes, Auburn,
C. C. Brooks,
engine;
carding
list
ing
I. B. Hagan,
Wilton, magazine bolt gun;
North Lamolne, measuring instrument;

J. R. Nye, Watervllle, gearing.
a
dream,
Eve—Don’t you think I’m
came
Adam? Adam-Well, you certainly
to me when I was asleep.
us
Wives of great men oft remind
We may prosper for a time.
us
And departing, leave behind
sublime.
Widows who'll be called

Noah—I didn’t
as I might.
Noah-Well, the
expression, “get
here

often that they
them.

in
get as big a crowd
Chorus-How was that.

that
people had beard
so
lu out of the wet,
thought I was fooling
——

is

clear

what

gain,

be

and that

does

over

writing

a

cheated.
A

man

may

ings in study
than that by

occupy bis evenor iu some other occupation
which he earns his daily

profitably

bread, but be cannot do a full day’s work
of any kind and then wisely attempt to
do creative work iu the evening.
A fresh brain is absolutely essential to
of

thought.
original
the production
Even a recognized author who forces too
much work upon his brain will soon see
that his writings are not in as much demand as they have been, aud that biB reputation is waning.
Overwork.
There are wisdom and strength in genuOne often accomplishes
ine pastime.
Don’t

more

by spending

a

pleasant evening

iu

innocent games or other amusement
than he would by poring over books with
tired brain and exhausted body.
He may have had qualms of conscience

some

about it, and thought that evenings given
to social enjoyment were practically lost
To better
out of his life. Far from It!
purpose than he dreamed of was the time

employed.
Body and mind were strengthening,
and, unconsciously, without effort, being
fitted for better work In the future.

was

far interior to

/C

JP—1-"ft
Ffl
Original PACKAfir" TEAS.
Buffalo Chop (Formosa

f

Oolong).

(Formosa
Oolong).
Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (Eng. Hreaktnst).
Orange 1‘kkoe (India and
Ceylon).
Iluso Kee Chop

^

ffl
JK
&£{

»£?

Safe

|

$5.00 Per Cord Cash
will be paid for

WHITEj

“Rockland”,

steamer

which for two years was used
port for United States troops

BIRCH WOOD

trans-

a

as

in southern

at the

service lor the

Here

he did

valuable

and

government,

ELLSWORTH

alter the

war

he

re-

South until January, 1867,
coming North to take first mate’s berth
When the “Camon the “Katahdin”.
bridge” was lauuched, the same year, he
joined her as mate, and upon the death ol
Capt. J. P. Johnson, became her master.
Since then he has commanded the

of the

factory

waters.

HARDWOOD CO.

mained in the

“Penobscot”,

steamer

Rangor”,

and

the

“City

A C I-I

11

but

he

much

turned to the

on

_

»

tunity, although

holding

the

Factory

for details.

rTS^5S5rHINGGoS“l
Doctors tell you to diet if you have Uric Acid in your blood.
We tell you to take

■B|

jj

|

for a 0
_0 and be relieved from your Rheumatism. “A healthy diet
Bl healthy stomach.” The doctor’s way is a long process
ours the
B quick and sure one for knocking out pains and aches due to Rheumatism. ■
■ No weakening results from a restricted diet.
Gout, Neuralgia and Lum- 0
B bago are brothers to Rheumatism; all due to Uric Acid poisoning in the 0■ blood. We Guarantee U-RI-CENE to Cure.
—

1

shore,

In tablet form only. Price, 50 cents. At
all druggists or by mail post-paid.

I

the sea, and so reat the first oppor-

still

at

of

prefers
boats

will also be paid for White Ash, Rock
Maple, Basswood^and
Yellow Birch.

Apply

the

Co.’s fleet, with duties chiefly

II
I TheWoodbury Chemical Co., 170 Summer 8t.,Boston. I
Descriptive Rook mailed

I

on

application.

office

of comrhodore.

It is altogether likely that he will be
yet.

on

deck for many years

ORCHARD FRUITS.

E. TV. Wooaler in Maine Farmer.

Smiley’s

Farmer of March 19 I read Mr.
letter about the great damage

done to

orchards

In the

season

law

of

of

the

our

by partridges,
when

year

State

and at

we are

a

by the

not allowed to shoot
the

left—agricultural

next

column

editorial

to

column-

two items in very heavy type, referring to this letter, and fully endorsing its
statement of facts. Right above both of
of these columns, under the headline:
“Who will protect the farmer?” (very

It

pleases

some

The Time for Recreation.
In this Insistent age, when life everywhere is at high pressure, there is great
need of emphasizing the importance—yes,

day

*

twelve years, when he shipped as cook on
a
small coasting schooner called the

the

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
5 00 §6 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
3 00 §5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
RoundingB per load
100 §125
Nut,
Blacksmith s
5.00
Buttings,

Washington

and ten.

score

them; and then in

chapter or an article after his day’s work
in an office, a factory, or a store, is to his
advantage. But sooner or later he will
Nature will not be
realize his mistake.

M

A$2,000 in Premiums^

05
20
20

Haddock,
14 §18 Clams, qt
05

Embarking for h ranee lor me purpose
ol obtaining assistance, lot be was tbe
was

tea-leaf of

those finest products of the twentieth century—

Capt. Ingraham is one of the six sons
of Colt and Betsey Ingraham, and was
born in Rockland on April 21, 1831. All
of the Ingraham boys went to sea at an

storm.

We

1

y*TS,

would

Their Destruction
by Partridges—
Who will Protect the Farmer ?

Fresh Fish.

Flour, Grain and Feed.

was

of Maine who

the allotted three

12 §.13
12 §.15

Lard,

hours

con, be

men

.13
18

Salt

100.14

Roasts,
Lamb:

.08

160.20

lost.

youngest

to

countenance

great tea-drinker, and

was a

conveyed to her secretary, Louis
opportune question) some forty well-arCorn is up again to $ 1.20. We quote:
50 ranged words which should command the
oats, bu
Duparre Des Isle, all the land aud property Flour—per bbl—
4 25 0 5 25 Shorts—bag— 1.10 §1 15 attention of
in her possession. After the large propevery thoughtful farmer of
1 20 Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 ft bag
120
115§125 our state.
erty over which LouiB Duparre Des Isle Cornmeal.bag

the y.ar when bis last child was born,
two mills were destroyed and four vessels

J
^B

Rrftri bronzed
Indicate that he

a gallant guest at the tables of l—
society. His hostesses vied with one another in the number of f—
“dishes of tea” he enjoyed in their company. The rarest ||ni|]|

Swas

a

day over fifty.
And to see him to-day, over Bix'JJfeet tall,
weighing more than 200 pounds, Btrong,
sinewy and faultlessly attired, it is difficult to realize that he has lived beyond
not

She

The X-Bays*
Recent experiments, by practical tests acted as agent fell into bis hands, he
ion with the aid of the X- ;
of Roger Googins,
Rays, establish It as a fact that Catarrh of married the daughter
the Stomach is not a disease of itself, but I who was born on an estate adjoining her
that it resu'ta from repeated attacks of future husband. They were the parents
indigestion. “How Can 1 Cure My Indi- of three sons and four daughters. Mr.
gestion?” Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is curing thousands It will cure you of tndi- Des Isle developed into an energetic citige^tion and dyspepsia, and prev< nt or zen endeavoring to make an honorable
cure Catarrh of the Stomach.
Kodol di- and
respectable position in society for bis
gests what you eat—makes the stomach
He held out inducements for
family.
9*• Sold by Wloon* & Moore.
mechanics, shipbuilders, lumbermen and
mill men to.settle near him; he built and
xlbtirrtisnncntg.
operated mills, built vessels, and the settlement was oil tbo high read to prosperity,
but reverses came thick and fast until in

$1,000 Cash

l^ure

^WASHINGTON-

“City of Rockland”,
and has seen continuous service until
compelled by illness to retire for a time
in the summer of 1902. Last winter he
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35
.55 §.60 resumed command of the “City of RockLinseed,
Havana,
.50
13
Porto Rico,
§15
Kerosene,
land”, but had made only a few trips
.60
8yrup,
when he was again laid off by illness—an
Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25 attack of pneumonia—but he soon reSpruce,
Lumber—per M—
11 §13 Hemlock,
126
Hemlock,
covered, and was in command of the
Hemlock boards, 12 §13 Clapboards—per M—
12§16 Extra spruce, 24 §26 “Penobscot” when she ran aground on
Spruce,
16 §20
Spruce floor,
8prucc, No. 1, 17 §13 Odoms ledge, on Feb. 28. He was not on
12 §15
Clear pine,
35 §60
Pine,
board at the time, having stopped at
16 §20
Extra pine,
85 §60
Matched pine,
Laths—per M—
Shingles—per M—
Rockland, and sent the vessel on by First2.00
2
extra
75
Cedar,
Spruce,
'•
.04 §.06 Pilot Roix.
2 35 Nalls, per ft
clear,
"
1 50
1 85 Cement, per cask
2d clear,
During his temporary retirement last
"
1
65
95
extra one,
Lime, per cask
*•
125 Brick, per M
No. 1,
7§11 summer, Capt. Ingraham was appointed
'*
.75 Whltelead, pr ft .050.0
scoots,
commodore of the Eastern Steamship

and examina

^
^B

Otis Ingraham, of Rockland,
Completes That Term of Service.
Capt. Otis Ingraham, of Rockland, completed on April 15 a half century of steamboat service. He Is, with one exception—
Capt. Jason Collins, of Gardiner—the
eldest man in point of experience in
Maine, and also one of the most prominent along the New England coast.
Capt. Ingraham was seventy-two years
old on April 21, but his tall, stalwart

early age, and three of them, all steamboat men, survive, Otis, Mark and David,
all liviug in the same street in Rockland,
good.
and in adjacent houses.
Fresh laU, per doz...16 318
Another brother, Capt. Orris Ingraham,
Poultry.
was lost at sea
when his steamer, the
Poultry Is scarce.
Chickens.22 '‘Pentagoet”, of the New York & Bangor
Fowl.20
line, went down in the terrible gale in
Hay.
1898. Otis and Orris were
Best loose, per ton...12 314 November,
Baled.18 twins.
Straw.
His sea-going life began at the age of

story, including a
furniture of this cabin will be

The

itself; it will include a collection of antiquities gathered for the especial purpose.
In a prominent place will bang a flint-

first bite in,

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.. 16 318
Best dairy (new).....16
Dutch (Imported).90
Neufchatel.
05
Eggs.
Eggs are firmer; supply and demand both

one.

to strawberry culture, and a visit will
■demonstrate his position in the matter
bed
of
berries
in picking
when a
150 yards square, yields
season, 10 by
And then
over fJOO worth of berries.
think what damage a big dock of robins
can do here In a abort visit!
Probably Mr. Condon, of Utah, If he
were buying strawberries at *Bar Harbor

had the

Dairy and creamery butter are both in good
supply. We quote:
Creamery per !b...80
Dairy.20 3 25

and four in the second
bath.

I Capt.

AMU UKASUHKa.

Country Produce.

Butter.

The huge fireplace will be found here
for which 4,000 brick will be used in construction. The staircase will be built
from this room, and here one will find
logs in their natural state, with the cedar
and moss in evidence. The railing will be
fashioned from one immense tree, beauti-,
fully carved, yet preserving much of its
color and symmetry of form.
There will be three other rooms below,

mentalists who pen long-winded paragraphs and throw bouquets to tbe
“soul-inspiring music” of tbe robin.
Mr. Wooster Is sincere in his side of

WEIGHTS

A bushel of Liverpool sail shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushoi of potatoes,
In good order and fit for shipping, Is60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and tit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-bag.*: turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
pounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth.
Farmers can easily reckon from
those what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their products.

fancy archways connecting with the adjoining rooms, making it possible to

»

troversy.
At this farm

Wednesday, May 6.1903.
■AIM! LAW BKGARDIMO

..i<:

■■■

SbbrrttarmentB.

FIFTY YEARS AFLOAT.

MARKETS.

on

of

the

our

me

right well.

farmers

are

It shows that

getting

partridge nuisance
great injustice of

to

waked up

orchards,

the law that
protects them, ami are working their influence on the editors arid managers of
some of the agricultural presr.
Come to think of it, the wiiter was an
advance agent in getting into the press on
some
this very same quetio.n
eighteen
years ago, and as far as I know the only
one at that time, and for several years
after, and I kept hammering a way, off and
on, at it for five or six years, but as I could
excite no comment or support from any
one, and meantime a far more evil genius
from the feathered tribe having put his
head into my then growing and ray now
leading fruit iudustry, I let the matter
rest.
Now, after a matter or ten years' waiting to find my statements so emphatically
reiterated and fully indorsed is most gratifying. I feel amply repaid for waiting,
aud now again put in my words to encourage the right.
Now, naturally, a problem, somewhat
resembling the solution of which must
be accomplished by the rule of three, preIf it takes a
sents itself.
Here it is:
matter of eighteen years to stir up public
sentiment enough to get the indorsement
of our leading agricultural paper of the
State against the partridge law, a game
bird, because of its habits of budding the
apple trees, how long will it take me
hammering away at the law which protects the robin, not generally regarded as
I can get the false
a game bird, before
idea that he is a very beneficial bird to
he
interest
eliminated
agricultural
tufficiently and public sentiment in
general in our State turned in the right
direction to force our legislature to grant
us free privilege to protect, in a measure,
our berries from this very bad bird?
1 am putting it small when I say that
the robin has destroyed (not ate it all, by
anv means) within the last three years
and
me,
f1,000 worth of berries for
against this amount, with all my careful
watchfulness, I have not been able to
discover one dollar’s worth of benefit he
has been to me.
How true it is, that “experience is the
only teacher that mankind will believe”.
becomes
Sentiment of long-standing
chronic and contagious—one of the most
unreasonable and stubborn things to deal
with. Our daily lives are full of illustrations of the fact that there is no animal
that walks upon the earth that, In proportion to his natural intelligence, length of
life and superior opportunities and advantages to learn, is so slow to learn as
the average human animal.
and the

MY BABY WAS SICK
Read What LaxaKola Has Don© for
a Little Sick Baby
My bnby la 4 months old and la teething.
and I tried a good many
was
sick
He
things, but nothing seemed to relieve him.
I had a doctor, who said It was Inflammation of the bowels, and that I would
never pull him through—perhaps, if he was
When I saw he was getunder his care.
ting worse 1 stopped giving him his medicine, as he could keep nothing on his
stomach. lie was troubled with colic very
much, and used to soream when he had a
I did not know what It was
touch of It.
I gave him
to close my eyes, day or night.
a few drops of LAXAKOLA and it relieved
him. I gave it to him a few times and it
worked like a charm, and he now rests
He is a great deal
pretty fair all night.
him
better looking baby since I
gave
LAXAKOLA, and I think If all mothers
knew how good it was they would give
nothing else to their sick babies. I hope
every mother will give LAXAKOLA a fair
trial, and am sure they will not be disap-

Bilious?

pointed.

Dizzy? Headache? Pain
back of your eyes? It’s your
liver! Use Ayer’s Pills.

MRS. MARY DALEY,
597 First St., South Boston, Mass.

LAXAKOLA Is the best and most effective laxative for children because it Is* safe
and made entirely of harmless ingredients.
non-irritating and
BEST because it Is
never gripes, or causes pain or irritation.
BEST because it is sure and never falls.
BEST because “Children like It and ask for
For
it.”
constiimtion, coated tongue,
oimple colds and fevers It Is invaluable.

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

At dm grists—25 and 59 cents, or send for
free sample bottle to TTTE LAXAKOLA
CO., 43 Vesoy St., New York.

P«r^i2/n1 *
A

cpoiiiUia

For Sale

14

PARCHER,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

Kodol

Dyspepsia
Digests

Cure

what you eat.

It artificially digests the food and aids
Nature in strengthening and reconstructing the exhausted digestive organs. It isthe latest discovered digestant and tonic. No other preparation
It incan approach it in efilciency.

stantly relievesand permanently cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Gastralgla Cramps and
al) other results of imperfect digestion.
Priee50c and $1. Large size contains 24 timed
*mall9i*e. Book al aboutdyspepslamailedfred
Prepared bj E- C DeWlTT & CO.. C!)lcaflO>

REMEDY
sure

Buckingham’s Dye

50cts. of

C.

MAIN 8TRKF.T.

is

|

by

A.

C.

THE TONTC BillE'TANTS. 2f*L.
cure Indigestion and Dyspepsia,

CATARRH

to

CIVE

SATISFACTION.

ELY'S MBA

bau\t|

■^%«oLE|

Gives Relief at once,
It cleanses, soothes
pmp
ami heals the diseased
It cures
membrane.
drives
and
catarrh
awav cold in tin- head
quickly. It 1b aband UAV
Heals
sorbed.
protects the Mem- fill I I bTbll
brane. Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell
Full size, 50c.. at druggists’ or by mall; Trial
ELY BROTHERS, 50 \\ ar
Size, 10c. by mall.
ren St., New York.

Fir SI Ft?

|

druggists or R. P. Haii SdCo., Nashua,N.H

PARCHER^

A.

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Maine.

Dr. Emmons'

happiness to
Monthly Regulator has brought
hundreds of anxious women. There 1- positive,
Bcicuce
ly no other remedy known to medical
do the work.
that will so quickly and safely
from
obstinate
most
irregularities
and
Longest
Success guarany cause relieved immediately
anteed at any stage. No pain, danger,or Inter,
ference with work.

Have relieved hundreds of
The most diffi.

cases where others have railed.
ben.
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and No
efleial results guaranteed In every instance.
of ladies
risk whatsoever. W e treat hundreds
whom we never sec. Write for further particuadvice. Do not put off

lars and free confidential
Retoo long. Allletters truthfully answered.
safe under
member, this remedy is absolutely
leaves
and
condition
every possible
mail,
no after ill effect upon the health. Sentby
be
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should
LOTreEMMONS
CO.,
J.
W.
DR.
registered.
jnont St., Boston, Mass.

positively

Advertisers,
Q»\IP
^MVE.

Publishers and Printers.
TIME and
MONEY by psino

Challen’s

Record

Books.

Advertiser’s Record,
Record,
Job Printer’s Record,
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and price
Hat on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHILD,
Subscription

New York

14 Dover Street,

EIjIjSWOIITH

STEAM

LAUNDRY

AND HATH ROOMS.
"NO

PAT,

NO

WASHER,’*

All klndB of laundry worn done at shot t u..
Ice. etooda called for and delivered.
H. B. E8TET A CO.,
Ellsworth. Hi.
West End Bridge,
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Church
Lodge Its Future Under New Management—
Organization
Local Happenings.
Anniversary—Off for Portland.
At a
Bab Harbor. May 5 (special)
George Kane was in Bar Harbor Monday
well-attended meeting of the members on business.
and parishioners of St. Saviour’s EpiscoF. G. Proctor and wife, who have forpal church, held at the choir room Friday merly summered at Sullivan Harbor, will
evening. May 1, the organization of the occupy the Dr. Jackson cottage this seachurch into a regular parish was com- son.
pleted.
Charles Sargent, proprietor of Bay View
The name of the new organization is the
farm, is a busy man just now, getting
“Rector, Wardens and Vestrymen of the
ready for the summer business here qpd
church in Bar

County Convention at Northeast Harbor May tO and 20.
My Dear Sietere of the W. C. T. Vi

Harbor, Maine”.

of

New

—

Parish of

St. Saviour’s

meeting was opened with prayer by
tbe Rev. Stephen H. Gree.., and.was then
called to order by A. H. Lynam, who read
Mr.
the formal call for the meeting.
Green was elected chairman, and Harry
M. Conners secretary.
At the
suggestion of Mr. Green, a
short intermission was taken to allow
those who wished to sign a declaration
of attaching themselves to the church.
Tbe next business was tbe adoption of a
constitution and by-laws. It was voted
that tbe constitution and by-laws which
were considered at a
previous informal
meeting, held at the parish house on
April 2S, be read in full, and this was
The

done.
Tbe articles of tbe constitution and bylaws were then taken up and considered
separately, and after a few amendments
were

adopted

as a

whole.

Tbe election of two wardens and eleven

vestrymen
sideration.

was

It

tbe next subject for
voted to elect pne

was

conwar-

Flist

2i26

4

*4

J Qtiarter
aFuII
tfemooi*

PHASES.

vestrymen from among the
The result of tbe election was as follows:
Senior warden, David B. Ogden, New
York; junior warden, Frank M. Conners,
Bar Harbor.
Vestrymen, John C. Livingston, William J. Schetfelin, Francis 11. Johnson.
Gardiner Sherman, of New York; Nathan
J. Salisbury, Frank E. Sherman, Alec J.
Grant, M. P. Cleaves, Fred W. Chandler,
'W. J. Evans, George J. Stafford, of Bar
Harbor.
Alec J. Grant was unanimously elected
clerk of the vestry and parish, and Frank
E. Sherman treasurer.
At this point a recess was taken and tbe
vestry retired to consider tbe election of a

p Third
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COUNTY GOSSIP.
will be 100 years old on June 21.
It proposes to celebrate the event io

Surry
And

becoming style.
The

with

acknowledges

American

receipt from A. M. Cousins, of
Brooksv'Me, of a bunch of beautiful
spring flowers.
^
thanks the

Down at Franklin Road

families
of unusual interest. Charles Stewart and
wife are the parents of live sturdy little
boys, wute a neighbor, John Marshall,
and his wife point with pride to their five
It will be worth while to
little girts.
watch developments in this neighborhood.

if

are

two

Hanc< ck county teachers must hustle
tbey want that summer school at Ston-

ingiou
tbe

The outlook

part.

“willin’”, but
expected to do their

"Barkis” Stetson is

8coooi inarms are

Representative

now

is that

they will.

working

Mills is

hard

to

bring the event about, and It looks as it
he wumd succeed.
It is hoped to have
the BOboul open July 13 or 20. It will
continue one week.
El *worth

An

young lady, who had
a week or so ago, was
out ad Hiring them one day this week,
when to oer horror Bbe discovered the

visitors.

rector.

Upon the

return to

the

room

of the

ves-

had voted unani-

vestry
mously to extend a call to the Rev.
H.
Green, of Ipswich, Mass.
Stephen
The parish thereupon voted to approve
the election of Mr. Green.
Frank
M.
Conners and Frank E.
Sherman were appointed a commtttee to
wait upon Mr. Green and inform him of
bis election. After a few minutes’ consultation with Mr. Green, the committee
announced that be bad

accepted

the

call.

The meeting of Friday evening marks
the beginning of a new epoch in the history of St. Saviour’s church.
Up to the
while
not
present time the cburcb,
strictly a mission, has been perhaps

money.

regard to
by mat:

Be charitable In your conclusions in
smut
&c. Please sent the certificate

seasons.

*/

in

a

family

that

passed

here.

Great Reunion on
June 3, Commencement Day.
The
vlaine conference seminary at
Bucksporr Is planning a great reunion of
for

1882 be

was

dral at

Dallas, Texas,

dean of St.

Matthew’s catue-

and for three and

a

a

limited, but be and bis bride-to-be
that be go to New York, sbe to
Both arrived at tbe
meet him there.
same hour, bad tbe marriage ceremony
duly performed, and have passed several
been

planned

in

former students at

In

practical

years

tbe bead of everything that concerned
Sorrento. Mr. Lawrence, it is said, drew
the attention of Mr. Jones while at work
with

his

father

building tbe
and buildings.

when

tion of Mr. Baker.

raising this amount.
uose

and the

in

tne

faculty unite

uates to be
ance*

oi

cnarge

and

present, to
to

join

in

arrangements

inviting grad-

in

old

acquaintplanning for yet

renew

greater things for the school in the future.
The prpsence of several of the most
notable speakers in the Methodist Episcopal church, is expected, and the committee
in charge pledge themselves to make this
commencement the most
the school has
be made to

ever

interesting

known.
the

secure

Efforts

reorganization

to
of

general societies.
The frier.ds in Bucksport expect to open
their homes for free entertainment to the
former students of the seminary.
Simpson A Bender, Amanda M. Wilson
the four

and Parker

charge.

Spofford

are

lodge, 1. O. O. F., and Unison
Rebekab lodge held a memorial and anniversary service at the Congregational
church last Sunday morning at
10 30.
About 200 members of the two lodges attended the service.
An interesting address was delivered by the pastor of the
cburcb, Rev. Angus M. MacDonald.
Island

Mt.

Frank O. Alley’s borne on Cottage
street was slightly damaged by fire and
water Saturday noon.
Tbe fire department responded promptly to tbe alarm,
and a stream quickly pot out tbe fire,
wbicb caugbt on tbe root from sparks
trom an over-beated cblmney.

the committee in

_

has

been

sold oy arranged. The big wharf is being
boarded over lengthwise to make a better

MAINE MUSIC

Official
that

announcement

of

tbe artists

appear at the great Maine music festival next fall has been made. They
are:
Mine. LilUan Blauvelt, soprano;
Mine. Louise Homer, contralto;
Mine.
Shotwell-Piper, soprano; Miss Corinne
David
Welsh, contralto;
Bispham, baritone; Edward P. Johnson, tenor; Percy
Hern us, baritone; Frauds Archauibault,
basso; Felix Fox, pianist.
1 be programmes are unusually attractive and popular, and include: Tbeentire
are

to

of
“Faust”, by Gounod; the
“Quest” by Kevin (a new cantata);
Verdi’s “Requiem,” repeated by request,
and miscellaneous selections by Haydn,
Tschaikowsky, Wagner, Weinzierl, Garrett and Bradsby.
be

than for the

general market, writes E. W.
Wooster, f South Hancock, in Country
Life in America.
It costs only a trifle more to grow big
berries than small ones. It does not cost
so much to gather them;
and they will

yield

twice the net

profit.

greatest yield that I ever got from
acre was in the summer of 1899—
approximately thirteen hundred quarts;
average price, less commission and express. thirteen and one-halfj cents per
The

one

full

quart.
I figured

that I received a net profit,
the first season’s fruiting from this acre,
or
twelve hundred dollars.
of eleven
They were all of the Parker Earle variety.
I use commercial fertilizers exclusively.
The demand for my fruit is always far
greater than the supply.

vigilance,

eternal

will be retained.

and

in

ITe

evil);
Let

we
us

Ellsworth.

Our stock has shrunk a good deal during the
past month, but we still have some good

|

for

Suits for Men, Boys and Youths
are

at cost;1 in

produced.

even

to

go

Price is

no

out this

stock and

in

To do all

the

minds and

we can

of

cause

our

object

Mrs. Charles F. Rollins, of
Interment was at Hancock.

Lakewood.

want

going

we are

5 Water St.,

to

to

close

at

some

accomplish

plans to be
Sincerely

temperance,

Robbins,

Pres. Hancock

C

W.

>.

residence of the late J.
FJ1HB
Main St. For information
1
the house.

REFRIGERATOR—At
erator, nearly
house. For

ent

C. T. U.

aod
will

larger number of scboolmarms than ever
before came together ou ll.at rocky is-

quorum.

to

bide wbat

xltnuaementg.

OVER

Wlggin

35,

&

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocus Park. I
U> life and property
from the county of flaucock. the State oi
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Fbkix

Nellis F. Cupps*.

not

trespass
nO demand
protection

—first floor and basement
on State street, until

in Masonic block
STORE—Rooms

recently occupied by the Hancock County
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Redman,
agent, in the same building.

Austin^

NOTICE.

HAVE this day given my son, Percy E*
Higgins, his time during the remainder
of his minority.
I shall claim none of
wages nor pay any bills contracted by
after this date.
A. J. Higgins.
Ellsworth, Me.. May 5, 1903.
X

1

Siicrtxtn.tnia.
dN er

DOWN ami 50c Per Week
buys a SEWING fl ACHINE

Witness,

David Friend.

NEW DROP-HEAD
SEWING MACHINES
from $17 up.
*EP A good sewing-machine is as necessary
to the well-equipped home as light is to life,
Now is the time to do your spring and summer

___

NOTICE.
wife, Alice M. Jordan, having
* without Just
cause or provocation,
hereby forbid all persons harboring or tru«
ing her on my account, as 1 shall pay no ueo
of her contracting after this dateStephen S. Jordan.
Waltham, Me., May 6, 1903.

IfW

MY

!

j

Itgal Ifoticre

sewing.

*

^

FOBKCCOBCBK.
John A. Barrtll.'of Bnckij

NOTICK OK

Every

machine

fully

WARRANTED.
We Phandle only ’the
PROVED MACHINES.
Write

IM-

HARMAN,

Successor to J. T.

Southwest

CRIPPKN.

Harbor,

He

The Ellsworth Greenhouse

50c

Also
or

has

Burpee’s Sweet Pea seeds for sale

8

Packets

for

Superphosphate in large
small quantities.

25

State
WHEREAS
port, Hancock county, and
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated

OcJDoe

LATEST

to-day for particulars.

GEORGE

Moore's.

COM I NC-May a. "Side Tracked.”
June 4, Geo, E. Hall in “An

—

fctreet.

1

8,

A

small tenement on Spruce
Inquire at 78 Main St.
lower
f|1HE
part, with or without two cbaro1
her*, as desired, of the two story Crippen dwelling on Pine street. Ellsworth. Fur
nace and water.
Stable optional. Enquire of

HOUSE

I

25,

on or

Grindal, 82 Water St., ElU-

NOTICE.
To official authority for the State of Maim,
county of Hancock, town*hip* of Lamoin*,
Hancock, Franklin and plantation Xo.S.
three thousand acres in Cuniculocus Park have been burned to gl*ci“
deposits, clay strata or rock bottom. I demand exemption from taxes on this Austin
property for one hundred years.
Mary C. Fbbtz Austin.

2To lit.

“More haste, leas speed,” and “hasten slowly,”
proverbs born of experience that some
thin** <**n't be hurried without loss and wn»ie
Taut Is specially true of eating. Tfte railway
lunch habit, “live minutes for refreshments,”
Is a haMt most disastrous to the health.
You
Youean't hurry your
may hurry y *ur eatinir
dlge-tlon, »nd tite neglect to allow proper time
for this imp utant function is the beginning of
sorrow* to mane a busv man.
When the
tongue is foul, the head aches, when there are
•■our or l)i*»er ri-iiigs. undue fullness after eating. hot flushes. Irritability, nervousness, irresolution, cold extremeties. and other annuytng symptoms, t»e sure the stomach and organs
of dlgeeiion and nutrition have “broken down
Nothing will re-e-d*' li-h them in active healthy
operation so quickly as Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery.
It strengthens the stomach, nourl hes the nerve*, purities the blood,
and build* up the body.
It is a strictly temperance medicine, containing uo alcohol or other
Intoxicant.
Given away. Dr. Pierce’s great work. The
People’s Common Sense Mcdh-al Adviser Is sent
free on receipt of stamps to pay expense of
'end 21 one cent stamps for the
mailing only
paper covered book, or 81 stamps for cloth
biudlng. to Dr. K. V Pierce, BuiMo, N. Y.

Reserved seats at

refrig*

Special Notices.

This is an opportunity for the teachers
of Hancock county which they should
not allow to go by.

are

PRICES,

one

p»nt*u<i Ttst mkkMl
l^XPERIEXCEDcMl,
on read) made work in shoo
iSteady
Mj
work and good pav guaranteed. Power maA Co.,
Watkins
chines.
L.
to
E.
Apply
Woodfords Station, Portland, Maine.

half rate tickets to tbe teachers during
the week the school is in session.

considered knowing
bow

bargain

suitable for saloon

particular's call

CZtantrXJ.

land.

The different boats touching at Deer
Simpson, Sullivan (Harbor), Isle and
Stonington have generously conJohn T. Staples, Surry, justices of the
sented to help the enterprise by providing
peace and

they know
they don’t know.

on

RESIDENCK,

expressed their purpose to attend,
it seems quite evident that Stonington
have the privilege of entertaining a

Charles P.

are

Hale

farm, pasture and woodlot of
the late George w. Perkins, consisting
of more than forty acres of land, only one mile
from postoffice
Inquire of Miss Lilmak F
Pkkkina at the above residence, uear (irant'i
corner. Ellaworth, Me.

to date a large number from differparts of Kuox anti Hancock counties

have

Nominations by the Governor.
W. Lu*ti111h11, ctiairmau board of
registration, city of E l*worth.
A. Stroud Rodick, Fred C. Lynam, notaries public, Eden (Bar Harbor).

people

boarding

address C. H.
worth.

Up

Mass.

A.

because

a

new.

or

M.

please call at

could be secured.

No. 15 L-*yland street,

Roxbury,

iPot Salt.

Stonington Summer School.
prospect of having a teachers’ training school at Stonington In July is now
It will be remem bered, as
very good.
The Americas recently announced, that
State-Superintendent Stetson kindly offered to have the school held in that town
provided an attendance of 100 teachers
The

there.
yours, always
Lillian May

Ellsworth, Maine.

and

much.

for

BYRN,

.....

for the home

temperance

American Hustler ’.

(

We

to us.

OWEN

on

Lucier’s
Consolidated
Minstrels.

brothers,
Ellsworth; John Frost, of Orono;
two sisters, Miss Lizzie Frost and

is go-

price.

the convention with this

i

of

everything

Broken Suits, Furnishing Goods,
Odd Pants, Hats and Caps.

Do not miss ibis county convention; remember the date, and beglu now o mike

Some

fact,

cost, and a good many departments
ing
will be closed out below cost. "We have everything usually carried by a first-class clothier—

have

FRIDAY,

and

selling
at

righteousness.
There is a great work for the Woman’s
Christian temperance union to do, and if
we go to work in a sound systematic way
we can

Our

trades left.

a

hearts:

and

Maine.

And Still It Goes!

this way alone

Educated woman,

thought uppermost
our

BROS.,

.......

power which they must commoney (the root of all
have right and God on our side.

They

agent* in i/tit eectlon/or the International Stork Food.

WHITING

__

Most people think It la creditable to talk
grand opera when they are thinking baseball.

are

>

though she be without the ballot, wields
Influence that the liquor dealers recogbat.

large quantity of rugs

we have Just received 1.000 bushels of seed oats
and are making a run on them.
They are the
possible. We also
best we could buy and will be sold as cheap as
seed.
of
farm
have all other kinds

an

nize to be

a

fl A TQ
UXX A O

Uijijl/

ple.

Tbe following delegates and alternates
•
OBITUARY.
Portland Monday to attend tbe
/
masonic bodies wbicb
grand lodge
MRS. WILLIAM A. FRENCH.
MAY
’03.
began Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock;
Mrs. William A. French, of Orono, died
Benjamin I— Hadley, Charles F. Paine, Wednesday, April 29, aged
One
night only
sixty-three
Andrew J. Babbage, Edwin Whittaker,
Mrs. French had been in poor
Local management of CUas P. Halpin.
years.
Edgar J. Trossel, A. E. Conners. This health for many years although she was
makes tbe fifteenth year In succession
able to be about as usual.
Her death
tbat Mr. Hadley bas attended the meetcame unexpectedly.
ing ol tbe grand lodge.
Tuesday morning she underwent a
serious operation from which she had
Tbe business portion of Kennebunk not sufficient
vitality to rally.
was nearly wiped oat by fire Monday.
Mrs. French was a most estimable
Tbe fire started in the city ligbtlng plant
woman, and leaves a host of friends who
and spread rapidly. Assistance, was called
Bincerely mourn her loss. She is survived
from Blddetord and Portland. The loss
by her husband, an adopted daughter,
Grand street parade at
noon.
is estimated at fl00,000, and with tbe exMary, and her aged mother, Mrs. Mary Concert in front of hall at 7.30.
of
the
Is
covception
city lighting plant
Frost, of Lakewood.
ered by insurance.
There are also living two
Jacob

Frost,

we

QTTTTTT
>

ing, in which they will show some of the
excellent things done by the young peo-

The high standard of the orchestra will
maintained, and new orchestral works

will be

keep In stock all the time. We sell
and the stock is always fresh.

T? TTQQ
IlUuO

even-

went to

Big Profits in Strawberries.
My obj -ci has been from the star t to
grow berries for the fancy trade rather

>

feature of this convention
will
be
that
Ys—as
the
the young
woman’s Christian temperance union is
hour the first

good

'Ve

new

an

a

A

can.

called—are to have

proved to be

arc having a large run on floor paint Just now and It Is
giving the best of satisfaction. If you can't afford to carpet
that floor.you can paint It with our paint at a very small oost, and
that is the ueit best thing. We also have Oils and Varnishes.

D
A TNT
f Alls

FESTIVAL.

List of the Artists that are to Appear
—Blauvelt the Star.

opera

that

are

until tbe Jones interest

done

They have
not all gone, but soon will be.
seller and anyone seeing them have to buy.

way.

Another

__

are
>

It is greatly to be desired that every
local president, who is also county vicepresideut, will be present, and that each
union will send as large a delegation as it
1

city.

THOSE MUSLIN CURTAINS

have

in the work that you

We urge that every local superintendent
of every department report faithfully all
the work done to the couuty superintendent of that department.
Deep public concern cent.es in khe
All reports of the year, to go in to the
affairs of Sorrento, for the place has
State* report, end with the county conalways been peculiar as compared with
ao let us have a good report.
other Frenchman’s Bay resorts, being, as vention;
The public ia cordially Invited to all
it was, blessed with never a want for imthe meetings.
provements during the life of Frank
We hope to arrange for reduced rates on
Jones, its founder.
The rise of Sorrento also brings to the boat for all who attend the convenmind the name of W. H. Lawrence, who tion.
Prohibition in Maine has been won by
for fifteen
was tbe
man at

1871 Mr. Green married Miss Cor-

the

where but here.
plete line in the

me.

his

Mary’s cathedral at
Memphis, Tenn.
surface for trucking and walking.
Other pastorates have been St. John’s
Mr. Lawrence is expected here this
church at St. Louis, Mo., St. Michael and
week; also tbe new resident superinAll Angels’ church at Anniston, Ala., and tendent.
at Elgin, 111.

nelia M. Casey, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
coming com- W. B.
Casey, of Middletown, Conn. Mr.
menced ent June 3.
Plans to raise f 10,000
Green was appointed last
March
by
by June 1 for the purpose of thoroughly
Codman. as rector of Sr. Saviour’s
remodelling the buildings have been out- Bishop
to fill tbe vacancy cau-ed by the resignalined. and nil indications point to success
its

charming

ertsons and this latest event will add to

its happiness.
Mr. Robertson his always attended so
closely to business that bis travelling has

interest to

You will never know what yon have
missed If you buy your wall papers anyWltlwuta doubt ours Is the largest and most com-

ppiDQ

t

I ili J-jXvO

W AJjIj

There will be many interesting things
on the programme
for the convention,
among them a report of the National
suffrage association convention, given by
Dr. Abby M. Fulton, too well known In
Hancock county to need any word of introduction, who attended the great meeting, and will give us glimpses in her

Mrs. Robertson became acSorrento, where the bride had

summers

or

special

p

txt ITT

of the State where I am, every
message concerning our work is

out

treat.

Mr. Robertson and
his father have built up a prosperous
fancy gardening business here, and have
supplied nearly all of the garden stuff
sold In Sorrento to the hotel and cottages.
A more welcome
home
was
never
opened to a visitor than that of the Rob-

the

a column in his paper
thoughts and reports of

of

use

best

helpful things

George E. Robertson, jr., of Sorrento,
and Miss Margaret Breen, of Washington,
D. C., were married at Glen Island, N. Y.,
April 30. They will be at home in Sorrento after May 10. at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. George E. Robertson, sr.
quainted
been employed

carpet we are selling for «Y per yard. This is
strlctlv an all-wool carpet, a yard wide and i>osltlvely the best trade
In carpeting In the etty. We also have Oilcloths, Linoleums and Mattings.
__

when you look at the

learned of during the past year? If each
goes to help, and gets help, we will surely
have a good convention.
This year we are to be entertained by
the new union at Northeast Harbor, ana
they are already at work planning for
It will be May
a successful convention.
19 and 20—Tuesday afternoon and evening and all day and evening Wednesday.
Mrs. Helen O. Rice, of Boston, National
organizer and superintendent of the National loyal temperance legion, will lecture and help all through the convention.
6Irs. Rice Is a splendid woman, a ready.
Interesting speaker. All who hive ever
heard her will want to hear her again,
and those .who have not bad the pleasure
will make special effort not to miss the

Lawrence, after April 1.

at

the

TO SMILE

YOU WILL HAVE

word of

Conveuilon time is almost here again.
Are you all planning to attend, and are
you going to take along notes of the most

Calvin Page, Mr. Harrison and P. W.
Whittemore, administrators of the Jones
Sorrento estate and Portsmouth property,
have appointed Mason Whittemore local
superintendent at Sorrento vice W. H.

mission than

half years dean of St.

_____________

E. M. C. SEMINARY.

Planning

more a

word

Hall is launching into the fishing
more this summer than at
all.
This business has been quite a feature for
Sorrento, where E. R. Conners and Bragdon Brothers and George Kane have been

Desert Ferry wharf
anything else. The
Later he was commissioned as general
rector has been appointed by the bishop
manager of Sorrento, and under bis direct
of the diocese, and a committee, comsupervision tbe resort gained the promseeds **» on top of the ground.
She did posed of summer visitors and permanent
inence it has acquired. Tbe death of Mr.
not puli the young plants up by the residents, has bad
charge of tbe temporal Jones and the withdrawal of Mr. Lawroots a.ifi replant them upside down, but and financial affairs of tbe church, which
rence are likely materially to change tb
she did do the next worse thing—she was established some
twenty-five years situation at Sorrento.
pushed t hem all back into the ground and ago, and in all that time has had but two
Tbe probabilities are that nothing
covered them with earth.
rectors before Mr. Green.
special will take place other than that tbe
Tbe late Rev. Christopher S. L<fflugwell
hotel will be conducted under the manFrank iu has a facetious dog-fancier* was the first
rector, which position he agement of the widow of the former proHe want* to keep a dog, and seems perheld for twenty years.
He was succeeded
prietor, Mr. Risteen, of Bostou, who bolds
fectly willing to pay the license as re- by Rev. William Osborn Baker, whose a
five-year lease of the bouse. The cotquired t>v law. He wants certain privi- resignation took c fleet last month after
tagers will be there as usual, and Leslie
leges, however, which he may or may not four years’ service, and who has recently
Havey will act as postmaster, express and
get Tula in what he writes to Town Clerk accepted a call to become rector of Trinity
freigbt clerk and telephone operator.
Donnell:
in
church
Haverhill, Mass.
It is expected that Llnley Wilbur will
“In accordance with the laws of the State of
Rev. Stephen Herbert Green was born
be retained as local engineer in charge of
j
Maine, I apply for a license for one male dog
at Chapel Hill, N. C., and is tbe son of the water
line, tbe electric light plant and
i
that bears me name of "Brownie" to run at tbe late Rt. Rev. Witliam M.
Green, bishop j tbe steam heating app-tratu*.
large over my neighoors’ gardens, in their
His theological training
of Mississippi.
chick-n liens, and to commit such other depre| Tbe roads hive been put in fine condiwas received at the
Berkeley divinity tion by the street commissioner. As redatlor a» their natures admit. He is a cross
j
bet wee a or and a nuisance, the latter pre- school at Middletown, Conn., from which gards the land company business, it is
dorm nati n
Please find $1.15 good American he was graduated In 1871. From 1877 to said that no active promoting
will be

planted pumpkins

Away

Allen

Mr. and

a

work?

our

business

for several

give

to

John W. Hall is having trouble with
paralyzed bend. P. L. Aiken la clerking
for him at bis store, to which a large addition is being
built, necessitated by
Increasing trade.

days7 honeymoon in tbe metropolis.
try, Frank M. Conners, junior warden,
They will make their home with
ancalled the meeting to order and
father here at Sorrento.
nounced that the

editor of the

a

engaged

1 take my pen to write yon

As

^

j

greeting, this thought comes to me: I
wonder If we half appreciate the privilege so graciously granted us bjr the

Bar Harbor.

at

den and four

MOON’S

W. C. T. V.

—

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

EVM<Y

SORRENTO.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

She tC'iteroortl) American.

cts.

fifth, a. d. 1901, and recorded in the Hancoc
registry of deeds, book 370, page 104, convey
to me the undersigned, a certain PW’cei
real estate situate in Bucksport, said coun y
of Hancock, and bounded and describee
oil
follows, to w‘t: On the easterly side
o»
county road leading to Dedham, beginning
the said road at the northeast corner
s»
Fobert Parker’s land; thence easterly by
Parker’s north line to land now or formerly’
William Dodge; thence northerly by
Dodge’s westerly line to land of
th.
ker; thence westerly by said Parker s sou
**■
erly line to northeast corner o? land oi
easterly
Homer; thence southerly by
said Homer’s land to the southeast corne
same; thence westerly by southerly
said Homer's lot to the aforementioned ro
thence southerly by said road to place v
And whereas the conditions of

J

ginning.
mortgage have been broken, now therefor
reason of the breach of the condition the

I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this second day of May, a. d. 1908.
Charles if. Douglass,
and

By

Edith E. Douglass.
their attorney. O. F. Fello

^STANTLY
SHOCKING

EARLY STAGE

KILLED.
E.

II.

Some

STOCKBRIDGE.
BLAME AT-

NER’S INQUK9T—NO
tachkd to railroad.

accident that
The most heartrending
hereabouts was last Thurshas happened
when James U.
evening about 9 30
over by tbe Washstockbrldge was run
freight and Instantly
ington Coonty

killed.

all happened will, of course,
Just bow It
spent the evening
When tbe
Falls.
Witb
came along be jumped on.
down freight
at tbe Falls, but does
The train slows up
be bad no difficulty In getnot stop, so
ting safely aboard.
before arriving
On the down grade Juat
in Ellsworth the air brakes
et the station
and tbe concneelon is very
sre put on,
lost bis
,r(.at. He may bava accidentally
or be may have been slat off.

He
never be known.
friends at the

hold,

THE BODY FOUND.

The body wss discovered st tbe Lincoln
street crossing byJudgeL. A. Emery on
'his way from his home to tbe station to
take the 9.47 train for Boston. It wss In
such a position tbat It at first merely attracted bis attention as being something
unusual, but on reaching It be discovered
to his horror that It was tbe body of a
human being tbat had plainly been run
over by the train that bad Just passed.
One baud was across the rail, and tbe
body was lying alongside, about a foot
On reaching tbe station Judge
sway.
Emery notified tbe station master,and tbe
Identity of the victim quickly followed.
Tbe
Tbe body waa badly mangled.
back of tbe head was entirely crashed In,
the right arm and right leg were broken
In several placet, and both nearly severed
from the body. Tbe clothing was tu sucb
shape as to indicate tbat tbe body bad
been dragged for some distance.
INQUEST.

Adjournment

was

then taken until Saturday morning In
order to give tbe train men and representatives of Ibe railroad an opportunity
to be

present.

meeting was bold In tbe county
commissioners’ room at the court-bouse.
The jury returned a verdict In accordance
with tbe facts, wblcb In substance was
that the deceased met death by either falling or being thrown from tbe 9.30 freight
train on Thursday night, while riding
from tbe Falls to tbe city. *No blame
attaches to the railroad.
This

SKETCH OF HIS LIFE.

Young Stockbridge was a son of Frank
A. Stockbridge, who,
with a brother
Albert, survives him. He was twentytwo years of age.
oldest daughter

His mother

Sarah,
J. Tllden
Grant, one of the beat known—in bis day
—of Ellsworth’a lumber manufacturers.
She died

of

was

the late

few years ago.
James learned the machinist’s

During
been

a

trade.

past winter, however, be had
the road with Kyrle Bel lew’s

the

on

company, bf which his cousin, Henry B.
Stockbridge, Is a''member. The season

dally from Bangor to Calais, Sunday included, leaving Bangor at 6 a. m.
I think that he is
slightly mistaken, as
their contract began four years later, in

1845, and at the time of which Mr. Norcross
wrote William Bennett held the
contract from Bangor to Ellsworth, and
Lincoln, familiarly known as “Face and
Eyes”, drove for him, and a funny old
fellow be was.
Before the expiration of that contract
Shaw A Billings bought out Mr. Bennett.
At the same time John M. Hale and
George W. Buckmore held the contract
from Ellsworth to Machlas, Mr. Buckmore having run a stage in
company with
Reuben Ordway between Ellsworth and
Cberryfleid as early as 1837, later selling
that Contract to William H. Black and
John Morrell.
•
Many Bangor people still remember the
genial John and his good dinners and
suppers at the “Tim George” stand In
Holden.
Hale A Buckmore dissolved
partnership after one year, Hale continuing the line from Ellsworth to Cherryfield and Buckmore from Cberryfleid to
Machlas.
A little later Buckmore sold the route
from Columbia to Machlas to Fisher A
Lindsay of the latter place, retaining aud
himself
driving the stage between
Cberryfleid and Columbia. After a short
time Mr. Buckmore sold that route to a
sea captain by the name of Mark
Means,
having previously taught him to drive
four-in-hand.
I

remember

driving

extremely popular.

back

to

At this time

The funeral was held at the family home
Pleseant street Sunday afternoon
at 2
o’clock, Rev. J. M. Adams officiating.
The Ellsworth male quartette—O. W.
Tapley, E. F. Robinson, A. W. King and
J. A. Cunningham—sang.
The house was not large enough to accommodate the host of sympathizing
friends who assembled. The floral offerings were profuse, not only the casket,
but also the hail in which it rested, being
literally banked with flowers.
The bearers were his cousin, Henry B.
Stockbridge, who had returned to Ellsworth the night before the accident, bis
employer, Mr. Walker, and two of his
fellow-employees, Alfred Wood and
Frauk Bonsey.

family

lot

at

ideals of young womanhood,
and areso
manifestly all that parents de"*bt in their children, that boys admire
!n tbelr sisters and that young men seek
wives,that they have achieved a great
Popularity among the people of New
are

England.

In the
Sunday Herald of May 10, Mr.
fcarned’s masterpiece, “A Breath of
pring,” Win appear on the first page of
e
magazine section.
Admirers of Mr.
Learned’s work will see him at his best
n ne*t
Sunday’s Herald.
L

there is any petty meanness about a
woonn, it is sure to crop out at a euchre

Party.

Nothing pleases a busy man more than
0 »et
two chronic bores to boring each
other.
t»irls talk about what
they will do after
®y are
married, and married women of
at they did
when single.

“KAURINOIL,”THE

to
wear; it is
^niade
^il, Gum and

Cherryfleld

the coach

on

the stage between

Ells-

Cherryfleld was driven by Ambrose Sturgis, a brother of Ira Sturgis,

great lumber manufacturer of AuLater Mr. SturgiB owned the
gusta.
route between Cherryfleld and Machias
and conducted a livery stable
in the
former place until the time of bis death.
the

history of staging in eastern Maine
be Incomplete without mention of
John M. Hale, jr., who at the age of
nineteen, began to drive and manage
The

would

details of the business for his father,
John M. Hale, sr.
He later became a
some

member of the Arm and

the conveyance of malls until bis
which occurred in 1897 at the age

with
death
of

connected

was

seventy-six.
It may be interesting

to note that the

first man to run a coach with four horses
from Ellsworth to Cherryfleld was Abner
Lee, of New Jersey, whose brother, Gideon Lee, was at that time mayor of New
York city. Mr. Lee was grandfather of
Gideon L. Joy, a well-known resident of
Hancock.
While I do not remember the time of
Mr. Lee’s coaching, which was probably
in the

early ’30*,

which

was

It

stable.

I

recall

well

afterward stored in
was

coach, whose

wbat

was

Troy

approved.
Alderman Tripp, having accepted the
office of tax-collector, resigned as a member of

the

finance

mayor appointed Aid. Hooper
place.
The matter of the Irving Osgood claim

was a

pins

linch

on

ran

to

hold

Lee drove to

Mr.

Sullivan
of

bead

and

axles

with

the wheels In

place.

wooden

way of
around the

Cherryfleld by

Gouldsboro,

Hog bay,

as

being

road

the

brakes bad not then

later

a

come

it was necessary to chain the wheels on
road
the
the steep hills with which
abounds.
If these notes are of sumcient
to your readers, at another time I will
send some
personal reminiscences of
coaching during the Rebellion when sol-

The committee on streets, accompanied
by tbe commissioner, will make a tour of
inspection of all the streets. Much work
must be done on them.
Mr. Davis reported that be settled the
Scammons claim by offering Mrs. Scam-

foO
rock-crusher,
to

mons

tbe

blasting

move

out
and

of

her house

stay

out

near

uutil tbe

piano
hall, Aid. Tripp reported that

for Hancock

a

satisfac-

a

Instrument had been

tory
put In the ball
by C. P. Halptn, who agrees to maintain
it at no expense to the city.
A petition from
Columbia
Hook &
Ladder Co. was read asking that the annual salary be raised from flOO to |300,

Referred to the

mittee

on

fire

Osgood

$50

ation of

and the free

use

of

Hancock

Memorial

on

Aid.

Tripp

and

Moore

were

appointed

committee to look into the matter of
abatement of taxes on certain property
taxed to the Abenaquis club.

a

ROLLS OP

Rolls of accounts

passed

Business, reports,

etc.

—

on

above

subjects.

BrlDg

3.05

Discussion

3.20

your blbles with you.
Toptc-Christian Work and Workers:

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.
FUND.

Rev J P Slmonton
Carrie Lord

(5) The Worker-My Fitness,
Rev C M Harwood, Bluehlll

Remarks.J
4.00

(c) The Lord Rewardeth

the

Electric light,
Fire dept,

Highway,
Sch supply,
School,

Text

books,

Library,

Contingent,

Supt schools,

AMOUNT.

John Silvy,
O H Morrison,
Ellsworth Water Co,
A H Joy,
R E Murch,
E F Jordan,
J A Lord,
C M Wltham,
Campbell Pub Co,
AII Joy,
Edward Haney,
Simon Garland,
Ginn A Co,
American Book Co,
E E Babb A Co,
Stetson League,
Adelaide True,

45 00
45 00
150 00
65
2 00
2 CO
24
18 60
16 75
157
8fc 00
9 CO
24 67
20 80
9 43
6 00
37 50
10 00
10 65
1 05
14 95
25 00
2 00
2 00
91 66

Georgia Jude,
C I Welch,
N E Tel A Tel Co,
Jeremiah Moore,
C W A F L Mason,
J A Lord,
Eugene H Moore,
Geo B Stuart, 2 mos

Total,

$582 52

COMMISSIONER’S

8TKKET

ROLL.

Sidewalks.

Highway.
Rockcruaning.

Rev E Bean
Dr Barrett

Remarks.Mrs
4.20
4 40

7

oo

7.15

Discussion on above subjects
the pastors
Question box conducted by
Collection
for
picnic supper.
Adjournment
Evening.
Praise and devotional service,
B B Whitcomb
Short Address to

Juniors,
Mrs Dr Grlndle

..Rev Mr and Mrs Kerr
a Chris7.30 Address-What Constitutes
tian

Church.Rev

J D McGraw

Selection.Choir
Collection

3 00

D Kerr
Consecration service.Rev

$1,503 44
$763 00
233 77

Total,

$996 77

Adjourned.
LAKEWOOD.
C. E. Billingtou, of Surry, who has
been visiting here, has returned home.
Jacob Frost, of Ellsworth, and John
Frost, of Old Town, visited relatives here
Sunday.
Abi Garland has gone to Ellsworth
Falls, where be will be employed for the

NEW VARNISH
Pure Lin-

Turpentine, nothing

Stratton A Wescott.

It
Paint.
$1.00 with Devoe’s Gloss Carriage
the pint than others;
welgbo 3 to S ozs. more to
a gloss equal to new
wears longer, and gives
Mookk.
work. Sold by Wioois &

to

kind

coast

our

to

course

resorts

in*
faster

no

gaining

are

in

population
popularity.
Many words of gratitude are beard
by the writer about the great artery, the
Maine Central railroad, and the good it
does in equipping its service so well, and
extending its boat service to the other
and

outside

of

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, May 10— Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
league at 3. p. m. Preaching at 7 p. m.
Epworth league meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30.

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7 30.
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p.ra.;
Mr.

Simonton.
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.

Friday, May 8—Prayer and conference
meeting at 7.30. Theme Ps. 143.
Sunday, May 10—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
UNION

CONG’L,

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
10.30.

May 10—Morning

service

at

Sunday school at 11.45.
BAPTIST.

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.

Sunday,
10.30.

May 10—Morning service at
by the pastor. Sunday

Sermon

m.
Junior C. E. at 6 p. m.
Evening praise and preaching service at 7.

school at 12

Sermon to young

men

and

women.

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Trenton—Service

Sunday

at 2.30 p. m.;

Mr. Kerr.
often

practical joke
right meanness that there’s
A

it*

so

near

no

fun

downin

it.

Which would you rather be, cat-tailed,
cow-hided or pig-headed?

hare-lipped,

Letter to P. H. Bresnahan,
Ellsworth.
Dear Sir Milk, so much a quart— part

week

to

was

attend

MARINE LIST.

called to Hancock
the

funeral of his

Ella Hodgkins, of South Brewer,
visiting relatives here. /
The friends of Curtis Hamor and wife,
of Lamolne, were pained to learn of the
loss of their home by fire one day last
Miss

is

week.

Clara Hawley and her mother,
Mrs. Lord, who have been occupying the
Curtis bouse the past year, have gone to
Charleston to spend the summer.
Mrs.

Business Notices.
The stock In the bookstore of the late J. A.
Hale is offered for sale by G. A. Parcher, administrator. The sale Is now going on, and
some excellent bargains in
books, stationery
and fancy goods are offered.
To Care a Cold In One Day.
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggists refund the money if It falls to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature Is on each box. 25c.

Effie A. Barron

Miss

niece,

Ellsworth Port.
SAILED
Sch Game
B

and women who
bring things to pass,
men

obstacles or no
cles, have an abundance of iron in their

obsta-j

>||»

1 ULLI
__

Tc 1

They

blood.

f]
Aytt/C/U

take

they
push ahead, regardless of obstacles;
they succeed.
There is no quality of character that
gains more admiration and respect
the

initiative;

than that which enables a person to
form a definite purpose and then concentrate all his energy in executing it.
To possess and use this quality, it ia

necessary to be in

a

sound mental and

physical condition, to have an abundance of iron iii the blood, which
gives stamina, vigor and endurance.
*r\

1

m

ironizes the

c

Peotiron^
*°h
ishes, strength—-..

the nerves
steadies
and
It is
the above result.
a new and thoroughly scientific preparation, Combining iron with the best
tonics and nutrients; is agreeable to
the taste, acceptable to the stomach
and readily assimilated, and has tba
great advantage of not causing consti-j
i
pation nor injuring the teeth.
Peptlron Is made in two forms: In a liquid—f
an aromatic cordial elixir—at $1 per bottle^
also in chocolate-coated pills at 50c. or $1 peg
box. By C. I. HOOD CO., proprietors. Hood's
1'
i
Sarsaparilla. Lowell. Mass., U. S. A,
ens

and

produces

Selling Agent In Ellsworths
G. A. Parcher, it Main Street.
ftaflroab® an* Steamboat*.

with her little

Gaspar, of Lowell, Mass.,
Wednesday to spend the

Martha H.

arrived

home

summer

with her

May

BAR HABBOB TO BANGOB.

parents.

AM

B.

6.

BORN.
Eastbrook, May 1, to Mr and Mrs
Sylvester Bunker, a daughter.
GABRIELSON—At Bar Harbor, April 5, to Mr
and Mrs Conrad Gabrlelaon, twin daughters.
HODGKINS—At Bar Harbor, April 20, to Mr
and Mrs Charles W Hodgkins, a son.
JELLISON—At Bar Harbor, April 10, to Mr
and Mrs Fountaine Jellison, a son. [Jack.]
LAWTON—At Tremont, April 29, to Mr and
Mrs Harry L Lawton, a son. [Joseph Handy.]
M’KAY—At Eden, April 29, to Mr and Mrs
Daniel McKay, twin daughters.
MORSE—At Bar Harbor, April 7, to Mr and
Mrs Fred Morse, a daughter.
STEWART—At Hancock, April 23, to Mr and
Mrs Charles I Stewart, a son.
WHITTAKER—At Orland, April 28, to Mr and
Mrs George M Whittaker, a daughter.
BUNKER—At

BAB HABBOB. 10 30
Sorrento.
Sullivan...;.
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 20
Waukeag, 8. Fy. 11 26
Hancock. fll 29
11 87
Franklin Road
Wash’gtonJc. 1149
11 56
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falls. fl2 01
Nicolin. |12 15
Green Lake. t!2 24
Lake House. tl2 32
Holden. tl2 40
Brewer June. tl 00
1 07
Bangor, Ex. St.
1 10
BANGOR, M. 0
p.

M.

5 35
9 05

Portland.
Boston.

PM

PM

3 25 8 10
4 00 ..•••«
4 25.
4 55
9 00
5 02 9 0T
5 06 9 10
5 14 9 fft
15 23 9 40
5 30 9 4T
5 36! 9 01
5 50j 10 OS
5 59 10 24
16 07 10 22
6 15 10 85
0 35 10 00
6 421 10 57
6 45, 11 00
A M

I

▲ M

4 2S
7 28

1 30!
5

57j

BANGOB TO BAB HABBOB.
AM
9 00
12 40

PM

Boston.

*7 40

Portland. *11

MARRIED.
BREEN-ROBERTSON-At Glen Island, NY
April 30, Miss Margaret Breen, of Washington,
D C. to George E Robertson, jr, of Sorrento
IIARRIMAN—JOHNSON—At Orland, April 28.
by Fred Buck, Cr-q, Miss M..rgle M Harriman.
of Orlaud, to Howard R Johnson, of Bucks*
port.
OAKES—CLEVlENT-At Ellsworth, April 29.
by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Frances Ethel
Oakes to Orln Meivyn Clement, both of Ellsworth.
REED—CARTER—At Tremont, April 30, by
George A Lurvey, esq, Miss Vesta 8 Reed,
of Tremont, to John J Carter, jr, of Vlnalhaven.
THOM PSON—DA Y—At Penobscot, May 2, by
Rev E K Drew. Miss Maud P Thompson, ol'
Penobscot, to Henry A Day, of Baugor.
DIED.
BROWN-At Orland, April 30, David Brown,
aged 81 years, 6 months, 8 days.
FRENCH—At Orono, April 29, Mrs William A
French, aged 63 years.
FRAZIER—At Otis, April 30, Lewis Frazier,
aged 72 years, 4 months. \
MOSLEY—At West Eden, Mny3, Harvey Alard,
child of John and Gertrude Mosley, aged 9
yeare.
NELSON—At Ellsworth, May 3. Marie, wife of
Edward B Nelson, elder daughter of Melvin S
and Jennie M A Smith. Funeral Tuesday,
May 5. Private.
MOORE—At Boston, April 27, Henry Joseph
Moore, formerly of Ellswortn, aged 34 years,
4 months, 11 days.
STOCK BRI DGE—At Ellsworth, A prll 30, James
G Stockbrldge, aged 22 year**, 2 months.
SHEDD—At Penobscot, May 3, Frank A Shedd,
aged 34 years, 8 months. 26*days.
8TKONG At San Francisco, Cal. April 21, William H Strong, of Hancock, aged 23 years, I
month, (5 days.
TRUNDY-At
SulUvan, May 1, Albert T
Trundy, aged 78 years, 4 months.
—

{Announcement.*
X Being

the ninth year of my business
at the old stand, South St., I am now
better prepared to serve my friends
and customers than ever before.
With the use of modern improvements and past experience, I have
better facilities and will save you
money and time.
I shall still keep the

V

X
X
Q

5
X
<5
X

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex St.
Brewer June......
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Jc
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, S. Fy..
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR..

no.
AM
AM
00
10 00

*6
6
6
t6
16

05
12
34
41
49

10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11

O'
12
34
42

50
59
13
18
27
til 37
17 46 111 45
7 49 11 48
7 55 11 55
8 20
8 45
9 20 | 12 45
6

16 59
7 11
7 18
*7 30
17 38

PM
4 55
4 50
5 08
tft 25
15 82
5 40
5 00
6 03
6 08
6 li
6 20
6 34
0 30
6 45
~

..

7 30

♦Daily, Sundays Included, Boston to Washing*

ton .Juucllon.

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. K.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth

to

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mt.
Six

Desert

Trips

a

Division.

Week

to

Boston.

Wednesday, Apr29
Cock, Pratt, Bar Harbor, bricks, H

V

X
6

0

X
o

g

X

|

5

for the fifth year and know there are
none better, and the
prices are
moderate—same as last season
I have on hand a large list of new and
second-hand jobs of all descriptions,
which I offer at the lowest prices I
can afford, and no one can sell lower.

X
g

X

|

S.

v

X
D

0

5
at

p m dally, except 8undayg
about Sam daily, except

All Freight via the steamers of this company is insured against tire and marina
risk.
E. 8. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Boston, Mass.
Calvin Austin, Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr.. 368 Atlantic are., Bosto.

Kocklaud, BluiMl & Ellsworth Steamy t bo.

t

L. LORD,

irn cams, semes ut smmes
Direct from the Manufacturer to the
Wearer EXPRESS PREPAID.
No middlemen. Goods at First Cost.
Samples sent FREE upon request. Please
state what kind of a garment you wish to

RIVERSIDE WOOLEN COHFANY,
Pittsfield, Maine.

CLOTHS.

Monday.

5

WOOLEN

L

RETURNING.
From Boston at
From Rockland

a

Pnilllps

Thursday, Apr 30
Sch Henrietta A Whitney. Woodward, Newark,
staves and heads. C J Treworgy
Sch Jennv Lind, Closson, Bar Harbor, bricks,
11 B Phillips.
SAILED
Monday, May 4
Sch Wm Eadle, Closson, Bar Harbor, lumber,
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Sch Wesley Abbott, Jordan, Sullivan
ARRIVED
Sch Leonora, Bonsey, Lamolne, leaking
SAILED
Tuesday, May 5
W
Sch Lulu
Eppes, Patten, Boston, lumber,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Apr 23, sloop Island
Belle, Bar Harbor; sch Omaha, Bucksport
Ar Apr 2.1, sch Georgletta, Mayo, Lamolne
Ar Apr 26, sch Leonora, Boston
Ar Apr 27, sch Lavolta, Boston
Sid Apr 29, sch Georgletta, Providence, curb,
from Cr .btree A Havey
Sid Apr 80, sch Leonora, curb, Boston
Sid May 2, sch Lavolta, curb, Boston; sloop
Island Belle, curb, Bar Harbor

Commencing Monday, May 4, 1903, steamer
"Mt Desert", Cant F L Winter botham, leave*
Rar Harnor at 1.00 p m dally, except Sunday,
for Seal Harbor, Northeasi Harbor, Southwest
Harbor. Stonlngton and Rockland to connect
with steamer for Boston.

o

Hayford Wagons
X

d

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

in

zation.

water.

F. W. Devoe & Go
New York.
Wigoin & Moore sell our paint.

sister-in-law, Mrs. Roxie French.

Take

a

D

Jeremiah Moore
last

reported to be
flourishing condition, having nearly
doubled its membership since its organi-

achievers,1

Great

•

cttmrtUsnnnita.

Is It milk? Ilow much satisfaction will It give?
How much nourishment? How many customers will it win?
Mixed paint Is the same as watered milk. It
seems to be cheap, but It Isn’t.
Devoe lead and
zinc is rich milk, It’s creamy milk: seems to
be costly, hut Isn’t. Covers more square feet to
the gallon; covers it better; makes labor go
further; lasts more years than lead ami oil.
The cheapest paint in the world, made by the
oldest concern In America—149 years old.
Mr. J. J. Hall, Sheffield, Pa., writes
I had always used 40 gallons of lead and oil
for my house this summer I bought 40 gallons
of Devoe Lead and Zinc for the same house
aud had 10 gallons left
Yours truly,
14
P. 8.

Lowell,

Miss Effie

3frhcttigmicntg.^^^J
Is There Iron

Harvest Home grange is

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Sunday, May 10—Sunday school at 10 30.
Sunday,

of

the soil is

summer.

Paint Your Buggy for 75c.

made of

than

Martha J. Barron left for Lowell,

Miss

Mass., Thursday.
MiBs Ruby M. Truewortby,
Mass., is visiting her friend.

city.

of return
creasingiyearly, but of

$ 48 62
868 90
587 92

TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
City schools.
High school.

E tioU

Worker,

in the

follows:

3.

NAME.

Police,

(a The Work—My Sphere,

Remarks.Mrs

in

CONGREGATIONAL.
as

PROGRAMME.

The sower, the seed
Bible reading
and the soil In relation to Christian
Endeavor. ..Rev R L Olda
Remarks.Mrs Julia A Chatto

They usually employ several good farm
hands, and “the boss” drives a milk and

ACCOUNTS.

were

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Fred Stanley arrived from Lynn, Mass.,

Barron.

Irving

appropri-

an

There

factor in the deal.

com-

Day and on the Sunday
preceding, the 24th. The appropriation
was made, and the request granted.
hall

bringing

return,

many

CHURCH NOTES.

asked the board for

empowered to choose assistants.
Is to be a corresponding secretary
added to tbe list of officers already chosen.
Tbe committees will meet every Wedtransact
business
nesday evening to
until all necessary arrangements are made
are

last week.

department.

behalf of the Grand Army,

In

Staples;
invitation. F. T. Jellison; music, E. C.
Lord; defloration, Mrs. Nellie Hagerthy;
dinner, W. G. Rich. These committees

with them the results of tbeir Industry
While away, and they go at farming with
plenty of funds and modern machinery.
And they are business folks, you can’t
say men, for the entire family Is a big

paid the other fire companies. parts of Mt. Desert island
Engineer Eaton thought their Bar Harbor.

request reasonable.

purpose of having a celebration, and a
good one, to commemorate tbe incorporation of the town on June 21,1803.
Officers for the celebration have been
chosen as follows: President, F. T. Jellison; secretary and treasurer, M. E. Linneken; executive committee, E. C. Lord,
Mrs. Ellen Hopkins, E. M. Cunningham,
Mrs. William E. Emery, W. G. Rich, I. E,
Lufkin, Mrs. Sarah W. Treworgy, Mrs.
Nellie Hagerthy, J. F. Staples, Miss
Mabel E. Morgan.
The following are chairmen of subcommittees: On soliciting, Jt F,

of the world.

the amount
Chief

the

but “abandoned” by the younger

folks, for a taste
After tasting,

This

was over.

In the matter of

Total,

Praise and prayer service...Mrs Dr Emery
Address of welcome.Mrs A Ridley
Response.President Local Union

all

vegetable team to town, sells all he has to
the hustling market-men at the summer
resorts; always does a cash business, and
never takes chances on selling poor stuff.
Others cater direct to cottage trade, and
get a big thing out of it.
Then in the fall they “modestly enjoy
themselves” by a family visit to relatives

the

2 00
2.15
2 20
2.25
2.45

scattered

it,

suggestions.

diers

Seaside Local Union.
Seaside local union of Christian Endeavor and Epworth leagues will meet at
East Bluehlll next Tuesday, May 12, afterFollowing is the
noon aiid evening.

much of

more,

interest

until
were transported daily, and
building of the Mt. Desert branch of
the Maine Central railroad, when coaching in eastern Maine became, practically,
a thing of the past.

for

Street Commissioner Davis addressed
board on the matter of a new sidewalk
on the north side of
Main street from
School to Oak streets. The present plank
walk is in bad condition. He advised replacing it with a concrete walk.
Inasmuch as some concrete repairs
are to be made, it seemed to be the sense
of the board that with a concreting outfit here, this sidewalk ought to be rebuilt
in accordance with tbe commissioner’s i
the

date,
use

count

along the miles and miles of pleasant
damages to his property by a wash- roads of Mt. Desert island, for these
out, for which a bill for |25 has been resorts are an ever-growing market for
before this and tbe previous board, was choice native garden truck.
The shores of Frenchman’s bay give
taken up.
Mr. Osgood addressed tbe
board.
notable signs that such market gardens
It was voted to Indefinitely postpone are conducted there, too. The proprieaction, tbe mayor remarking that this tors of many of these farms are what the
action does not prevent tbe claimant public calls “rounders”, that Is, they are
from pressing suit.
Intelligent, able-bodied men who have
Aid. Tripp, for the committee on worked in many places and at many sorts
streets, asked for more time to report on of labor, and during tbeir “rounder”
petitions presented at tbe last meeting Career they become more or less confor additional street lights; also on peti- vinced that a home is made only On detion of T. J. Holmes and others for a light finite plans, carefully worked out, and
at the corner of Central and Royal streets. they at once see the chance offered In
It was granted.
going into the garden truck line.
A letter from Dr. B. T. Sanbdrn, of the
Usually they leAse or buy a farm near
Insane hospital at Augusta, was read, ask- the markets, or return to a homestead
ing for tbe removal of Edward Carney, a called “abandoned”. These latter places
patient there. After some discussion, it are generally occupied by old folks, past
was voted to lay the matter on tbe table
profitable work, but not without enough
for the present.
to provide for tbeir allotted time and

cut

into

SURRY TO CELEBRATE

Who Carries it on, and How It Pays The One Hundredth Anniversary of
—Summer Resorts as Markets.
its Incorporation.
All along our rural ro^ds, especially on !
The one-hondredth anniversary of the
Mfc. Desert Island, may now be noted ! organization of the town of Surry falls
many instances of prosperity and signs j on June 21,1903. That date falls on Sunof progress, and who the people are who are day, and since the exact date cannot be
carrying on improved farming is an in- kept, it is proposed to celebrate some day
teresting study.
during Old Home week.
In Hancock county such places as Bar
Nothing positive has been decided upon
Harbor and the coming resorts at Seal, yet, but the citizeus have met and taken
Northeast and Southwest Harbors, ac- steps toward forming an organization for

for

behind, covered with a leather boot that
wastightly buckled down, and in front,
board to the bottom of the
receptacle for mail bags.

committee, and the
in his

afforded

top

neither seats for passengers nor room for
It bad a large baggage rack
baggage.

were

read and

loft in his
as a

meeting of tbe

monthly

present.
The records of the last meeting

his coach
a

known

rounding

regular

city government was held last evening.
Mayor Hagertby presided; full board

Afternoon.

Learned's Latest Girls.
It is claimed that the
girls which Mr.
Learned has drawn and which have been
Published in the Boston Suuday Herald,
represent a higher type of girl than do
ttie work of
any of Mr. Learned’s contemporaries.
ihese beautiful
faces, refined and

obaste,

years

worth and

and

on

the

of ten

through Black’s woods at

FUNERAL.

Interment was in
Woodbine cemetery.

boy

a

him.

with

coach,
The coach

THE

when

horse and chaise from Ellsworth to Columbia for Mr. Buckmore and
a

from the foot

was

The

son ran a

bad closed, and he arrived home about

whom he

Tales.

very much interested in the article, 'Old Time Stages in and around Bangor Town,” which appeared in your issue
of March 7, with the old familiar names
which carried me back
many years. Mr.
Norcross states that In 1841 Hale A Robin-

three weeks ago, and had gone to work at
his trade in B. B. Walker’s machine shop.
He was a young man of considerable
promise, and of fine physique. He possessed many strong characteristics, and
had a wide circle of acquaintances among

I

Interesting

was

riding

Coroner Fields was promptly notified;
ns directed the remains to be taken to
Jordan's undertaking rooms. A jury wss
summoned, consisting of John H. Brimmer, Capt. H. J. Joy, G. A. Parcber, J. P.
Eldridge, T. E. Lee and David Friend.
On Friday morning tbe coroner and
jury viewed tbe body, and visited the
of tbe accident.

I

SMALL FARMING.

For—New Concrete Walk for Main Street.

(Bangor Commercial.)

train—coroqveB by freight

scene

ALDERMEN MEET.

Greoly, of Ellsworth, Tolls More Lights Asked

DEATH OF JAMES G.

THE

COACHING.

^

mak-1

month. h you are
emnPER
9Ivvhik less and can sell goods, write at
once for terms and particulars.
Experience
not necessary. Address, HI RANI H. CUR*

BlaTne’Wurserymen» Auburn,

BLUEHILL LINE.
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT APRIL 11, 1903.
Commencing Saturday, April 11,
Steamers will leave tRockland upon arrival
of Boston steamers, not before 5 a m, every
Wednesday and Saturday for Dark Harbor,
♦Little Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln. *South Biuehill, Surry and
Ellsworth (stage from Surry).
RETURNING.
Will leave Ellsworth 6 30 a m (stage to Surrv);
Surry at 7.30 every Monday and Thursday, for
Rockland via above landings and connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Will leave Rockland every Tuesdav and Friof steamer from boston, for
day, upon arrival
Dark Harbor, * Little Deer Isle, Sa gem v tile,
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln and West Tremont, returning same days from same landings.
8outh Brooksvllle—Will land Wednesdays going eastward and Mondays going westward.
f Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except In event of unavoidable causes
of delay to its steamers.
♦Flag landings.
Dally trip schedule In effect June 1 to Oct. 1.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Me., April, 1903.
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merican has

The
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GOULDS BORO.

The Amer-

many.

County JVetP#,

com-

There was a dance at Bay View hall May
the only paper printed in
which was well attended.
1,
to
claimed
never
Ha,ic a, county, and has
Dr. L. L. Larrabee was at the Bay View
be but i is the only paper that can prop- house a few
days last week, practicing
the
erly Or culled a County paper; all
dentistry.
The circularesI a e merely local papers.
last
School in tne lower district
icas

from

began

factory

Miss Grace Moore is home from Boston,
school in this district begins to-day, where she has been
spending a few weeks.
K
taught by Mr. Jones, of Cherryfleld. He
of Winter Harbor, has
Mrs.
John
Foss,
fir *r>< ■itorse.l County hTeres -re other pages, Is boarding at G. H. Perry’s.
been spending a few days with her sister,
■-»
"■=—•»—
asst
Miss Bessie Crowley, of Prospect Harbor, Mrs. J. B. Cole.
WEST SULLIVAN.
in
for
been
Boston
the
has
who
employed
Dr. C. C. Larrabee was called to KingD. Blaisdell was in Bangor Satur- winter, has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
J„i
man last week by the continued illness of
Lizzie Foss.
day o '‘ii iness.
members of his brother’s family.
> Newman
was in town Sunday
Enoch Newman and wife move to-day
W.i
Frank Wakefield, of Steuben, has moved
to West Sullivan where they will take
from Her Harbor.
his family here for the summer. They
boose
owned
of
a
boarding
by
charge
"Island Belle” loaded granite at
8
have rooms at Mrs. R. E. Robinson’s.
Bros.
attnuM I.’, wharf Thursday for Bar Har- Dunbar
Fay F. Larrabee, a student of Jefferson
was
He
Rev. Wallace Cutter is ill.
bor
medical college, of Philadelphia, arrived
He is now
Th. .si sad rites were performed Sun- unable to preach Sunday.
home Tuesday for the summer vacation.
Mr. Cutter, who has been
day v r he remains of Asa Trnndy. Mr. improving.
Miss Vida Cleaves arrived from Boston
at Prospect Harbor for the year
boarding
in
who
o
an
a
as
Tru.
aged paralytic,
the last of the week, and will spend a few'
Is now at Charles Whitney’s.
past,
and
shoemaker
a
been
had
past yesrs
weeks here with her father before going to
While Mrs. Millie Guptill and Mrs.
am. s tquite a property, but owing to
Bar Harbor for the summer.
had
for
the
were
out
Jemima
Tracy
ill 1 iu eandpoor health,
driving Saturday,
J. M. Williams has returned from South
G. the horse shied and threw Mrs. Tracy from
pasi ir v years been a town charge.
her
severely. Fortu- Gouldsboro, where he has been superinM F-tresworlh conducted the ceremony, the carriage, hurting
the building of a clam factory,
at the home of John Holmes.
nately no bones were broken and the tending
! and will be at home for some time.
Hsr d Mace, Ralph Page and Alex injuries, though painful, are not serious.
A party of eighteen from here attended
Cushman grange celebrated its second
Da ze at re In Ellsworth Saturday.
29. the regular meeting of Cushman grange,
Mr. B K. Joy went to North Hancock anniversary Wednesday evening, April
of Gouldsboro, on April 29.
All were
There were 106 members and
guests
Saturday to attend the funeral ol a relapresent. The evening was greatly enjoyed members of that body except Mrs. C. C.
tive
by all. The growth of this grange has Larrabee, who is a member of BarkenMr-. L M. Flye. of Stonlngton, expects
been large and it is in a very flourishing negan grange, or uarrou. as it was the
in
R.
F.
Gerrlsh
ol
Mrs.
home
be
at
the
to
second anniversary of its institution, a
condition.
The

nEWS.

JXTY

—

■

tee

a

d.y8.

playing

health; she rises almost invariably before
The spring term of school is being
6 in the morning and hardly ever retires taught by Miss Evelyn Carver, of West
of good ball players this season.
before 7 at night.
Tremont.
The new Methodist pastor preached hiB
Jen.
May 4.
Miss Lizzie Peterson will arrive May 2
He is a single
initial eerraon Sunday.
and will occupy her summer cottage Petit
He will board for the present with
man
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Pialsants.
Mrs D Patchen. but may decide later to
Capt. Nathan Lowe arrived home Saturhave his mother come and keep house for
Schooner “Hazel Dell” is expected at
day.
him.
Black Island soon, to load granite for
Howard Buzzell, of Bangor, was at this New* York.
May 4._SPEC.
van

has sent out

quite a

number

—

MAR1AVILLE.
Frauk Jordan lost
it

cen'iy.
in

a

Schools in town

pair

a

be

re-

bougbt

place Tuesday.
Capt. Caleb Lowe

is

employed

at

‘Isle

Miss Jennie Van Horn, from Duck
is working for Mrs. Rose Driscoll
at the Rose cottage.

Island,

au

Haut this month.

George C. Hardy, who has been ill some
is improving.
time,
The
in session.
Levi
Gray, of Sargentville, visited at
boards at Mrs.

Quite a party went to Isle au Haut on
a gunning trip recently.
They returned
last Wednesday reporting birds scarce.
Chips.
May 1.

year ago.
all

are

district No. 2

Warren’s;

Abram

horse

valuable

a

of

was one

Bangor about

teacher In

the others

are

at

their

Deer Isle last week.

R. B. Staples is quite ill.
Lena Holden is living with her.
Mrs.

old boardlug-places.
The steel bridge

has sent

company

Miss

HANCOCK POINT.
Miss

The sidewalk society was entertained by
bridge
river, Mrs. Elmer Hardy Thursday afternoon.
where the Goodwin bridge was carried
CharleB E. Beals, of Bangor theological
aw«y 'ast spring by the freshet.
They seminary, will occupy the pulpit of the
have made figures, and the town meeting second Congregational church this sumto

men

can

be

see

what

built

iron

an

for

kind of

a

Edna

Gallison

is

home

from

Boston.

the

over

the 9th will then decide what

bridge

Merrill Stewart is at work for H. D. Ball.
Fred Cook is at work for S. J. Johnston.
Smith visited bis cousin, Mrs. W.
L. Remick, at Bayside recently.
T. G.

mer.

will be built.

Miss Lulie Clement Is visiting her
Capt. “Jack” Stinson and Capt. George
8.
L. Hardy have gone to Boston to resume grandmother, Mrs. Mary MatldockB, at
! command of yachts. George C. Hardy, jr., Nicolin.
A Little Early Kiser.
has gone to New York, where be has emMrs. H. D. Ball and Nahum Jellison,
D Witt’.-Little Early Risers are the fa- !
1
ployment on the yacht “Admiral”. who have been on the sick list, are immous little pills that cure by arousing the
secieti m-, moving the bowels gently, yet Belcher Howard and Edward
Knight proving.
effec ually, and giving such tone
and have
joined the same yacht.
Mrs. George Hopkins made a short visit
strength t« the glands of the stomach and
liver t at the cause of the trouble is reM. C. Whitmore, of Camden, has his to relatives here, bringing her little sister
moved entirely, and if their use is consummer cottage at this place nearly comEleanor, who has been with her some
tinued lor a few days, there will be no
The building contains eight time.
return f the complaint. Sold by Wiggin pleted.
& MOORK.
E.
rooms and is piped throughout for water
May 4.

M. GALLERT.
IfEvery department
is

of

|

M. GALLERT.

our

County

tee

other

page*

Carrie Burgess, of Boston, Is at the
sister, Mrs. J. U. Hardison,
assisting in caring for her sister and
family during their illness.
Miss

home of her

The many friends of Mrs. W. H. Card
whose wrist was broken by a fall on
the ioe, are pained to learn that she will

jr.f

only have the partial use of her lower arm.
Miss Cassia Hooper, who has been in
Bridgewater the past winter, has returned. She will make her home with
her brother, T. E. Hooper and wife.
Your correspondent had the pleasure of
seeing a solid silver mug, a souvenir
brought from Pasadena, Cal., by Benjamin
Crosley to his friend O. C. Donnell. It
an
was beautifully engraved, showing
ostrich farm, Mt. Lowe R. R., hotels Green
and Raymond, and San Gabriel mission.
The

is

present

highly prized by

Donnell.
May 4.

pound
Eight
what a young woman paid
twelve pounds of flesh.
cents

is

a

for

thin and weak and
bottle of
paid one dollar for a
and
by takScott’s Emulsion,
had gained
ing regular doses
before
in
weight
twelve
She

was

pounds

j the bottle

for such

a

is

pound

valuable

Some pay more,

masome

terial.
less, some get nothing for
their money. You get your
money’s worth when you buy
Scott's Emulsion.
We will send you

a

little

W. T. Holmes la

having

his store,*

Mm. Luella Swan, of
Franklin, hB81*.
her .later, Mra. Ktixa
Kobinsm
for* week. A niece, Mrs.
Hasting, J
Bar Harbor, has also been the
her aunt.

visiting

!

Mlsa Alta Smith, of Caribou,
who h
housekeeper lor her uncle I.laton
a year past, returned to her
home w
Thursday. She will be greatly
here as she was a general favorite
and *
helpful member of the “Y” union.

t"

been

rals"!

Much anxiety has been felt tor
Stephm
Harman, who was taken to the Bsr
bor hospital, expecting to
undergo
operation for appendicitis. A week b«
passed and some Improvement has beej
made In his condition. It Is now

[[„'

ij

thooght

an operation will
not be
needed
Mr*. Harman Is In Bar Harbor, the
of Mrs. Parrel.

gneei

SCOTT

&

BOVVNE, Chemists,

Mra.

409

NORTH CAST1NE.

spring
including the latest noveland complete lines of staple

TSpecial

merchandise.

Pearl Street,

on the birth of a daughRev. C. W. Wallace and wife, of Sanger- congratulations
ter. born Monday, April 27.
ville, Roy L. Wardwelland wife, and Mrs.
Miss Effie Bragdon, who has been
Lowena Rice, of Augusta, are guests at
spending a few months with relatives in
Leroy Ward well’s.

Edward C. Grindie has
from

recent

his

illness

so

as

far

recovered

to take

com-

of his vesse* the “Lillian”, which
will load in Bangor for Boston.
mand

Rev. J. H. Irvine preached his farewell
Sunday before leaving for his new
field of labor In Lowell, Mass. His many
In
this vicinity
friends
regret his

sermon

departure.
May 4.

L.
FRANKLIN.

Mrs. Ivory Butler Is steadily improving
from

a severe

iliuess.

George A. Martin, of Calais, Is with his
family here for a brief visit.
Mrs. Lizzie Jordan and Miss Nettie
Blake, of Waltham, were calling on
friends in towu recently.
Miss Edith Butler is getting
plong
comfortably with t He broken point of a
needle in her right hand.

Mrs. Julia
Blaisdell
Sullivan

were

Martin and Mrs. Eunice
visiting relatives at East

Saturday.

Mrs. Jane Whittaker and daughter
Ruthieare at their home after speeding
the winter at Sullivan.

Massachusetts,

L. Tyler Bunker and son Paul, and
Clara Leavitt returned Saturday

few darw, the
Buckley remained for
guest of Mrs. Leslie Swan.
Joseph E. Dunn has a wood-sawing

M. GALLERT.

a

4.__
BUILDING NOTES.

Hal Young is building a
raged for several
of E. O. Tbwait’s to be
dentroyed the most

days and which has
picturesque part of the towu has
It
put out after several attempts.

been
was

necessary to call out all tbe men iu the
vicinity. Curtis Hamor was the heaviest

loser, his home with all farming utensils
being destroyed. Dyer Young was also a
heavy loser, having nearly forty cords of
wood destroyed.
Practically speaking
the fire swept from the western to tbe

partment complete,
lowest

at

for

store

near

used

a*

a

that

fish

market.
The

gent ia
for

its

of

house

new

owner,

late

bas h«d

veranda,

W.

to be in

an

G. Sarreadioes*

Pr.Bweet.

Judge Knapp,

1 be bouse of

Pa.,

the

being renovated,

addition

of

built

Scranton.
on

with*

H. Dority contractor.

e„

Harry Dority

ia patting an addition to
bouse of H. W.Sirgent. He bas made
eastern end of the town.
Mr. Cousins,
some alterations to “Brook Haven”.
Mr. Devereux and John Uilpatrick barely
G. W. Grindle is soon to put an adsucceeded in saving their bouses.
Tbe
dition on his house to enlarge his dining
men deserve much praise for their work
room.
Scott Lymburncr will do the
in quenching tbe flames.
work.
H.
May 4.
Work on the plant of the Maine Lake
FRANKLIN.
Ice Co. has about ceased fora few month*.
Wilfred Curtis Springer, sou of ex- No one Is employed there, only the crew
Mayor L. F. Springer, of Norway, Michi- loading vessels. The schooner ‘‘Ida C.
here
for several Southead'Ms loading now; she will take
gan, who has been
months for his health, at the home of his 1.000 tons. One more is expected, when
grandfather,Otis Springer, returned borne shipping ice will cease fora month.
May 1. His many friends regret that be
has not improved as much as ail bad
Fred J. .Sargent leaves to-day for Pitts*
wished. It is understood he will try a
field, to purchase some horse* to use in hi*
warmer climate.
Mr.
is
a
Springer
livery business this summer.
student at Ann
the

O. P. Carter has moved his good* and
his home at S.dgwu k, where
he and his wife will spend the summer.
c*
May 4.

chattels to

______

Wood's

Terrible plague, those Itching, pestering disPut an end to misery.
eases of the skin.
At any drug store.
Doan’s Ointment cures.

women to a

—Ariel.

“Neglected colds make far graveyards.” Dr.
Norway Pine Syrup helps men and
happy, vigorous old age.—Ailvt.

M. GALLERT. c

M. GALLERT.

M. GALLERT.

^[Special

attention is called

to our

London

Twines

_

_

_____

______

___

Y-Op&O'
L*Cr-r/«'i

u

*

'SS^ J

$1.25
and to

efforts

prices

SPEiv,

SARGENTVKLLE.

has returned home.

have been made to have every dethe

May

A forest Are which has

Arbor medical college,
Mich., and is a young man of sterliug
His amiable disposition and
qualities.
exemplary character have won for birn
from a week’s visit in Bangor.
the respect and friendship of all, and his
Mr. and Mrs. Buckley, of Northeast departure is a source of extreme regret.
Mrs.
town
Ala> 4.
SPBC.
Saturday.
Harbor, were in
_____
Mrs.

Miss

cause.

AT

season,

p^ardour

All»wool

as

first-class

Crepes

merchandise.

AT

GARMENTS

75c

READY TO WEAR.
Tin costumes

we

are

showing

latest

the newest

per

1

yard.

Neir Hamburgs and Swiss Embroil'
ies, All-overs, Edges, Inserting*.

models in Voile, l'ongees, Broadcloths,
Cheviots and new
Ilopsackings.
TTailor-mad3 Walking Suits, com-

prising
variety

■on.

larged by moving the front nearer Z
™*d. A substantial foundation
*.,,7
also being added.

that

free.

Mr.

R*

for the

as

1

Miss Gladys Mayo
accompanied v
Jennie Ball home to Lamolne for
t
of a few weeks. Both are
expected '*•
next
tarn
week.

Goods

Stylish

low

!ng congratulations on the birth
born April 29.

gue,'t

finished.

cents

Eight
cheap

was

^

southwest HARBOR.
Mr. and Mra. Harry Lawtoo
are

SPRING OPENING, 1903.

New and

ties

s cents

EAST FRANKLIN.

store

stocked with

now

J

New*

Stephen Gilley and Mra. 0. L
New York. I.nrvey left here for Portland last Monday.
Mra. Gilley Is to visit the eye and
ear
infirmary for treatment for an eye which
all
Percy Ward well is ilk.
and
51.00
;
druggists.
50c.
has caused her much suffering
Herbert Perry is home from Dark Harduring the
winter. Mrs. I.urvey, who has been
bor.
ool
machine that manufactures very expediof health for two years, will consult Maine
Miss Estelle Perry left Thursday for tiously door-yard wood-piles into atovegeneral hospital physicians. Mrs. M,0d
Tremont, where she will teach.
wood length.
Stanley accompanied her mother and Mn.
School in the Dunbar district begins
Petof
Pastor
Friends and parishioners
Gilley’s daughter-in-law, Mra. Edith
special programme had been arranged, to-day, taught by Miss Flora Bowden, of ersen gafhered at the parsonage on bia
Gilley, attended her.
and Schoodic grange, of Winter Harbor Peoobscot.
return from conference, and gave him a
At the Methodist church Sunday morn(just organized), had been specially
William Dunbar leaven this week for home-welcome.
ing, after an excellent sermon by Mr. Hill
invited to witness practice work. After
B.
May 4.
Bingham, where he will be employed
on the text:
"And they atood every man
the literary programme and speaking by
surveying.
tn his place,” the pastor Introduced Mite
EAST LAMOINE.
Deputy Julien Emery, of Salisbury Cove,
returned
and
wife
Monday
C. M. Leach
of Augusta, district superin.
Rev. Mr. Farnsworth, of Steuben, A. F.
Bloomfield Smith has arrived at the Treadwell,
from Newport, where they went to attend
tendent of the children’s home, who gave
Palmer and others,
refreshments were
for the summer.
Dana
cottage
conference.
a
brief bat Interesting account ot b«
served.
Services were held in t he church Sun- mission.
Miss Treadwell spoke on the
Miss Annie B. Conner and Miss JoseMay 4._C.
Lamotne.
He
R.
of
Rev.
S.
Belyea,
same topic at the While church,
phine Dunbar came from Bucksport Fri- day by
Maoset,
is
17.
to
preach again May
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Sunday evening, and during the week
day to spend a few days with their
and wife are receiving will solicit contributions for this
Harry
Higgins
Miss Edith Moore will teach the school parents.
worthy

Mrs. Flora Sowle celebrated her ninetieth
Schooner “Omaha" loaded stone below
birthday Tuesday, April 28. A large numthe fa is 'aat week for New York from
ber of relatives and friends spent the
Harry Taylor.
afternoon with her, and the occasion was
is
of
doing a
Hancock,
R K. Me Lane,
very enjoyable one. The guests spent
some bui ding work for Harry Taylor at
the afternoon in social chat. A picnic
his quarry at Catamount.
lunch of ice-cream, cake, coffee and tea
Mr- sarauel P. Havey and daughter was served in the dining-room.
Mrs.
have gone to New Hampshire for the Sowle received many substantial evidences
summer for the sake of the child’s health. of the good will of her friends, also letters
LueierV minstrels will ffhow at K. of P. and remembrances from those who were
This com- unable to be with her. There were present
hall next Thursday evening.
five successive generapany is toe first booking for the season representatives of
at Black Island.
tions, the youngest being little Miss
here.
Mrs. Bowie’s greatM, V. Babbidge, who has been in Ells*
Edward Webb went to New Hampshire Audrey Campbell,
has
returned
two and one- worth attending court,
aged
great-granddaughter,
his
two
he
will
where
join
Wednesday,
home.
for the season. half months. Mrs. Sowle is in very good
brothers at ball
West Huh

For additional

here.

tion „/ me American, barring the Bar week with Miss Dorothea Dresser, of Milas teacher.
Hori.fr i.ecord's summer list, is larger bridge,
Mrs. Semeda Newman moves to-day to
h. t of all the other papers printed
tha
Prospect Harbor, where she will remain
in Ua cock county.
season.
the

during

atrfjcrtismtcnts.

COUNTY NEWS.

at

which

a

seasons.

Nora, daughter of Erastus Bunker
Arbw day was not largely observed
Under the supervision of the school and wife, is ill.
teacher, Miss Andie Damon, the schoolj Mrs. Sarah Hooper is stopping with
yard was well cleaned up, unsightly ob- Mrs. John U. Hardison for a few weeks.
jects removed and the surroundings have
All who were ill last week are iroprov- |
The
taken on a very neat appearance.
ing. Stanley Gordon and Baby Workman
wind
storm
maka
day was rough, heavy
are still quite low.
ing out-door work difficult.
Mrs. Joseph Colson and sister, Mrs.,
E.
May 4.
Lottie Whittaker, spent several days In
Bangor last week.
PROSPECT HARBOR.

not

is

-—--^-j
will be abundant
supply

The grounds are being
graded and the place commands one of
Isle's many charming and picDeer
turesque views.
all

New Trimmings in Squares, Gallon*1-

designs, in great
styles. Spec-

New Irish Laces.

of materials and

New Wash Neckwear.

ial values from

New Veilings.

$10

to

$40.

CRPET5.
fCarpetings,

Laces and New
Dress Trimmings

Rugs,

Mattings,

Linoleums, Oilcloths, Portieres,
Couch Covers, Pillow Covers, Lace
Curtains and Window Shades. We
offer these at lower prices than
any other house.

SILK, WOOL and COTTON
Silk Waists, Separate Skirts, JackDress Fabrics—a large assortment to
TWe endeavor to follow styles, <llia'
Muslin
Wash
Waists,
Wrappers,
ets,
select from. Our new assortment of*
IfWe are showing on our dress ities and prices of those shown W
the
norn
for
coming spring
ready
Underwear, Petticoats a full assort- Silks,
cities.
and summer, is unusually complete ana goods counters full and
complete the leading retail stores in large
ment is shown, all in the latest styles.
attractive.
sa®e
the
lines of London Twines,
store
You
will
find
in
our
Fish
man)
Nets, all-wool and silk and wool styles and quality, and prices on
than
Scotch
to be lower

DRESS GOODS.

—

M. QALLERT.

Crepes, Batistes,
Suitings, goods
Broadcloths, Venetians, Meltons those
and Cheviots.

we

guarantee

of retail stores. For stylish

Orst-class merchandise

see

our

an

stock.

j

news.

Txhjnty

Q>»•* **—

^

*«a 0<"*r

Fagr*

COUNTY NEWS. COUNTY

For Additional

WEST TRE MONT.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

MW

ua

Manley Leach has moved his family into
the I. P. Grindle house.

week

Capt. Solon Peterson has gone to the
Banks in schooner “Landseer”.

RumiU-

VI’.

A.

P. Thompson is back with

year.

another

spending

is

Lawson

other pages

see

Lewis Bridges is 111 with the shingles.
Fred Roberts Is home from
Stonington.

w- Kuml11 ls linProTln8jlr» L.
is working lor Mrs.
Kena M. Luut

Fev

County News

a

Gardner
-1th his family.
A. Clark has returned to her
Mrs. L.
Manset.
home in
and Mrs. Washwas horn to Mr.
».on

April
jn’eton Norwood
and Rena

26.

Reed have gone
Lelia
to work for the summer.
Brewer
,0
Sunday with
M1„ Farnsworth spent
of Southwest Harbor.
M)w Lulu Mayo,
of Stockton Springs,
„errv \v. Sprague,
his cousin, Harold E. Lawson.
M1|ie8

For additional

Tuesday.
Rena Kane,

worth

McKinley

his

family
Benjamin Stanley

move

to live In the

to

boose.
who broke hia leg some
Carl Lawson,
is around with bis play,wo months ago.

mates.

The ladies

had

an

ice-cream

sale at

parsonage.
Mra. Margaret Perkins and daughters
Lucia and Margie, and granddaughter,
Mildred Grindle, have moved into the
house owned by Hugh Smith, of Watervi lie.

George G. Warawell

jeturned home.
Gott have rented
jjyra. Rilla and Goldie
and will work in
I cottage at McKinley,
the factory there.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster and two sons, Ira
are at work in
and Arnold, of Milbridge,
the sardine factory.
Schooner ‘-Alice T. Boardman”, Capt.
LevlT. Rich, has finished unloading coal
(or the -ardine factory.
School began Tuesday, April 21, the
Mias Farnsworth,
grammar taught by
the primary by* Miss Lawn.

family, who

and

Castine to live last fall,

went to

who has been
Miss Minnie Thurston,
and Bar Harbor, has
Milbridge
at
visiting

S3mu«mmt*.

COUNTY NEWS.
Ml mddUional

County New

tee

other page*.

PENOBSCOT.

Henry Davis

is

home from

a

trip

to

T5he EASY WAY

Bos-

ton.
Sedgwick, is

of

helping

Mrs. Ella Powers.

Belva L. Sellers Is teaching school

Miss

Sedgwick.

at

Some of oar yoang people went to the
Leo M. Sellers has gone to Boston to
May ball at Sedgwick.
work In a drag store.
Miss Margaret Snow is home from
Mrs. Dow, of North Brooklin, is keep*
Col. C. C. BurrilJ, of Ellsworth, was in
town Friday on business.
Cherryfleld, where she has been visiting ing house for Mrs. Closson.
Miss Bertha Perkins.
Mrs. Annie Closson left for Rockland
Oapt. Burke Sellers, schooner “William
Miss Flora Bowden is home from Med- Monday to visit her daughter, Mrs. Ayl* Pickering”, sailed for Boston
April 30.
who
is
way, Mass., where she has been em- ward,
very ill.
School commences here to-day taught
ployed the past winter.
Hattie Grlndle has returned from Blue- by Miss A. Elisabeth
Ames, of Be bee.
Mrs. David Haskell and son Irvin and hill. She has been helping Mrs. J. W.
Roy L. Wardwell and wife, of Augusta,
her mother, Mrs. Mary Harper, have Kane wltb her housework. She will re- are
visiting friends and relatives here.
moved from Castine back to the Haskell main at home a few weeks.
Capt. C. M. Perkins, schooner “Omaha,”
hon8e on the Bluehill road.
is loading stone at Sullivan for New York.
ORANGE MEETING.

visiting

day.
will
j,.oii Kane

other payee.

tee

NORTH SEDGWICK.
F. P. Allen arrived home «from Ells*

Ladles’

night
Bagaduce hall Friday night. The proAl. Welch,
Sedgwick grange
ceeds amounted to about
steamer “Creedmore”, Capt.
and will be
f7,
to Stonlngton to spend Sun- used
Friday evening.
to insure the
looks party
1,

NEWS

Oounly%New§

were

here

last week packing and moving their furniture to that town, where they will make
their permanent home.
Ernest Perkins

fleld, where

is

here

Cherry-

from

been for a few weeks
since his return from New Orleans.
He
is having quite extensive repairs and imhe has

provement* made in the Perkins house.
Miss Maud Thompson, of this place, and

Henry Day,

Bangor, were married by
K. Drew Saturday evening, May

Rev. E.

2,

of

at the

home of the bride’s parents, W.

by North

celebrated

was

regular meeting
About forty patrons
were present.
The meeting was called to
order by Worthy Master Hanscome, who
Invited Mrs. Ada Allen to the chair, and
introduced her as the presiding officer of
at

its

evening.

the

Allen

made

master,
performing tbe duties devolving upon
her with ease aud diguity.
Tbe appointments for the evening were made by her
as follows:
Overseer, Mrs. Annie Glen Allen; lecturer, Mrs. Cora Uanscome; steward, Mrs.
Esther Allen; chaplain, Mrs. Elwell; secretary, Mrs. Annie L. Allen; assistant
steward, Miss Susie Friend; gatekeeper,
Mrs. Myrtle Closson; Pomona, Mrs. Abbie
Page; Flora, Miss .Sadie Alien; Ceres, Miss
Inez Page; lady assistant steward, Miss
Hattie Carter; organist,
Miss
Minnie
Tburston.
After tbe opening exercises and transaction of some business, a recess was deMrs.

excellent

an

washing clothes.

Mrs. John Littlefield, of Sandy Point,
of this place, Is In town visiting
friends.
Amos W. Perkins, who has been seriis greatly Improved, and will
soon be able to be out
again.

Perfection.

ously 111,

week.

Dollard’s.

Miss Ethel Maker has gone
where she has employment.

to

Bos’fci.
M

Stephen Cousins,
Mass., is visiting

of
bis

North

Adams,

parents,

C.

C.

He has

At a recent meeting of the board Of
health John B. Snowman was chosen
chairman, John Littlefield secretary, and
Dr. M. A. Wardwell health officer for the
coming year.
Among other business
transacted by the board, it was voted to
offer free vaccination for one year to all
who apply.

M®y4-

Sunlight

"f

EAST ORLAND.
T. F. Mason will start his box mill this

Cousins and wife.

Naskeag lodge, F. and A.

Budley Doliver ia

at work

on

Greening’s spending

■laud.
Mrs. H. W. King has been quite ill with
stomach trouble, bat is improving.
P

dally

8

failing in strength
critical condition.

Moore is

and is in

a

Mrs. Leila Campbell, of Salisbury Cove,
here last week visiting her parents,
William Doliver and wife.
was

J® uea

Fernald, road coramiBsioner,
while blasting at Southwest Harbor, was
struck in the eye by

juriug
to

Elisa

Mrs.

last week.

Bits from the River Town
“Bone Dry”—Telephone Matters.
Mias Asenath Cbipmau has gone to
Boston on a visit of a few weeks.

Breezy

the eye

a

piece of rock, in-

badly
Bangor hospital and

that be bed to go

su

have tbe eye

re-

a

p

B bead

keeper

of tbe

light.

4

Doi.LV.

Saturday.
Capt. George

W. Dow has gone to New
York to meet his son, Capt. Millard Dow,
of tbe bark “Rebecca Crowell”.

Tbe
day

Mrs. Martin Howe, of Aurora,

luS tbe school.

inteuis

th*-

Thursday

evening the young people
Here
piea-antly entertained by Albert
Bayne- and wife. They were iovited to

(juy Cuick’s Saturday evening.
John Sabin and wife are guests

of hla
8Wer, Mrs. Leonard Williams.
As they
were
recently married, the boy* gave them
a°
°ld*fashioned serenade Wednesday

night.

Mr. Herrick, a
photographer from Blue‘ii. has been taking pictures here for the
aat ten
days. He baa made group plcUre8
the school, Sunday school and
Iadi(* of the circle.
May 1.
E.

Stop*

th«

C«'tutb and Works otf the Cold
-Qulatne Tablet* care » ©old
la» *S?Vve
one da,. x0
«»w.
Lure, do Pay. Price

a

visit.

George McFarland has purchased

a new

on

being present.

Edward Hopkins and family spent Sunday with relative® in town.
Mrs. P. J. Young and family spent
Sunday in town with frienda.

Murray Lurvey has m6ved his family
home to bis mother’s from Stonington.
lie intend** to reside with his mother woe
is not very well.
T.
May 4
__

Caariea Davis has gone to Bar Harbor
to

The drive la not yet in owing to the
heed winds.

Erneat Jordan, of Wall ham, is baniing
paving for E W. Hastings.
Business la good here thia aommer. The
call

fur help

la

greater t ban the

Butler

is

at

Egypt

supply.

at

work for

Burnham, who is finishing hia winter's stock. Mr. Burnham is potting in a
considerable acreage of oats at his farm.
May 4

_CHT’Bt.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Hagen baa gone to EHaworth
atop with her brother, Ira Hagen

M ias Inez

Fel'S

to

and wife.
at the Nar-

Auetin la teaching
Sadie Coggins at
rows in Trenton, Mias
Partridge Cove and Miss Olive Coolidgt
in this precinct.
Mias Vlra

May

work.

George Hopkins

launch which be will
<

Violet Gross, who has been in
settling the estate of Mrs. Dorothy
Gray, has returned to her home in StonMrs.

ington.
Mrs. Louise B. Swazey has returned
Jacksonville, Fla., where she has
been spending the winter with her sister,

from

Ray

I suffered gnatlj
Husu Ely Beos
without
catarrh sod tried ulifcreet remedies
of your Cnam
bottle
one
effect. After uslag
too
Balm f found relief and I eaauet praLe
highly such a remedyA
TAlisa Co aw WiLLwan. Albany

a

sail-boat, and

new

go on a fishing trip soon.
K. S. Homer and family moved to tbeir
summer home. Rome?’* Point, Thursday.
expects

C

to

Hopkins

arence

worth to work in the

has gone to Ellshard-wood factory.

Hodgkin®

launch, and

enjoying

baa

completed

the

bis

nappeop'e are

young

George Darae i» home after a twoweeka* visit with Mrs. Waller Bird, of

F. B. Hodgkins,

Mrs.

Bar Harbor.

Young

Harbor,

from Bsr

and

where

wife

are

rento, visited his
Belle Hall, of Sorrento,

May

home

M:«* Lillian Gilbert k teaching at Bay*
Ail wish
side, this being her first term.

:=

success.

RjwtU Marsha i

pony and dog-carl
ner brother Alfred.
April 30

of

a

was

last

the

recipient

*tet

from
lL

Sunday.

accompanied

Miss
him.

B.

1
_

bave beeo

they

who is at work at Sorfather

BLCEHILL PALLS.

for the winter.

her much

last week.

Mrs. L- P. Ca-sdsge Is hsving her buildings shingled. J. E. Redman and Bruce
W i e-«. of Biuebiii, are doing the work.
SuBsrrrrTk.

4.

arm, to the worn sort of a bora,
boil. DeWHt’s Witch Hazel Salve
isaqakrk care. In buying Wild* H«*i
sal ve, be particular to get OeWiua—th»
> the stive that beak without leaving a
-car.

A

specific

for blind,

bleeding,

ing and protruding pile*.
MOO&B.

itchW igoix
A

to

a

always tell when a woman is
by the way she will begin
talk about something else.

You

Methodist

vestry
Wednesday evening which was largely
attended. Rev. and Mrs. S. A. Bender
received.

also

There

slight collision

was a

steamers

“Golden

Rod”

between the

k,Merry-

and

coneag” in the river as both were getting
Neither
under way Tuesday morning.
was damaged to any extent.
The dancing party given by the Odd
Feliows and Rebekabs in Emery hall on

Tuesday evening
and

was a

social

was

largely attended,
in

success

orchestra. of

Monaghan's

every

way.

Ellsworth, fur-

nished the music.
Horace E.

family, of Port-

Webb and

land, will occupy the re-idence of Judge
O. P. Cuuningcaa and family on Prank
lin street, during (ha coming summer.
Toe Cunninghams will g > to their summer home at Hancock Point.
Tne remains of Harvey B
Page, who
died at bis home in Bostoo on Sunday,
we-e trougbt here for burial this week

accompanied by E tsna Harr man, Mr-.
Anna Harvey and Mrs. B>-ie Harvey
in Silver Lake c-metery.
Interment
Devereaux ia making extensive
arrangements for tbe coal busiue*-, and J*
building stage* for unloading vessel! to
A. M

tbe

cars.

1:

understood that tbe Maine

is

Ceotrml is to pu
track*. and tul

bovine** will

*^e

in two

additional side-

genera!

a

d*acbargti>g

Tne schooners “A. M. Nicholson”
“E istbeth N.”, wnicn wefe frozen :n ai
B*y of DU' da during tbe winter, nave
a*rivrd

not

home

oat at once

[

**

much

for the

tne

worse

for

Grand

f. M. Nicholson” lauded
at Lubec.

a

Banks.

The

cargo of

her-

ring

Bu'ksport

bone

is

The last term of court

dry” at prevent.
effrctually scared

what little bus!new there was, and
for

private slocks,

had in

for

town

well-known

subscriber hereoy gives
that
rpHE
be has been do]y appointed adminisX
trator of the e-tate of George V* B >wdea,
late of Bluehill. In \:.e
>unty of Hai cock,
deceased, and given bonds as tbe law directs.
All persons having demand* again*: the estate of said deceased are desired to present
tbe same for selnement, and
a
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAvan* T. Htkvksr.
mediately.

April 7. law.
E

dee that
re»y g it**
rninisappointed
tde estate of Wihiaro Tra ••
late
of Goulo-borc. :?
*
r.:>
deceased, and given bonds a* tbe law sirefto.
All persons
»sdi apa
tk* estate of said deceased *re desired u>
present
the same for settlement. and a..
dented
thereto are requested to make p
••-nt imBmrOKb h. Tn*cy.
mediately.
April 7. 1MH.

there ia
love

no

or

except

liquor

money.

individual, again*!

1

YVorm S?
wo'rvi Elixir)
r|

(True

can

hard

was

a

s

.;"V"?

LADiES^^^Tr f'A
v^ar

to be

One

jim

whom

meeting here

New Er gA £%*: Or-

on

Wednes-

decided to. continue under

present charter, aod to make some
changes, to he more fu»ly decided upon at
a future meeting.
A eon*traction crew
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*-:b> gives notice tha*
-ba* oeer c.
a';n»ui»appoint*
of tbe estate of Hannah F T ae> late
of <3onId score, :r» the -oanty of Hancock,
and
deceased,
given bond* a- the »aw directs.
Ai- person* having demands agairv to*-estate of said de *-j-aed are desired v- present
the same for settlement, and a
indebted
thereto are requested u make pit rnent imBaorcftii E. Tascr.
mediately.
Apr 7 iirx

rpHP.
he
X

presence.
be waiting for him.

tled.

subscriber
ha* be*:,

X be
trator of

d

imprisonment, and wi l fit

their winter's

rPHE subscriber hereby give* notice that
X she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of R* iben
.Smith, late of Huliivan, in the ooarrv of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said wi!,. All persons having
demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present rh*- same
for settlement, and a
indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immedia’> Iv.
Lydia O Harrs*'
April 7. 15)03.

don^ here.
ar

land Co. held

satisfactory husband to a
a
man’s ter.per should be as
woman
pUable and elastic a« her garter.
To make

thinking

Rev. and Mrs.

tendered

was

l.*og (' i.

From A Cat Scratch
on tbe
sore or

reception

rFlHE subscriber bereny gives uun>.< oat
X she has been duly appointed ♦'’mlnlstratrix of the estate of Charles A. Tripp late
of Moant Desert, in the county of Bp cock,
deceased, and given bond * as the :.iw ,ir*-eta.
Ail persons having demands against ih» estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pawnent imLelia J 'Jm.'KP.
mediately.
Feb’y 3, 190?.

schooner

Capt. P.
arrived here from Rockland Saturday.

May

wag

WE.

“Minquaa", ar- there ia one or more indictment#, baa
left (or part* unknown, with hot little
from New York Friday.
prospect of again honoring tbe vil.age
Friend, schooner “Gamecock”, with hi*
A warrant ia eaid to

Capt. Duffy,
rived here

bis

To the Honorable Board of County Commissioners for the County of Hancock.
the undersigned, citizens of Ca tine,
in said County, respectfully petition
that the ferry across the Bagaduce River between North Castine and Brooksvilie, “Commencing in the town of Castine at the point
where the old North Castine Ferry road meets
the tide on the South side of Lmer-on's
wharf, thence across the Bagaduce riv* in an
easterly direction to the point where the
highway meets the tide on the North side of
Dodge’s Wharf in the town of Brooksvilie,”
be discontinued and abolished and for this
will ever pray.
Chas. H. Doom k „„d
April 14, 191/3.
Seventy-three others.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Commissioners,April Term. A. D. 1903.
Upon-the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into be
merits is expedient, and that the pc- itloners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition: order that the County
Commissioners meet at the Castine House,
in the town of Castine. on Monday the 1st
day of June, A. D. 15W3, at 3 o’clock F. M., and
thence proceed to view the route mentj ned
in said petition, immediately af;er which
view-, a hearing of the parties and witnesses
will be bad at some convenient place in the
vicinity, and such other rneasun h t»k- n in
the premises as the Commissioners shall
judge proper. And it is further
Ordered—That notice of the time,
place and
purpose of the Commissioners' me» ting aforesaid be given to ail persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested c >pv of the
petition and this order tnereon. upon the
Clerk of the Town of Castine, a !ik< copy
upon the Clerk of the town of Brook-vill**. a
like copy upon Jr bn Finch, acting Ferryman
of said Ferry, and a like copy upon Chas. B.
Hooper, one of the petitioners, and in p -»ting
up attested copies as aforesaid in ihre* public places in each of said towns of Castine
and Brooksvilie thirty days at le«*t before
the time appointed for said view, and b publishing the petition and order then on. ihree
weeks successively in the Ellsworth \mr-ricau, a newspaper published at Ellsworth in
the County of Hancocz, the first puoli'atJom
to he thirty days at lea.-t before the tin,e of
said view, that all persons and corporal ions
interested may attend and be heard if hey
think fit.
Attest;—John V. Knowlton. Clerk,
A true copy of the petition and order tnereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowltov, Clerk.
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M;as Emeline

Hodgkins and wife visited Mrs.
Hodgkins* brother, B K. Martin, at E la-

with

home

Robert Sutcliffe in the

ball

H.

future

covering.

Miss Lena Robertson seems to be gainHer many fr.eods hope to see her

,E.

pound.

a

operated upon for appendicitis at the East Maine general hospital
in Bangor last week, and is rapidly re-

week.

oat

his

Patten,

Johnson and Mrs. Amanda Simpson last

Lamoiiie.

tha

make

Frances” arrived last
night with freight.
Misa Julia Banker, who visited Bostcn
last week, arrived home Friday evening.
C. Hill visited

cents

daughter, Mrs. Eva Randall, in Boston.
Daisy, the young daughter of MrB. Eva

4._S.

Mrs. E.

fifty

is about

James Bennett, for many years a citizen
of Verona, is packing bis goods and will

ASHVILLE.

ing.

Ruble

price

Capt. Emery Joyce in the schooner
“Indiana” has arrived at New York with
160 barrels of mackerel.

School in district No 5 oegan April 27,
raugnt by M •* Vira Austin, ol Norin

M

Bll'E Iblaeo, IB, Jaa. it. IW.
I have need
your
»!*•*»» Eli Laos
sad
Cream Malm la my family for alee years
la
cekl*
for
doctor
It u»* become my family
it la
the bead. I use It freely oo my ehUdrea.
a godsend to children.
t- Kiubsll.
Tours

baa

Homer

4.

respectfully,

Augusta Chapin.
The run of salmon is very scattering,
averaging not more than one a day for
The
the entire Verona salmon region.
Mrs.

Schooner “Susan

summer.

busi-

town

Billa Staples, who has been a student at
the Farmington Dormal school, has gone
to FreDchboro to teach.

May

in his fish

use

ness.

Cleveland Dunham and Daniel Stanley
left Monday logo on yacht “Brentwood”,
of Portland.

family have moved

and

Harbor for tbe

to Bar

WEST FRANKLIN.

is teach-

school.

J. Saunders is borne

Mrs. E.

-ait- boat.

M<»« Ida Garland super-

Suoday

slowly improving.

k

Joyce’s

Ferguson”

Decatur Bridges has just received from
Brewer a fine naphtha

netted flo which will be used for repairs
on sidewalks.

WEST THEN ION.

Hopkins

supper held at

B.

“Geo.

cago of soft coal here Wednesfor tbe Eastern Dredging Co.
a

tbe builders at

dist church here.

May-day

schooner

landed

N. C. Maynard is supplying the Metho-

The

and

port for repairs.

in

next

arm.

Granite lodge, I O G. T held a strawberry festival at its hail recently. It was
a most enjoyable affiir, a large number

E. G.

K*v. Mr. Torrey and Mrs. Torrey, of
B
hgor, were guests of Mrs. Emery one
d«y last week.

her

“Charleston”
are

Miss Joan Mclnnls, of Rockland, has
been visiting relatives in town during the
past week.
The E. M. C. 8. baseball team will play
Freedom academy on tbe home grounds

8TON1NGTON.

Teamp.

Mrs. A. S.

criic.

Eug-.ne

GHEAT POND.

can ose

May 4.

Sargent.
The Central high school had no school
Thursday, as the graduating cla*m and
teacher, Mr. Smith, went to B ecb Hill on

moved.

Mrs. Lucy Stanley, of Manser, was visither adopted sou, Ernest Stanley end
wife, last Sunday.
She will go to tbe
Buck Inland light a la km tor the summer,
a,ld keep noun* fur her eon William, who

a

before she

—

Tbe
schooners
“Collins Howes, jr.”

worked

Hamor, of Ellsworth,
few days with Mrs. E.mer

ILcgal Nuticta.

FROM BUCKSPORT.

week.

gentviiie this morning.
W. H. Colby is employed in Portland at
Joseph Carter and Ralph Curtis went to |
M.,
Bar Harbor this morning where they the carpenter’s trade.
j
the master mason degree on two candiMrs. Nettie DeBeck, who has been at
MarScott Geyer bas sold the barge
dates last Wednesday evening.
Refresh- hope to flnd*emptoyment.
Ellsworth Falls the past weeic, has rements were served.
Vclney Coggins has gone to New Jer- jory” to Boston parties.
turned home.
schooner “Hazel Dell” with
Morey left Oceanville SatThe remains of Mrs. Alfred Freethey, of sey In tbe
| Capt. inJames
Sewall Brimmer and wife and
Mrs.
the yactit “Scuta”, bound for
bis father, Capt. W. V. Coggins.
urday
N. Y., were brought here April
Yonkers,
George Giles, of Mariaville, were in town
The good people here^ were quite sar- Boston.
Mr. Freethey and son
29 for interment.
calling on friends Tuesday.
M. G. Ryan & Co. have chartered the
them.
prised Saturday morning when they arose
accompanied
Miss Bernice Jordan, of Trenton, and
to see tbe “Leonora”, Capt. R. Bonsey, steamer -‘Minnehaha” to take the men to
Weston Gott and
wife, of Woburn,
Uaroid Moore, of Ellsworth Fails, were
hard and fast near the Haskell point. By and from their quarry.
arrived Saturday. They will make
the guests of George Stanley and wife Mass.,
some mischance she ran on there at high
Fred E. Webb bas put two large wintheir home in the future with Mrs. G<ftl’s
Sunday.
water and cooid not be floated. Sunday dows of
plate glass in the front of his
P. E. Lufkin.
father,
Mrs. Prudence Haslem has
had her
afternoon tbe “Aon C. Stuart” came store. He has recently added men’s furA dispatch was received Saturday an
household goods moved to Lamoine. She
*1 rngside ana took off her deck load of nishings to his stock.
the death of
Capt. Judson staves, when sue came off all right, and
will rent her bouse to George Springer, of nouncing
Two dogs belonging to Wm. Welch and
of
of
M»ss.,
formerly
Fitchburg,
Stanley,
East brook.
proceeded to tbe mouth of the river.
t
one belonging to E. E. Grindle were rethis place. The remains will be brought
The entertainment given by companion
Edof
Lida, the ten-year-old daughter
cently fofind in the woods shot through
here for burial.
court Sunbeam, I. O. F., was a success in
ward and Hattie Curtis, met with a seriUNE Femme.
No cause for t he act bas^een
the beaa.
May 4.
The committee were Mrs.
ous accident last Saturday while trying
every way.
discovered.
a
Alden Haslem, Mrs. Lizzie Jordan and
WEST EDEN.
to ride a wheel. She was going down
May 4._W.
Mrs. Nettie DeBeck.
The
committee
hill w^au she iosfr tbe pedal and fell,'
Miss May Haynes, of Dedham, is emATLANTIC.
chosen for the following month are Mrs.
striking^OQ tbe left hand and bending
ployed at C. C. Camber’s.
Elizabeth Jordan, Mrs. Belle Haslem and
the arm in such a manner that one bone
Seth Stock bridge fell and
seriously
Work has begun on the sidewalks,
Mrs. Nettie Blake.
*as thrown eulireiy out of joint at tbe
sprained his ankle.
which will be a great convenience.
H.
elbow. Dr. Emery and her father pat it
May 4.
Mrs. Harriet Barbour is visiting her
Capt. Howard Mayo, of schooner sack in ptpce and sne is as comfortable as children in this village.
a few days last
home
was
at
“Georgieita”,
Tbe ligaments were so
can be expected.
SEAWALL
Mrs. Gardner Joyce and son Alvah left
week.
oadiy strained that it *ill be some time
C. F. Rollins, of Camden, was in town
for Portland Saturday.
is
Leach, of Sedgwick, was the
guest of Miss Lillie Friend over Sunday,
Ernest

L AH Thie —Bl< Cake —Only Five Cen«e

\*

SUBA.
__

tbe drive up river.

been on

Miss Sadie Cooper, who has been visiting Mrs. W. W. Coggins, returned to Sar-

Such is

The Penobscot house has been closed
for a short time. The bouse will soon be
opened again under new management.

__

Saturday and Sunday.

Makes

washday a delight and
linens lily white.
No
boiling necessary. No
toiling. Simply Soap

formerly

Augustine Mason has finished sowing
Thompson and wife. Mr. and Mrs.
spool bars.
Day left Monday morning for Bangor,
School begins to-day, taught by Mrs.
clared, during wbicb the following prowhere they will reside, taking with them
Millie Snow.
gramme was presented:
the best wishes of all for a happy future.
Thur-ton Davis, of Milbridge, and WinDuet. Mrs Annie L and Mrs Annie G Allen
Mr. Pendleton has purchased a horse of
Climax.
May 5.
Beld Murphy, of this place, are boarding
£ong. by ibe crazy band Frank Wentworth.
with Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Latty.
Reading.Ml»s Inez Page
BROOKLIN.
A. E. Marks and wife returned home
Song...Esther Allen
Wilier S. Lunt, who has been fishing
O. L. Flye returned from Ellsworth Reading. Mrs Annie G Allen from Boston Friday.
J.
has
and
H.
Lont
W.
Hardy,
withU.
Tuesday.
Queetion—How Can we Beat Improve Our
Rodick Dunbar visited relatives at
left and gone to work in the- sardine facVillage
H. E. Freethey left Thursday to go
North Castine Sunday.
tory.
Reading.Cora H&nscome
yachting.
Frank Mason has sold his driving horse
Bong.Minnie and Beulab Tburston
Millie. I-ncy and Dalton Reed, of I)nck
Charles
of Camden, is visiting Reading. Mrs Abbie Page to Al. Swazey, of Bucksport.
Island, fare boarding with their sister, friends Herrick,
in town.
Willie Grindle, of West Penobscot, is
Song...Choir
M-s. Lopaus, and attending the summer
B. O. Dollard and wife spent a few days
After tbe entertainment refreshments visiting his sister, Mrs. Alice Gibbs.
term of school.
last week in Ellsworth.
were served, ail enjoying tbe evening.
Thelma.
Elmer Blaisdell and wife are visiting
May 4.
Rae.
May 4.
Mr. and Mrs. William Blaisdell.
C. H. Johnston leaves to-day for RockWALTHAM.
land to join the yacht “Invicta”.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Whittaker are reSOUTH SURRY.
Miss E. A. Mayo, who h«9 been in BosMiss Georgia Jordan is in Ellsworth vieceiving congratulations on the birth of a
Young spent Sunday at borne.
Henry
ton on business, returned Wednesday.
daughter, born April 29.
wing friends.
F. H. Harden, who has been ill so long,
J. B. Brainard and wife made a brief
The Baptist church of this town will
Alonzo Braley has gone to Machias to
Is steadily improving.
visit here last week.
observe its seventy-fifth
While here Mr.
work for Raymond Haslem
anniversary
week ago, Brainard
Our Bcbool commenced a
purchased the cottage owned by
William Haslem, of Lamoine, was in May 20.
Miss Lizzie Gray, of Surry.
taught
by
John Swazey.
C. H. and O. G. Flye and son Gleason, of
town the past week.
Charles Uuuningbam came borne last
M.
May 4.
B.
O.
Sunday at
B. 8. Jellison and wife were in town Stonington, spent
M.

!

and the safe way of

msim. mm.
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on
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a

F. L. Mason and Will Mason
ing in Castine.

are

Miss E. A. Macomber will
Bluebil! laundry May 12.

open

Mrs.

Wilson,

workthe

grounds.
Greely Clay has bought
owned by the late W aller Gray

the

house

and

lately

Mrs. Daniel Dunn has been in town for
past attending to repairs
owns in the village.

on

the

house she

The Bncksport

junior baseball team
played the academy team at Mountain
park Saturday afternoon. Score 21 to 15
in favor of the academy boys.
Saturday forenoon the dwelling house
occupied by Rev. E. K. Osgood was destroyed by file. By great efforts the
stable was saved and the buildings of
Pearl Atherton.
gave

au

the Chemteneso club

entertainment in

consisting of

the

academy

debate, tableaux,
was a good pro-

an

essay,
music and dialogue. It

gramme, finely rendered and fully appreciated by the large audience present.

Much credit is due all the members of the
club, its president, Miss Nellie Greene,
and Miss Rafter, who has given much
time and talent to the work of the club.
M.
May 5.
WEST

HANCOCK.

C. H. and John M. Norris, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunday with relatives here.
Fred

Milliken

home

came

from Bar Harbor for

a

few

Saturday

week’s stay.

Sherman McFarland, who is employed

Harbor,

at Bar

remain for

few

a

came

Saturday

home

to

days.

K. Springer, who has been employed
Washington Junction as car inspector
the past year, has resigned. He will work
on bis place this summer.
SUMAC.
May 4.
W.

at

FRANKLIN ROAD.

Tracy is in Bar Harbor for a
stay.
Thomas B. Springer, of Detroit, visited
Miss Laura

short

relatives here last week.

E. R. Tracy is having a French roof put
bis bouse, and is making other improvements.
Charles Stewart and wife are parents of
on

boy, born the last of April.
makes a family of five little boys.

a

fine

Marshall and

little girls.

May

wife

This
John

parents of five

are

No “race suicide” here.
G.

4.

Sbbtrtisnnmts.

IMPORTANCE OF SPEED.
A GREAT FACTOR IN EVERY DAY
LIFE.
In these days of rapid progress, one of
the most important factors in business
and science; in transportation; in sports
and in fact almost everything is speed.
Speed is also an important factor in
the curative powers of medicine, and it
has been proven by an avalanche of testimonials, that the greatest remedy for
•peed and rapidity in relieving and curing diseases of the kidneys and bladder,
blood, liver, rheumatism, dyspepsia and
chronic constipation, is DR. DAVID
KENNEDY'S FAVORITE REMEDY.
The speed of this wonderful discovery
for diseases of the kidneys and bladder,
is not so rapid as to injure and interfere
with the other healthy organs of the
body; but rather of a gradual uniform
•peed, consistent with the best results.
If your back pains you; if your urine,
after you have deposited some in a glass,
and let it stand for 24 hours, has a
■moky, milky appearance; if you have
a frequent desire to urinate during the
night and scalding pains accompany its
passage, your kidneys and bladder reinstant treatment, by taking Dr.
tovid Kennedy's Favorite Remedy.
The startling results of this renowned
remedy, in relieving and curing diseases
of the kidneys and bladder have amazed
the whole medical world.
Druggists sell it in New SO Cent Size
and the regular $1 00 size bottles.
Sample bottle—enough for trial, free by mail.
Dr David Kennedy Corporation, Readout, N.Y.

fuire

Dr. David Erased}'! Warm Svrap, most elTee.
tit# medniue of the kind known. lie. Drusgiaia.

C.

A.

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.

Ellsworth,

Maine.
HANDSOME ROCKER

FREE !
$3.00 order of Spices
Soaps. Tea. Coffee and other
Groceries.
Also other
light
With

Premiums.

are

being

uniforms for tbe

made to

purchase

new

grange conferred
three candidates

the

AUGU5TA MAINE

WORKS.

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs, made from
old Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet
carpets.
Carpets cleaned clean.

MAINE.
SKOWHEGAN,
Send lor circular.

j

Ayers

Your doctor will tell you that

nervous children become strong and well

by taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Small doses, for a few days.

Sarsaparilla
The change is very prompt
and very marked. Ask your
doctor.why it is. He has our
formula and will explain.

pletely

restored me to health.”
Mrs. E. Buckminster, Vineland,

fl.00

experience

nec-

essary; money advanced for expense*; outSolicit orders for our Guaranfit FREE.
teed Nursery Stock. Write us at once for
terms^aod secure the best territory.

THE R. G. CHASE GO., MALDEN. MASS.

Systems, Co*.
There Are Three
(arlaolsm. Buddhism snd Tsoli*.
Confucianism is the re-

a

bottle.

«■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■»

N. J.

j. c. AYER co..

for «•■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

The Children
biliousness,constipation prevent recovery. Cure these with Ayer’s Pills.

stay.”
“I

have no right to tell her any- |
thing,” Jermain said, paling through
all his healthy tan. Then to Fenella
he said: “But you need not go,
to—escape me. I shall never force my- ■)
self on you. I love you too well”—
“It is not that," Fenella interrupted.
“I will stay, and gladly, on one condi- j
tion.”
“Name it," Jermain said, looking
away. Fenella drew back a step.
“That I may be my aunt's eompan
ion, not her heiress,” she said.
“If
you will let her adopt you”—
She stopped, faltering the least bit.
Jermain frowned blackly, but suddenly
bis face cleared as if by magic. “I believe that is the best way out.” he said,
with a slight significant gesture to Miss
De Vaux.
The new order of things made little
outward difference. Inwardly Fenella
chafed over slight and subtle changes.
Materially she had no cause for complaint. Her salary was a little more
than her quarterly allowance had been.
Her duties were less than she had vol-

j
dear,!

tory.
"My heel touched the corner of the
step, and I was gone. I nearly fractured
uty skull. The stars loomed up like a
constellation.
I never saw stars as
plainly in my life,”
“Hut, papa”—his young son attempted to interrupt, but the stern parent
would not permit it.
"Don't contradict what I say, Frank,
because you know I am older than you
are,” said the pater.

theory

In

ligion of the state. The state officials
secured tbeli
are the literati who hare
of the
poattioua through the study
classics—L e., the "Sacred Writings of
Confucius.” The Confucianlat temples
are protected and honored by the state,
and the worship of Confucius is carried
a
on at the expense of the state. In
limited sense, too. Buddhism can also
claim to be a state religion. The same
is also true of Taoism, since deceased
generals and statesmen arc assigned
their corresponding ranks with the

Taoistic king of the lower world in
hade*. In thi* role they are worshiped
in Taoistic temple*. In tills way it is
possible for a Chinaman to make use
of all three religions without getting
into conflict with the distinctive principles of any of them. Their officials
worship together. In funeral services
monks of both orders are found performing functions on different days.
The public temples are usually In
control of the Taoiata, hut sometimes
are in charge of Buddhist*. Not rarely
Taoistic gods are found In Buddhist
temples and vice versa. Sometimes
they differ only in name. The Buddhist goddess of mercy is the Taoist
goddess of heaven. The pearl king of
the Taoiata la the imperial ruler of the
Buddhists. Both systems teach the
same tcu princes in hades, and even
a reproduction of the Buddhist punishmeut in hell is found in the Taoist tem-

OTIS,

?!’'*•

Cbarlaa Fogg and
wife, 0t
were
In town
^S>
Sunday, c,|lln„
“* 08 °W

neighbor..
Philip Jordan, of Ellsworth F.n, K
come to
help his grandfather (Li*
Jordan, with his farming for a fi„

*
Lewi. Frasier died after a
i0Dg
F. ‘day, May 1, at the age of
years. U. leave, a wlf, ,n<1
thm
dreu:
Bert, who with his wife n»«
*
tbe homestead, and has
tenderly
for the father; Mrs. WUIred
Otis, and Mrs. Lester
Smith, 0f
Desert. Funeral services were
heldsui.
borne at 2 o’clock
Sunday. Mr Fr
was a true
Christian, ever read, to
kindly help, and one who will he
^
missed by all.

.event*!?
J?

J.
BlalsdaT!!
■

Dova.
manset.
Mrs. Frank Conners, of Bsr
Harbor ha,
making a short visit with
"
here.

relsti?

been

B. H. Mayo has received a
cargo of njt
for use In the fish business tho
comlo.

season.

Pederlc Sargent has opened the
boon
of the late William
Newman
with the Intention of
on
a IIt«„
carrying
.table business.
and .table

The schooner "Margaret

to

the

Inevitable.

Bilson—So you have a titled son-inlaw.
I suppose you consider him a
high honor.
Tribbler—Well, yes. he did coma rather high, but Carrie seemed sort of set
upon buying hftn.—Boston Transcript

Leonard”

among the first to bring in a trip of
this season. She landed 49,000

ple*.
A

Powerfil

Rlr*r.

Parker’s wharf last

•‘Should one be naked at random to
the moat powerful river In New
England—that l«. the river yielding the
moat water power and doing the moat
work—be would tie likely to name the
Merrlmac," said M. 8. Edgar of I*ort"He would have la mind
laud. Me.
the great manufacturing city of Lowell, and the answer would be a natural
one. It Is surprising, therefore, to be
told by the I'ultrd States geological
survey that the moat powerful river In
New England Is the Androscoggin.
Yet the surprise abatis when the facta
are recounted. There are nine or ten
developed water powers along the river. aud It appears that they furnish total power ei|ual to 73.000 horses. The
falls at Brunowlrk yield 7.700 horsepower; at Lisbon Kails, 1.023; at Lewleton, 12.000; at Livermore Kail*. 3.OU0;
at Otta Kalis. 8,000. at Jay's, 3.700; at
1‘eteraon's Kips, O.OUO. At Kuiuford
•1
Kalla there Is a potential of
horsepower when the resources at that
place are fnlly developed, and that la
altogether the greatest water power In
New England."- Washington Times.
name

Cheese Dishes.

Cheese Is oue of the mist concentrated forms of nitrogenous food and as a
food well adapted to the laboring man
or those working In tbe open air. When
properly cooki-d. cheese Is probably
more easily assimilated by the ordinary
stomach than eaten raw, aud hard, uncooked cheese should be served grated
In combination with certain food materials cheese la valuable, but when used
In this way should form the staple dl*‘
of the meal. Macaroni and cheese, rice
cooked In stock and then baked with
cheese or cooked with it. as in the form
of risotto, should be used In the place
of meat. An ordinary dinner menu of
meat, petals', macaroni and rtieese Is
not properly arranged.
Macaroni aud
cheese should la- used for a luncheon
dish, and a green vegetable should be
served with meat aud potato.

js

pounds it

week.

Mlaa Tunle Belle Treadwell,
district
superintendent of Maine children’s home
society, spoke concerning the work and
the church Sunday
funds for the work

May

evening and solicited
on

Monday.

6._

g

ittracrtiarmnUa.

DO

~~

YOUGeT UP

WITH A LAME BACK?
Kidney

Makes You

Trouble

Almost
papers is

Miserable.

who reads the ce»ssure to know of the won&rful
cures
made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
the great kidney, liver
L and bladder
remedy,
It is the great medse
cal triumph of the niaejT teenth
century; disl covered after years of
scientific research by
5 Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney and biadder specialist, and Is
wonderfully successful In promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst
forrn^, f kidney l.'oubie.

everybody

|

Drottllr"

s

Swamp-Root

is

not

rec-

ommended lor everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder troub.e It will be found
|uat the remedy you need. It has been tested
In so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful la
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried It, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how lo
find out If you have kidney or bladdertroublt.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
tend your address to
Dr. KUmer & Co..Binghamton. N. Y. The
regular fifty cert and n,.m. „r s-smt-iiesi
dollar sixes are sold by all good druggists.
Iloal make any mistake. Out renirmlier the
name, Swamp Root, Ilr. Kilmer's Swamp-Knot,
aililress. King tut m ton. N. Y., on erery
bottle.

ami the

Try le Preveal ll.
Hue little fellow," said tbe
patronizing old gentleman who bud
beeu elected representative for four
successive terms from hla congressional
district. Ills remark was addressed to
a
kind hearted lady bolding In her
arms a little fellow who blinked
grave
ly at all that was going ou.
"Yes," replied the lady. "HI* father
aud I set a great deal of store by him."
"Well, he * a bright looking little fellow. Maybe lie'll he a congressman
Wools

“Wbat

a

day."
"Maybe he will," said the mother.
“But,” she added earnestly, "I'm going
to do my best to raise him
right."—

some

Youth.

_________

Tbs livery
uss

man

Insert

doesn't thick

It

powder

bogey.

on

his

In tbs mailer ol deception,
slwsys make perfect.

4o Needles

‘•A. A’. Atwood's Hitters, the reliable liver remedy
H It

nee*

rrcc

la ye Jar tuny and button needles
Washand a
paper of if.5 SMarlha
inyton Xeedles
To yet this needle book, send us a
yelfou wrapper from a bottle of
"L. A*.” Abtood’s, datiny your
benefits from the use of “A. A’ V

Hay’s Sons,

Sell my

Agents

Portland, Maine

practice

does not

It's a bad arithmetic teacher who doit
not net her pupils s good
ezsmpls.

Jim Dumps was a moat
unfriendly man
Who lived hia life on a hermit
plan.
He’d never stop for a friendly smile,
3ut trudged along in his moody style
Till “Force"one day was served to him—
Since then they call him
“Sunny Jim.”

“Frank!”

Yielded

O.

,

Edward Laily and Le8ali,K
corned Hand ay from a
flahtn.
* trtP
Lamotne.
to

"But, papa”—
“But, papa, I know you didn’t bump
And you didn't see stars
your head.
either. It was the ashes from your
pipe. I guess I saw you.”
And Frank was reprimanded for having his say.—Indianapolis News.
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In cold blood. Miss De Vaux
degree on
Thursday liberately,
had opened a letter addressed to Feevening.
nella and stood n-ading It as though It
borne.
Ahe had thrown away happiMiss Lizzie Richardson returned home were her
The reading made her
own.
I
ness because, forsooth, ahe fancied tt
Monday after a visit toyrelatives in North eyes snap. When she came to the
sig- waa to be thrust
Ellsworth.
upon her. Jermstn
nature, she slumped hard and made to
was as kind at ever. as chivalrously
B. E. Tracj returned borne Saturday
ding the offending sheet into the Dre.
courteous, but nothing more. Of course
from Ellsworth, where be bas been in atFenella was too quick for her. She
he no longer cared for her; of course.
tendance at court.
caught the letter, crumpled It between
too, be would marry aa soon as be
locked bands, then confronted Miss De
Mabel and Cora Leighton, of Unioni found a lucky woman exactly to bis
j
Vaux with a face as set as her own.
ville, spent a few days of last week with
mind.
I’ntll that happened Fenella
“I have wanted not to hate you. Aunt
E. R. Noyes and wife.
Abe
meant
to
Afterward—
stay
"There are Just the
Pam.” she said.
a
number
of
tbe
members
of
Quite
there, blind and trembling.
stopped
two of us left.
Hut—but you make me
Schoodic grange attended the Cushman
Still It waa like a knife thrust when
do It I did not think my father's sisgrange at Gouldsboro Wednesday evenMiss I»c Vaux said:
“Fenella. John
ter could be so dishonorable.”
v
A
ing.
pleasant time is reported.
la to marry shortly, so on many acMiss De Vaux gasped. If one of the
counts I tbtnk It wise to get another
Mrs. Clara Foes and Geneva Milliken
roses blooming on the terrace outside
have been tbe guests of Mrs. J. B. Cole,
companion. He has chosen well. As
the windows had spoken reproof of
be Is to live with me after he marries.
at Prospect Harbor, tbe past week, and
her, she would have been scarcely more It is almost certain be would not like
Mrs. Lucy Baker, Etta Grover and Belle
amazed. Fenella in all the dve years
to have you keep the place."
Hamilton were her guests on Thursday.
since she came to Vauxlour had shown
I will go,” Fenella
“I understand.
Tbe dance given in Globe ball Friday herself a pattern of silent,
obedishy
said through stilT lips. then, waiting
evening May 1, was a grand success. ence.
She must be instantly discifor no answer, stumbled blindly away.
Tbe attendance was
large, and tbe plined.
In the briefest time she was walking
dancers remaiued until tbe small hours of
Uo to your room at once!
she said
down tbe avenue, looking neither to
tbe morning. Many out-of-town visitors
icily. "Stay there until John Jermain right nor left, her eyes still unseeing.
were present.
Tbe music was furnished
comes. I shall tell him the whole truth.
Half way to tbe gate she ran plump
by Joy’s orchestra of Bar Harbor.
After that, if he still wishes to marry
Into Jcrmain'a arms. They closed
will
leave
The 1. (). G. V. installed officers Saturday
house
as
his
you, you
my
about her in most possessive fashion
wife or else as penniless as you are
evening, chief templar, Geo. Childs; vice*
as be said, with his lips on her hair,
templar, Minnie Davis; superintendent ungrateful.”
answering her incoherent murmurs:
"1
shall
now!”
Fenella said, turngo
juvenile templars, Geneva MUliken ;secre“Of course. Aunt l’am needs another
toward
the
outer door.
Miss De
tary, Rufus Bickford; assistant-secretary. ing
companion. You are going to be my
Vaux barred her way, saying with a
Grace Hanson; chaplain, Emma Stevens;
precious wife.”
bitter smile: "Wait Head your letter.
treasurer Lutle Tracy; financial secretary,
Cora Roberts; past chief templar, Herbert Between the lines you will find out
Orljrln of Earrllga.
Tracy; marshal, Carl Bickford; deputy- that your true love, Mr. Allen Lee, does
According to the Moslem creed the
marshal, Delia Baker; lodge
deputy, not want you unless you bring him the
Ruble Tracy; sentinel, Charles Lindsey;
reason why every Mohammedan lady
hope of my money.”
guard, Willie Childs.
Feneila’s luminous pallor turned sud- considers it her duty to wear earrings
R.
May 5.
denly ashen, hut her head was high as is attributed to the following curioua
she answered, "You would hardly have legend: Sarah, tradition tells u*. was
SOMESVILLE.
tried to burn a letter which said that.” so jealous of the preference shown by
Mrs. E. B. Siisby is visiting relatives
But instead of pressing to the hall Abrabain for Ilagar that she took a
here.
door she' turned and weut up the stair- solemn vow that she would give herMias L. M. Treadwell, of Portland, was
self no rest until she had mutilated the
way.
here Wednesday soliciting funds for the
fair face of her hated rival and tiond
In
an hour she came down, a slim,
children’s home in Augusta.
black wraith, clothed in the faded maid. Abraham, who had knowledge
Fernald Bros.’ store was broken into
his utmost
mourning she had worn when she came of his wife's intention, did
Tuesday night and |6 stolen. Evidently to Vauxlour. A sma'l bag, pitifully to pacify his imbittered spouse, hut
it was not a professional for the safe was
she
not disturbed.
rusty, more pitifully flabby, dangled long in vain. At length, however,
from her hand. "I am taking away relented and decided to forego her plan
Rev G. E. Kinney arrived here Wednesshe to fui
nothing !,ut what belongs to me. Bear of revenge. But how was
day accompanied by Mrs. Sparrow, Miss
till the terms of the vow she had #n
to that. Aunt Pain,” she said
witness
Sparrow and his young son Nelson, who
mature reflection
dully, pausing a few steps in front of tered Into? After
will remain with the pastor during the
summer.
Miss De Vaux. "You were right. I wus she saw her way out of the difficulty.
fea
H.
May 5.
ungrateful. 1 understand now, you— Iustead of disfiguring the lovely
of her bondmaid she contented
you—warned to save me the hurt, the tures
SEAL HARBOR.
shame of it,” she went on, “but 1 must herself with boring a hole In each of
If “A Subscriber” will send bis or her go away, just the same. I cannot—can- the rosy lobes of her ears.
The legend does not inform us whethname to this office, t he letter dated May
not marry”—
4 will be published.
The American
felt It Incum"Stop, foolish child! There need be er Abraham afterward
cannot print anonymous communications.
bent upon him to mitigate the smart of
no talk of marriage—until you choose,"
Miss De Vaux said huskily. Under these little wounds by the gift of a
Ancient Proofreading.
her crust of imperious pride she loved costly pair of earrings or whether HaThe editions of books printed 200 or
Fenella dearly. “Listen! Be wise and gar procured the triukets for herself.
300 years ago are {\lmost entirely free
The fact remains, however, that the
a little pitiful. John Jermain ought to
from typographical errors, *whieh may
be my sou. I never loved anybody but Turkish women, all of whom wear
be attributed to the fact that early
his father. My pride and temper part- earrings from their seventh year, depublishers were generally eminent
ed us. Now you know why I want rive the use of these jewels from Hascholars, and themselves gave much
him to have the money, yet not to leave gar, who is held in veneration as the
attention to the revision of their
mother of Ishmael, the founder of their
it away from my own blood."
After
proofs.
reading the proofs they
“Let him have it—unincumbered," race.
turned
them
over
to other
frequently
Fenella said proudly.
scholars with the request to revise and
Blonds In History.
Miss De Vaux wrung her hands.
and
as the printer’s time was
correct,
It is certain that blond, long headed
“Y’ou—you must not go away," she
then deemed a matter of small consesaid. Fenella smiled wanly, but shook men once played a great role in history,
quence a perfection was attained which
for it was they who colonized Galatia
her head, saying, "I must.”
is seldom equaled by modern priuters.
“You are mad—quite mad!” Miss Do and brought home the treasures of
Vaux said, the distress in her voice ap- Greece and Italy to Toulouse, who
Two Conrin Open.
parent. A tall, wholesome looking fel- overthrew the Itoman empire in tbe
Bonaventure de Fourcroy, a clever
low came gustily through the door. Two west and won England from tbe Britsociety poet of the seventeenth cen- strides took him
up to Fenella. “What ons. It is equally certain that this phystury, a splendid orator, an eminent ad- does it mean—this masquerade?" he ical type was once much more domivocate and an intimate friend of Moasked. Miss De Vaux began to speak, nant and widely distributed than It Is
liere to boot, on being asked one day
but Fenella stopped her by an im- now and that it is tending to die out.
by a magistrate what he meant to do
This is especially true of that properative gesture.
with his son replied, "If there is any“It means you are to be rich and nounced form of blonds which Is disthing in him I'll make him a barrister; !
happy in your own way,” she said tinguished by red hair. Red haired
If not I'll make him a judge.”
clearly. “I have not been so blind as persons do not now constitute the mayou thought. Mr. Jermain does not jority in any known trllie or nation,
He*. Stilt a Baclirlor.
really care for me. He loves Susan but one authority sets forth grounds
It was at a social. The young wom- Weir, though he has never let himself for thinking that red hair was once
an said on starting home that she needmuch more prevalent.
acknowledge it."
ed something more around her. The !
It must have occurred, for instance,
jermain tangoed heartily,
“in that
young man borrowed a shawl. He is case you must needs console me.” he among the Brahmans, since they were
still a bachelor. She is now the ma of said.
“Haven't you heard the news? forbidden by the laws of Muuu to !
four interesting children.—Richmond
Susan eloped last night with Allen marry red haired women. There is no
Missourian.
Lee, and I have been ready to murder doubt that blonds and red haired |»»r- !
him this lust six weeks. 1 was so sure sons are still encountered about tbe !
Ullghteil Harthlr Hope..
Hindoo Kush, among the tribes from
he had bewitched our fairy here.”
If you want a boy baby, don't let the
He touched Feuella’s arm reverently whom the Brahmans are supposed to j
stork know it. or it will bring a girl.
as he spoke.
She shrank from him have been immigrants. But obedience
You will find, by the way, that some
and made as if to speak.
Miss lie to tbe law mentioned would, in tbe j
influence similar to the stork's has folVaux put a hand over her lips, saying: course of time, annihilate tbe tendency ;
lowed you in all your desires.—Atchi“Let me tell him, Fenella. He ought to tbeir reproduction.
son Globe.
to know the truth.
Our girl was be*
Not an Optical Illusion.
witched. John. That is the true word
atmrrtisniunts.
for it. But she had the strength, the
He was positive thut be bumped bis
sense, to save herself—would not bear
bead when be fell.
of a secret marriage.
She had found
"You see, it all happened just as 1
him out. She is going away because I
stepped off the porch." he said as he
have been cruel.
Tell her she must rubbed the back of his thought reposi-

When 13 years old. for many months no
thought I could live because of thin blood.
But, in a few weeks, Aver's Sarsaparilla com-

SALESMEN WANTED.
no

<*mm. IW.MI11 won umm

unfaltering eyes.

first

one

^Salary or commission;

McCulloch William*

i

Fenella watched her annt with wide,
She was much toe
Deangry to be the least bit afraid.

Pettee and sisters, of Steuben,
attended
May ball Friday evening.
tbe

far aa to add that In the event of
Penella's marriage after five years’
satisfactory service abe would give her
a wedding outfit and a modest If comfortable dowry.
Further, ahe made
not the leant objection to potential
lovers
If they asked her leave to
court her niece, abe aald Invariably
Fenella was free to chooae for herself.
Fenella waa
Thua a year passed.
finding out things- things bitter to be

RELIGION

an

1
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Leman

Schoodic

By Martha

♦

Winter Harbor band.

thin, pale, weak,

Heme Supply Co., fleet. A

ORIENTAL RUG

G. C. Blance has moved bis office from
Haoover to Grindstone Inn.

tbe

Un tartly taken on herself In the old
Ahe bad greater absolute freedays
dom. but abe missed something.
Mia Is \ sux no longer talked to
her of tbe future. Sow and again ahe
said of such or auch a plan. "John
will keep it up." And once ahe went

n

moved into it.

Monday evening

LOVE'S
f STRATAGEM

Tbe Bandana society met at tbe home
one of its members Sunday evening.

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Clough, of
Brookline, Mass., spent Sunday in town.
Ralph Townsend had his ankle badly
hurt last week by a boy on the school

week

l

page*

visiting of

is

her sister, Miss May Ober.
Miss Adelaide Pearson is occupying her
summer cottage in the village.

a

other

H. E. Harrington is home for tbe season.

Efforts

Sedgwick,

of

tea

WINTER HARBOR.

BLUEHILL.
Rev. E. Bean has gone
vacation.

County A’«v*

a

better builder
than

a

vacation.

Never Tires of It.
“I am eonidderahly advanced towards
eighty rear*
of age. 1 have of late been almrwt
rejuvenated by the
uae of your ''try excellent
(.reparation, vthi. b you have
rightly designated ae’Force.’ Severttre < f H.
“E. CarrxauOLa "
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